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ON THE NOTION OF SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION IN LOCAL
GEOMETRIC LANGLANDS
SAM RASKIN
For Sasha Beilinson
Abstract. The geometric Langlands program is distinguished in assigning spectral decompositions
to all representations, not only the irreducible ones. However, it is not even clear what is meant by
a spectral decomposition when one works with non-abelian reductive groups and with ramification.
The present work is meant to clarify the situation, showing that the two obvious candidates for
such a notion coincide.
More broadly, we study the moduli space of (possibly irregular) de Rham local systems from the
perspective of homological algebra. We show that, in spite of its infinite-dimensional nature, this
moduli space shares many of the nice features of an Artin stack. Less broadly, these results support
the belief in the existence of a version of geometric Langlands allowing arbitrary ramification.
Along the way, we give some apparently new, if unsurprising, results about the algebraic geometry
of the moduli space of connections, using Babbitt-Varadarajan’s reduction theory for differential
equations.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Local geometric Langlands. Let k be a ground field of characteristic zero, let K :“ kpptqq
for t an indeterminate. Let
˝
D :“ SpecpKq be the (“formal”) punctured disc. Let G be a split
reductive group over k, and let Gˇ be a split reductive group over k with root datum dual to that
of G.
Recall the format of local geometric Langlands from [FG1]: there it is suggested that, roughly
speaking, DG categories1 acted on (strongly) by the loop group GpKq should be equivalent to
Date: September 24, 2018.
1Throughout this introduction, DG category means presentable (i.e., cocomplete plus a set theoretic condition)
DG category.
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DG categories over the moduli space LocSysGˇp
˝
Dq of de Rham local Langlands parameters, i.e., Gˇ-
bundles on
˝
D with connection. Note that we work allow irregular singularities in our local systems,
which by an old analogy is parallel to wild ramification in the arithmetic theory.
1.2. Some remarks are in order.
‚ For the reader who is not completely comfortable with the translation from the arithmetic
theory:
A DG category acted on by GpKq should be thought of as analogous to a smooth rep-
resentation. The basic example is the category of D-modules on a space acted on by GpKq
(e.g., D-modules on the affine Grassmannian).
One can then think of a category over2 LocSysGˇp
˝
Dq as something richer than a mea-
sure on the space of Langlands parameters, and which is precisely measuring the spectral
decomposition of the corresponding smooth representation.
‚ This idea is quite appealing. One of the distinguishing features of geometric Langlands, in
contrast to the arithmetic theory, is the existence of geometric structures on the sets of spec-
tral parameters, and the suggestion (c.f. [BD], [Gai4]) that pointwise spectral descriptions
should generalize over these moduli spaces. The use of spectral decompositions in families
then allows to remove irreducibility hypotheses from the analogous arithmetic questions.
‚ Such an equivalence is not expected to hold literally as is, morally because of the existence
of Arthur parameters in the arithmetic spectral theory.
However, some form of this conjecture may be true as is if we take tempered categories
acted on by GpKq, c.f. [AG]. This notion warrants further study: one can make a number
of precise conjectures for which there are not obvious solutions.
‚ There are two main pieces of evidence for believing in such theory.
First, Beilinson long ago observed3 that Contou-Carre`re’s construction of Cartier self-
duality of GmpKq implies a precise form of the conjecture for a torus.
4
Second, (derived) geometric Satake (c.f. [MV], [FGV], [BF] and [AG]) and Bezrukavnikov’s
geometric affine Hecke theory (c.f. [AB], [Bez]) fit elegantly into this framework. They com-
pletely settle the questions over (the formal completion of) the locus of unramified connec-
tions and regular connections with unipotent monodromy respectively (and are instructive
about how to understand the temperedness issues).
‚ Local geometric Langlands is supposed to satisfy various compatibilities as in the arithmetic
theory, e.g. there should be a compatibilities with parabolic induction and with Whittaker
models.
2This paper is an attempt to understand the phrase “category over,” so the reader should not think us too remiss
in not yet explaining at a technical level what is meant here. However, we ask the reader to suspend disbelief for the
moment, and to imagine something like a DG category with a spectral decomposition over LocSysGˇp
˝
Dq (e.g., one
should have the ability to take fibers at local systems).
3See e.g. [Bei] Proposition 1.4. It is necessary here to seek out the published version of the article and not the
preprint.
4More precisely, one should use Gaitsgory’s notion of (and results on) 1-affineness [Gai5], as will be discussed
later: see especially §1.28.
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Much5 more intriguing is the compatibility with Kac-Moody representations at the criti-
cal level: this idea is implicit in [BD], and is explicitly proposed in [FG1]. There is nothing6
analogous in the arithmetic theory, so this marks one of the major points of departure of
geometric Langlands from the usual theory of automorphic forms. Moreover, such a com-
patibility has deep impliciations in representation theory, which are of independent interest.
1.3. Local geometric Langlands? Though there are exceptions in special cases, local geometric
Langlands (for non-abelian G) essentially stalled out after Bezrukavnikov’s theory.
There may be many reasons for this: Bezrukavnikov’s theory invokes many brilliant constructions,
and perhaps no one has figured out how to extend these. But more fundamentally, there are serious
technical challenges when one reaches beyond Iwahori.
On the geometric side, for compact open subgroups K Ď GpKq smaller than Iwahori, the K-orbits
on GpKq{K are not “combinatorial,” i.e., the orbits are not discretely parameterized. For starters,
this means one must handle non-holonomic D-modules. More seriously, this transition abandons
the comfort zone of classical geometric representation theory.
On the spectral side, recall that the formal completion of the locus of regular singular (de Rham)
local systems with unipotent monodromy is isomorphic to the formal completion of Nˇ{Gˇ Ď gˇ{Gˇ
for Nˇ Ď gˇ the nilpotent cone. However, beyond this locus, LocSysGˇp
˝
Dq is no longer an Artin stack,
and is not even finite type. So again, we find ourselves out our comfort zone.
This is to say the skeptic would not be rash in asking if there is any true local geometric
Langlands (which for starters would incorporate irregular singularities); nor to suggest that Iwahori
ramification is the limit of what is apparently just a geometric shadow of a much richer arithmetic
theory. If our interlocutor is right, then there is not much more to explore in geometric Langlands,
and the subject is nearing exhaustion.
1.4. But we remember Beilinson’s class field theory for de Rham local systems and draw some
resilience from it.
1.5. This paper is essentially an attempt to study how bad the geometry on the spectral side of
local geometric Langlands is.
The results are surprisingly positive: from the perspective of homological algebra, LocSysGˇp
˝
Dq
has all the favorable features of an Artin stack.
In short summary, our main result compares two (a priori quite different, c.f. below) notions of
category over LocSysGˇp
˝
Dq, showing that the two coincide. This result therefore answers the long-
standing question: what is a category over LocSysGˇp
˝
Dq? I.e., what is the spectral side of (tempered)
local geometric Langlands?
As a happy output of our methods, we also show that QCohpLocSysGˇp
˝
Dqq is compactly generated
as a DG category, which comes as a bit of a surprise.
So, perhaps the situation is not so bad.
5This paragraph is included for the sake of academic completeness, but we explicitly note that it plays no role in
what follows. The reader unfamiliar with this idea does not need to follow it, and does not need to turn to [BD] and
[FG1] to catch up.
6Perhaps this is too strong a claim: as is well-known among experts, the appearance of opers can be understood
as a spectral analogue of the Whittaker model, which normally only appears on the geometric side. Nevertheless,
such a thing is impossible arithmetically.
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Remark 1.5.1. As we will discuss below, these results can be understood as a geometric strength-
ening of the simple observation that tangent spaces at field-valued points of LocSys are finite-
dimensional.
1.6. History. We were first asked this question by Dennis Gaitsgory in 2010. He informs us that
the ambiguity in what was meant by a category over LocSysGˇp
˝
Dq was the reason that no formulation
of a local geometric Langlands conjecture was given by him and Frenkel in [FG1], nor by Beilinson
earlier.
1.7. Changing notation. At this point, we stop referring to any Langlands duality. For the
remainder of the paper, let G be an affine algebraic group over k, which will play the role that Gˇ
played above. In particular, we do not assume that G is reductive in what follows.
1.8. Main results. We now proceed to give a detailed description of the results of this paper.
We proceed in increasing sophistication. We begin in §1.9-1.18 with the main novel geometric
result of this paper, which is less technical than the rest of the paper in that it does not involve
DG categories.
In §1.19, we will comment on the compact generation of QCoh, indicating why the claim is non-
trivial (i.e., why it encodes at a technical level the idea that LocSysGp
˝
Dq is like an Artin stack).
Finally, in §1.20, we will begin to discuss 1-affineness and what could be meant by a category
over LocSysGp
˝
Dq. Recall that our main result here compares two different notions.
1.9. Geometry of LocSysGp
˝
Dq. We now provide a more detailed description of the results of this
paper.
Our treatment will be thorough, since there are not great references treating the moduli of local
systems on the punctured disc as an object of algebraic geometry (though it is old folklore), and
hoping that the expert reader will forgive this. So we will give a precise definition of LocSysGp
˝
Dq
followed by some examples, and then state our main geometric result.
1.10. First, we need to define LocSysGp
˝
Dq.
Let AffSch denote the category of affine schemes.7 We will presently define a functor:
AffSchÑ 1–Gpd
S ÞÑ LocSysGp
˝
DqpSq
where 1–Gpd is the category of 1-groupoids (i.e., the usual notion of groupoid, not a higher
groupoid). This will be the geometric object we mean by LocSysGp
˝
Dq: in the language [Gai2]
of derived algebraic geometry, we say that LocSysGp
˝
Dq is a 1-truncated classical prestack.
7Here these are classical affine schemes in the language of derived algebraic geometry. Fortunately, derived
algebraic geometry plays a minor role in the present work (though it always lurks in the background). Moreover,
manipulations with connections (which is only possible in classical algebraic geometry) is crucial in §2, so our default
convention is the language of classical algebraic geometry.
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Warning 1.10.1. We emphasize from the onset that we will not sheafify this functor for any topol-
ogy; though we are trained always to sheafify, not sheafifying actually avoids some useless and un-
necessary confusion,8 and by descent does not change the categories we are interested in (namely,
quasi-coherent sheaves and sheaves of categories).
1.11. Let Ω1K denote the K-line of k-linear continuous differentials for K. So we have a map
d : K Ñ Ω1K , and our coordinate t defines the basis element dt P Ω
1
K so that df “ f
1 ¨ dt. For
economy, we usually use the notation Kdt for Ω1K , though we will not be using our coordinate in
any symmetry breaking way.
More generally, for A a k-algebra and V an Apptqq-module, we let V dt :“ Ω1K bK V .
1.12. Description of LocSysGp
˝
Dq as a quotient. We recall that there is a gauge action of the
indscheme GpKq on the indscheme9 gpptqqdt.
Morally, this is given by the formula:
GpKq ˆ gpptqqdtÑ gpptqq
pg,Γdtq ÞÑ GaugegpΓdtq :“ AdgpΓqdt´ pdgqg
´1
though we will give a precise construction in what follows. Modulo the construction of this action,
we define LocSysGp
˝
Dq as the prestack (i.e., non-sheafified) quotient gpptqqdt{GpKq, where we are
using the gauge action.
One approach to constructing this action is to notice that for G “ GLn, this formula makes sense
as is, and then to use the Tannakian formalism to reduce to this case. Indeed, the only difficulty
in making sense of this formula is the term dg ¨ g´1, and this case a clear meaning for matrices.
Alternatively, recall that G carries the canonical g-valued 1-form (the Cartan form). This is a
right invariant g-valued 1-form on G. Note that right invariant g-valued 1-forms are the same as
vectors in gbg_, and our 1-form then corresponds to the identity matrix in gbg_ “ Endpgq. Note
that for G “ GLn, the Cartan form is given by the formula dg ¨ g
´1.
For S “ SpecpAq P AffSch, let
˝
DS :“ SpecpApptqqq. Given g :
˝
DS Ñ G (i.e., an S-point of GpKq),
one can pullback10 the Cartan form to obtain an g-valued S-relative differential form on
˝
DS, i.e.,
an element of pgbAqpptqqdt “ pgpptqqdtqpSq.
1.13. Description of LocSysGp
˝
Dq via local systems. We now give a somewhat more concrete
description of LocSysGp
˝
Dq, especially for G “ GLn.
Definition 1.13.1. A differential module on
˝
DS is a finite rank free Apptqq-module V equipped with
an A-linear map:
∇ : V Ñ V dt
8E.g., we never need to worry about the subtle questions of projectivity of an Apptqq-module versus local freeness
on SpecpAq: this question is irrelevant for us. So the cost is some awkwardness, and the benefit is that we never
engage with some subtleties.
9We begin a practice here where sometimes we view gpptqqdt (or grrtssdt) as a geometric object, i.e., an indscheme
(or scheme), and sometimes as a linear algebra object, i.e., a K-vector space. We promise always to be careful to
distinguish which of the two perspectives we are using.
10For precision, since Apptqqdt is a bit outside the usual format of differential algebraic geometry: the composition
OG
g˚
ÝÝÑ Apptqq
d
ÝÑ Apptqqdt is a derivation, so induces a map Ω1G Ñ Apptqqdt. Similarly, we obtain g b Ω
1
G Ñ
pgbAqpptqqdt, and our form is the image of the Cartan form under this map.
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satisfying the Leibniz rule:
∇pfvq “ f∇pvq ` df b v.
For G “ GLn, we define LocSysGLnp
˝
DqpSq as the groupoid of differential modules on
˝
DS of
rank n (as an Apptqq-module). Indeed, for an pn ˆ nq-matrix Γdt P gpptqq, ∇ :“ d ` Γdt defines a
connection on Apptqq‘n, and it is standard to see that this gives an equivalence of groupoids.
More generally, we obtain a Tannakian description of LocSysGp
˝
Dq. We should be careful not
to sheafify in S though! So we take the groupoid of symmetric monoidal functors from finite-
dimensional representations of G to differential modules on
˝
DS , such that the resulting functor
from finite-dimensional representations of G to free Apptqq-modules admits an isomorphism with
OblvbkApptqq, for Oblv the forgetful functor for G-representations.
1.14. Example: G “ Gm. We now give some important explicit examples of LocSysGp
˝
Dq, which
the reader should always keep in mind. We begin with the case G “ Gm.
Since G is commutative, the gauge action is given by pg, ωq P GmpKq ˆKdt ÞÑ ω ´ d logpgq.
We will compute the quotient by the gauge action in stages, ultimately showing that LocSysGmp
˝
Dq
is a product of three terms: Ga{Z where Z acts by translations, the quotient of an ind-infinite di-
mensional affine space by its underlying formal group (i.e., colimnA
n
dR) , and BGm the classifying
stack of Gm.
First, we quotient by the first congruence subgroup K1 :“ KerpGmpOq Ñ Gmq of GmpKq (here
and everywhere, O :“ krrtss).
Since K1 is prounipotent, g P K1 can be written canonically as exppξq for ξ P tkrrtss. Here we are
abusing notation: by (e.g.) g P K1, we implicitly are taking an S-point (for S a test affine scheme),
and we are considering tkrrtss as a scheme in the obvious way. That aside, the action of K1 then
sends pg “ exppξq, ωq to ω´dξ. Therefore, we see that Kdt{K1 “ Kdt{Odt, since d : tkrrtss
»
ÝÑ Odt.
Note that Kdt{Odt is an ind-affine space, and is ind-finite type.
Quotienting by GmpOq, we see that Gm “ GmpOq{K1 acts on Kdt{Odt trivially, and therefore
the quotient is Kdt{Odtˆ BGm.
Next, we quotient by {GmpOq, the formal completion of GmpOq in GmpKq, i.e., the connected com-
ponent of the identity in GmpKq. The exponential map defines a canonical isomorphism pK{Oq0^
»
ÝÑ{GmpOq{GmpOq, where pK{Oq0^ is the formal completion at the identity of the group indschemeK{O
(considered as a group under addition). Moreover, the resulting action on Kdt{OdtˆBGm is trivial
on the second factor, and on the first factor (up to sign) is induced from the translation action
of Kdt{Odt on itself and the homomorphism K{O
d
ÝÑ Kdt{Odt. Since the latter homomorphism
identifies the source with the kernel of the residue map, the resulting quotient is:
Ga ¨
dt
t
ˆKerpRes : Kdt{OdtÑ GaqdR ˆ BGm.
Here we are using the well-known de Rham prestack construction, and the fact that de Rham of a
group is the quotient of the group by its underlying formal group.
Finally, we quotient by GmpKq{ {GmpOq “ Z. It is easy to see that the generator acts as translation
by dt
t
on the factor Ga
dt
t
and trivially on the other factors above, so the resulting quotient is:
pGa ¨
dt
t
q{pZ ¨
dt
t
q ˆKerpRes : Kdt{OdtÑ GaqdR ˆ BGm
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as originally claimed.
1.15. Example: G is unipotent. Next, we treat the case where G is unipotent. We will show that
LocSysGp
˝
Dq is isomorphic to the stack g{G, where G acts via the adjoint action. More precisely,
we claim that the map:
g{GÑ LocSysGp
˝
Dq
ξ ÞÑ d` ξ
dt
t
gives an isomorphism.
First, suppose that G is a commutative unipotent group. We have an exponential isomorphism
exp : gpptqq
»
ÝÑ GpKq, and by commutativity, the gauge action then becomes:
gpptqq ˆ gpptqqdt
»
ÝÑ GpKq ˆ gpptqqdtÑ gpptqqdt
pξ,Γdtq ÞÑ Γdt´ dξ.
This clearly gives the claim in this case.
In the general case, let Z be the center of G. By commutativity, LocSysZp
˝
Dq has commutative
group structure as a prestack. Moreover, by centrality it acts on LocSysGp
˝
Dq, and the prestack
quotient for this action is LocSysG{Zp
˝
Dq. Therefore, we can apply induction on the degree of
nilpotence to reduce to the commutative case.
1.16. Example: G “ Gm ˙ Ga. In this case, we will see that LocSysGp
˝
Dq is not locally of finite
type, unlike the previous examples. Note that the nature of this example forces similar bad behavior
for G “ GL2, or any other nonabelian reductive group.
In what follows, we realize G as a matrix group in GL2 in the usual way.
Consider O “ tf “
ř8
i“0 ait
iu as a scheme, and let A1ˆO map to LocSysGp
˝
Dq though the map:
pλ, fq P A1 ˆO ÞÑ d`
ˆ
λ
t
f
0 0
˙
dt.
If LocSysGp
˝
Dq were locally of finite type, then this map would factor through A1 ˆ O{tnO for
some n, i.e., it would be isomorphic to a map depending only on the first n of the ai in the above
notation. We claim this is not the case.
To this end, we claim that the G-connection:
d`
ˆ
´n
t
tn´1
0 0
˙
dt
is not isomorphic to the trivial G-connection for n P Zě0, while the connection d`
ˆ
´n
t
0
0 0
˙
dt is
isomorphic to a trivial connection. Note that this immediately gives a contradiction to the locally
finite type claim.
To see these results, we apply a gauge transformation by
ˆ
t´n 0
0 1
˙
P GpKq. The former connec-
tion becomes:
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d`
ˆ
0 t´1
0 0
˙
dt
which is easily seen to be nontrivial (one solution to the corresponding order 2 differential equation
is the logarithm), while the the latter connection becomes trivial, as desired.
Remark 1.16.1. This example also shows that t´1grrtssdt{GpOq is not locally of finite type.
Remark 1.16.2. This example admits another description. We will be slightly informal here, since
we will not use this language later in the paper.
Recall that to a two step complex of vector spaces (or vector bundles), we can associate a stack.
Then LocSysGm˙Gap
˝
Dq Ñ LocSysGmp
˝
Dq is obtained by the (Tate analogue of) this construction for
the two step complex on LocSysGmp
˝
Dq computing de Rham cohomology of a rank 1 local system.
In these terms, the above corresponds to the fact that (regular singular) Gm-connections can have
de Rham cocycles with an arbitrarily high order of zero.
1.17. Semi-infinite motivation. The difficulty in working with LocSysGp
˝
Dq as a geometric object
is that it is the quotient of something very infinite-dimensional by something else very infinite-
dimensional. Here “very infinite-dimensional” means “an indscheme of ind-infinite type.” So it is
not at all an Artin stack (except for G unipotent).
But LocSysGp
˝
Dq does share some properties of an Artin stack. E.g., the cotangent complex is
computed using de Rham cohomology, and therefore has finite-dimensional cohomology groups at
field-valued points.
So as a first approximation, one should think that the infinite-dimensional forces are canceling
each other out into something almost finite-dimensional. We have seen that this does happen in
a fairly precise the special cases where G is unipotent or commutative, though it is harder to say
what we mean by this if G is merely, say, solvable.
In fact, everything in this paper marked as a “theorem” may be regarded as an attempt to say
in what sense LocSysGp
˝
Dq behaves like an Artin stack (i.e., that it has better geometric properties
than, say, gpptqq{GpKq under the adjoint action). Moreover, already for G “ GL2, these results are
the only such statements of which I am aware.
1.18. Motivated by the example of Gm˙Ga, we will show the following results in §2. Here G can
be any affine algebraic group.
We begin with the case of regular connections.
Theorem (Thm. 2.12.1 and Ex. 2.8.4). Let K1 Ď GpOq denote the first congruence subgroup (i.e.,
the kernel of the evaluation map GpOq Ñ G).
For Γ´1 P g a k-point, consider the gauge action of K1 on the subscheme:
Γ´1dt` grrtssdt Ď gpptqqdt.
Then the quotient of this scheme by K1 is an Artin stack smooth over k (in particular, it is of finite
type).
In other words, when we fix the polar part of the connection, the quotient is an Artin stack.
Note that the main difficulty in proving this is the finiteness statement.
Remark 1.18.1. To emphasize, we have a very strange situation. K1 acts on t
´1grrtssdt preserving
the fibers of the residue map t´1grrtssdt Ñ t´1grrtssdt{grrtssdt “ g; then the quotient by K1 is an
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Artin stack on geometric fibers, but is not an Artin stack before we take fibers (since it is not of
finite type by §1.16).
In more naive terms, for every fiber some congruence subgroup acts freely, but the subgroup
cannot be taken independently of the fiber (again, by §1.16).
This appears to be a new pathology in infinite type algebraic geometry.
The result above is not quite true as is when we allow higher order poles, but we will see that
the following variant holds:
Theorem (Thms. 2.12.1 and 2.19.1). For every r ą 0, there exists an integer ρ (depending also
on G) such that for every Γ´r, . . . ,Γ´r`ρ k-points of g, the quotient of the action of the pρ ` 1q-
congruence group Kρ`1 :“ KerpGpOq Ñ GpO{tρ`1Oqq on the subscheme of connections of the form:
Γ´rt´rdt` . . . ` Γ´r`ρt´r`ρdt` t´r`ρ`1grrtssdt Ď gpptqqdt
is an Artin stack smooth over k.
Remark 1.18.2. This second result is a special case of the first result: the only additional claim
is that for r “ ´1, we can take ρ “ 0. Moreover, as indicated above, this will be clear from the
formulation of Theorem 2.12.1 and from Example 2.8.4. We emphasize that the only difference from
the previous theorem is that for r ą 1, we typically have ρ ě r, i.e., we have to fix more than just
the polar part of the connection.
Remark 1.18.3. Note that the latter cited theorem, Theorem 2.19.1, is strongly influenced by
Babbitt-Varadarajan [BV], and closely follows their method for treating connections on the formal
punctured disc.
Remark 1.18.4. The proof of Theorem 2.12.1, which says that an infinitesimal finiteness hypothesis
implies quotients of the above kind are finite type, is surprisingly tricky, especially considering how
coarse the hypothesis and the conclusion of this result are. I would be very glad to hear a simpler
proof.
1.19. Compact generation of QCoh. Next, let QCohpLocSysGp
˝
Dqq denote the (cocomplete) DG
category of quasi-coherent sheaves on LocSysGp
˝
Dq. Recall that QCoh is defined as an appropriate
homotopy limit for any prestack, and we are simply applying this construction in the case of
LocSysGp
˝
Dq.
Theorem (Thm. 4.4.1). If G is reductive, then QCohpLocSysGp
˝
Dqq is compactly generated.
Let us comment on why this result is nontrivial.
In forming LocSysGp
˝
Dq, we take a certain quotient by GpKq. Since G is reductive, GpKq{GpOq “
GrG is ind-proper, and the major difficulty arises in quotienting by GpOq.
Indeed, one can easily see that QCohpBGpOqq has no non-zero compact objects. Ultimately, this
is because the trivial representation has infinite cohomological amplitude, because of the infinite
dimensional pro-unipotent tail of GpOq (more precisely, one should combine this observation with
left completeness of the canonical t-structure on this category). In other words, the global sections
functor on BGpOq has infinite cohomological amplitude, ruling out compactness.
We will prove the compact generation for LocSysGp
˝
Dq by showing that global sections for
t´rgrrtssdt{GpOq is cohomologically bounded (for the natural t-structure on this quotient).
Here’s a sketch of the proof. This result can be checked after replacingGpOq by the ρth congruence
subgroup Kρ. Then the claim follows from a Cousin spectral sequence argument by noting that the
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geometric fibers of the map t´rgrrtssdt{Kρ Ñ t´rgrrtssdt{t´r`ρgrrtssdt are Artin stacks for ρ large
enough (by the earlier geometric theorems), and the further (easy) observation that the dimensions
of these fibers are uniformly bounded (in terms of ρ and G).
Remark 1.19.1. This argument illustrates the main new idea of this work: LocSysGp
˝
Dq is nice from
the homological perspective because its worst pathologies are rooted in the poor behavior that
occurs as we move between the fibers of the map t´rgrrtssdt{Kρ Ñ t´rgrrtssdt{t´r`ρgrrtssdt (as has
long been known), and the Cousin filtration means that these pathologies disappear in the derived
category.
Question 1.19.2. The above theorem relies on the properness of GrG, which is why I only know it
for G reductive. We know it for G unipotent by separate means. Is QCohpLocSysGp
˝
Dqq compactly
generated for general G? Already for G “ Gm ˙Ga, I do not know the answer.
1.20. 1-affineness. We now discuss the notion of 1-affineness from [Gai5], which plays a major
role in this text.
Remark 1.20.1. As some motivation for what follows: 1-affineness appears to play a key technical
role in this flavor of geometric representation theory. Indeed, I think I am not overstepping in
asserting that every non-trivial formal manipulation in the subject is an application of 1-affineness,
or that the theorems on 1-affineness, all of which are contained in [Gai5], are what fundamentally
undergirds the “functional analysis” of geometric representation theory.
Remark 1.20.2. This is the only review of 1-affineness given in the text, and it may be slightly too
detailed for an introduction. We apologize to the reader if it seems to be so, and suggest to skip
anything that does not appear to be urgent.
1.21. First, we briefly need to recall the linear algebra of DG categories.
We always work in the higher categorical framework, so our default language is that a category
is an p8, 1q-category in the sense of Lurie et al.
By a cocomplete DG category, we will always mean a presentable one, i.e., a DG category
admitting (small) colimits and satisfying a set-theoretic condition. The relevant set theory will lie
under the surface in our applications to e.g. the adjoint functor theorem, and life is better for us
all if we suppress it (but do not forget about it) to the largest extent possible.
Let DGCatcont denote the category of cocomplete (i.e., presentable) DG categories, with mor-
phisms being continuous (i.e., commuting with filtered colimits) DG functors. Note that these
functors actually commute with all colimits, since DG functors tautologically commute with finite
colimits.
We let Vect denote the DG category of (complexes of) vector spaces. For A P AlgpVectq, we let
A–mod denote the DG category of left A-modules. For A connective, we let A–mod♥ denote the
heart of the t-structure on A–mod.
Recall that DGCatcont is equipped with a standard tensor product b with unit object Vect.
For A P AlgpDGCatcontq, we will often use A–mod to mean A–modpDGCatcontq. We sometimes say
that a functor F : C Ñ D between objects of A–mod is A-linear if it is (equipped with a structure
of) morphism in A–mod: in particular, this means that the functor F commutes with colimits.
1.22. Suppose that Y is a prestack in the sense of [Gai2]: note that this is inherently a notion of
derived algebraic geometry. What should we mean by “a (DG) category over Y?”
First, if Y “ SpecpAq is an affine DG scheme, all roads lead to Rome. I.e., the following structures
on C P DGCatcont are equivalent:
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‚ Functorially making Homs in C into A-modules, i.e., giving a morphism of E2-algebras
AÑ ZpCq, where ZpCq is the (derived, of course) Bernstein center of C.
‚ Giving C the structure of A–mod-module in DGCatcont.
For a general prestack Y, we have two options.
First, we could ask for a DG category tensored over Y, i.e., an object of QCohpYq–mod :“
QCohpYq–modpDGCatcontq (where usual tensor products of quasi-coherent sheaves makes QCohpYq
into a commutative algebra object of DGCatcont).
More abstractly, we could also ask for a (functorial) assignment for every f : SpecpAq Ñ Y, of
an assignment of an A-linear category f˚pCq, with identifications:
f˚pCq b
A–mod
B–mod “ pf ˝ gq˚pCq
for every SpecpBq
g
ÝÑ SpecpAq
f
ÝÑ Y, and satisfying higher (homotopical) compatibilities. I.e., we ask
for an object of the homotopy limit of the diagram indexed by tSpecpAq Ñ Yu and with value the
category of A-linear categories, with induction as the structure functors. We denote the resulting
category by ShvCat{Y.
Roughly speaking, we should think that the former notion is more concrete, and that the latter
notion has better functoriality properties.
Remark 1.22.1. A toy model: a categorical level down, for Y a prestack, these two ideas give two
notions of “vector space over Y,” namely, a ΓpY,OYq-module, or a quasi-coherent sheaf on Y.
As in this analogy, we have adjoint functors:
QCohpYq–mod
Loc“LocY // ShvCat{Y
Γ“ΓpY,´q
oo
Definition 1.22.2 (Gaitsgory, [Gai5]). Y is 1-affine if these functors are mutually inverse equiva-
lences.
Remark 1.22.3. 1-affineness is a much more flexible notion than usual affineness, as we will see in
§1.26 below.
Remark 1.22.4. We let QCoh{Y denote the sheaf of categories LocpQCohpYqq, i.e., this is the sheaf
of categories that assigns A–mod to every SpecpAq Ñ Y. Note that ΓpQCoh{Yq is always equal to
QCohpYq.
1.23. Regarding sheafification. A quick aside: by descent for sheaves of categories ([Gai5] Ap-
pendix A), ShvCat{´ is immune to fppf sheafification. Therefore, we will often not sheafify, since
this is more simpler and more convenient in many circumstances.
We have used this convention once already in defining LocSysGp
˝
Dq. We will further use it in
forming quotients by group schemes G: for G acting on S, S{G will denote the prestack quotient,
and BG will denote Specpkq{G.
1.24. Some remarks (which may be skipped at first pass) on functoriality, following [Gai5] §3:
For any morphism f : YÑ Z of prestacks, we have adjoint functors:
f˚,ShvCat : ShvCat{Z Õ ShvCat{Y : fShvCat˚ .
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Wonderfully, these functors satisfy base-change without any restrictions on the nature of the mor-
phism f . However, fShvCat˚ may not commute with colimits, or satisfy any projection formula, or
commute with tensor products by objects of DGCatcont, etc.
The functor f˚,ShvCat is tautologically compatible with Loc, while fShvCat˚ is tautologically com-
patible with Γ.
E.g., one readily deduces the following result:
Proposition 1.24.1. Given a Cartesian diagram:
Y1 ˆ
Y3
Y2 //

Y2

Y1 // Y3
with Yi a 1-affine prestack for i “ 1, 2, 3, the canonical functor:
QCohpY1q b
QCohpY3q
QCohpY2q Ñ QCohpY1 ˆ
Y3
Y2q
is an equivalence.
Remark 1.24.2. Conversely, establishing 1-affineness in practice typically amounts to proving many
such identities.
1.25. We say that a morphism f : YÑ Z P PreStk is 1-affine if for every affine DG scheme S with
a map S Ñ Z, the fiber product YˆZ S is 1-affine. As in [Gai5], a prestack Y is 1-affine if and only
if the structure map YÑ Specpkq is 1-affine, and 1-affine morphisms are closed under compositions
(see also [Ras2] Appendix A).
If f is 1-affine, then fShvCat˚ satisfies all desirable properties: it commutes with colimits and
satisfies the projection formula.
1.26. Examples. We now give the basic examples and counterexamples of 1-affineness. All of these
results are proved in [Gai5]: see §2 of loc. cit., where all of these results are stated.
Theorem 1.26.1 (Gaitsgory). The following prestacks are 1-affine:
‚ Any quasi-compact quasi-separated DG scheme.
‚ Any (classically) finite type algebraic stack, or more generally, any eventually coconnective
almost finite type DG Artin stack. In particular, the classifying stack of an algebraic group
is 1-affine.
‚ For any ind-finite type indscheme S, SdR is 1-affine.
‚ The formal completion T^S of any quasi-compact quasi-separated DG scheme T along a
closed subscheme S ãÑ T with Scl Ď T cl defined by a locally finitely generated sheaf of
ideals.
‚ For G an algebraic group, the classifying (pre)stack BGe^ of its formal group is 1-affine.
The following prestacks are not 1-affine:
‚ The indscheme11 A8 :“ colimnAn. Same for its formal completion at the origin.
‚ The classifying prestack Bp
ś8
i“1Gaq.
‚ The classifying prestack BA8, with A8 being the ind-infinite dimensional affine space. The
same holds for its formal group.
11In this paper, the notation A8 should be regarded as “locally defined”: it may refer to either a pro-infinite
dimensional affine space or to an ind-infinite dimensional affine space, and we will specify locally which we mean.
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Remark 1.26.2. In remembering some of these examples, a helpful12 mnemonic is that infinite-
dimensional tangent spaces are the primary obstruction to 1-affineness. E.g., A8 :“ colimnAn is
not 1-affine “since” it has infinite dimensional tangent spaces, but A8dR is 1-affine, and its tangent
spaces vanish.
1.27. We can now formulate the main theorem of this paper.
Main Theorem. For G a reductive group, LocSysGp
˝
Dq is 1-affine.
Remark 1.27.1. We remind that this theorem answers a question of Gaitsgory.
Remark 1.27.2. Note that the space of gauge forms gpptqqdt is an indscheme that is isomorphic
to a product of ind-infinite dimensional affine space and pro-infinite dimensional affine space, and
therefore it is not 1-affine.
Moreover, we are quotienting not just by GpOq, which itself tends to create prestacks that are
not 1-affine (like BGpOq), but by GpKq.
The good news is that, at least for reductive G, these forces are opposing and produce a 1-affine
prestack in the quotient.
Conjecture 1. LocSysGp
˝
Dq is 1-affine for any affine algebraic group.
The above treats the case of reductive G for this conjecture; and the unipotent case follows from
§1.15, since LocSys is an Artin stack then. The first group for which I do not know how to prove
this conjecture is Gm ˙Ga.
1.28. Example: G “ Gm. It is instructive to analyze G “ Gm, where this theorem quickly reduces
to Gaitsgory’s results. We assume that the reader has retained the material of §1.14.
Note that the intermediate Kdt{GmpOq is not 1-affine, since there is an ind-infinite dimensional
affine space as a factor.
Instead, we need to quotient gauge forms Kdt by {GmpOq :“ the formal completion of GmpOq in
GmpKq. In this case, we obtain:
Ga ¨
dt
t
ˆKerpRes : Kdt{OdtÑ GaqdR ˆ BGm
as in §1.14. Since the infinite-dimensional affine space is replaced by its de Rham version, this
quotient is 1-affine.
It remains to quotient by GmpKq{ {GmpOq “ Z. One can readily show that BZ is 1-affine.13
Then the morphism:
LocSysGmp
˝
Dq “ pKdt{ {GmpOqq{ZÑ BZ
is 1-affine (since the fibers are Kdt{ {GmpOq). Since BZ is 1-affine, this implies that LocSysGmp ˝Dq is
also 1-affine.
12But imperfect: many examples in [Gai5] contradict this principle. Still, it is helpful for the purposes of the present
paper.
13A proof, for the interested: tautologically, categories over BZ are equivalent to categories with an automorphism
(the fiber functor corresponds to pullback Specpkq Ñ BZ). Moreover, QCohpBZq is equivalent to QCohpGmq with its
convolution structure, so module categories for QCohpBZq are equivalent to categories over BGm. By 1-affineness of
BGm, the latter are equivalent to ReppGmq-module categories, i.e., to categories with an automorphism. Then it is a
simple matter of chasing the constructions to see that Γ : ShvCat{BZ Ñ QCohpBZq–mod corresponds to the identity
functor for categories with an automorphism, and therefore is an equivalence.
Or, if one likes, this follows more conceptually from the method of [Gai5] §11.
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1.29. For general reductive G, such an explicit analysis does not work. However, we will show the
following results, inspired by the above.
The following is the main result in §3.
Theorem (Thm. 3.9.1). For any affine algebraic group G, t´rgrrtssdt{GpOq is 1-affine.
Unfortunately, this result is not so convenient for passing to the limit in r. Therefore, we show
the following in §5-7.
Theorem (Thm. 5.5.1). For any affine algebraic group G, the formal completion of t´rgrrtssdt in
gpptqqdt modulo the gauge action of {GpOq (the formal completion of GpOq in GpKq) is 1-affine.
We will obtain the following result as a corollary.
Theorem (Thm. 5.1.1). gpptqqdt{GpOq is 1-affine (for any affine algebraic group G).
We will finally use the ind-properness of GrG (the sheafification of GpKq{GpOq) for reductive G
to deduce the main theorem in §8.
1.30. A heuristic. Let us give a heuristic explanation for why our geometric results imply Theorem
3.9.1, i.e., the 1-affineness of t´rgrrtssdt{GpOq and the first major step towards the main theorem.
The reader may safely skip this section.
First, why is BGpOq not 1-affine? Here is a heuristic, which is less scientific than the proof given
in [Gai5]. It relies on some general notions from the theory of group actions on categories that are
reviewed in §3.
It is easy to see that if BGpOq were 1-affine, then invariants and coinvariants for QCohpGpOqq-
module categories would coincide.14
However, the identity functor for Vect induces a functor VectGpOq,w Ñ Vect. If if VectGpOq,w
»
ÝÑ
VectGpOq,w, we obtain an induced functor QCohpBGpOqq “ VectGpOq,w Ñ Vect, and morally this
functor computes GpOq-invariants of representations. Moreover, this functor tautologically is con-
tinuous, since that is built into our framework.
However, as discussed above, the trivial representation in QCohpBGpOqq is not compact, so
GpOq-invariants does not commute with colimits. What would the functor above be? And indeed,
Gaitsgory’s result that BGpOq is not 1-affine rules out the existence of this functor.
Then the heuristic explanation for the difference between t´rgrrtssdt{GpOq and Specpkq{GpOq is
that the former has a continuous global sections functor, as was explained in §1.19.
1.31. Structure of this paper. We have basically given it already above.
In §2, we give our geometric results on LocSysGp
˝
Dq, as described above. In §3, we show that
t´rgrrtssdt{GpOq is 1-affine; the main ideas were summarized in §1.19. In §4, we prove the compact
generation for QCohpLocSysGp
˝
Dqq (for G reductive). In §5-7, we extend Theorem 3.9.1 in infini-
tesimal directions to obtain Theorem 5.5.1. This proof of this result is somewhat involved, which
is why we have spread it across three sections. Finally, in §8, we complete the proof of the main
theorem, which is straightforward after Theorem 5.5.1.
The paper is intentionally structured in increasing order of complexity: §2 does not have any
category theory, and then the level of categorical sophistication increases over §3-7 (e.g., starting
in §4, it is very helpful, if not strictly necessary, to be familiar with IndCoh, c.f. [Gai3]).
14Proof: QCohpGpOqq-module categories are easily seen to be the same as sheaves of categories on BGpOq, and
global sections matches up with invariants. So if BGpOq were 1-affine, global sections would commute with colimits
and be DGCatcont-linear. This would allow us to reduce to checking that the norm functor CGpOq,w Ñ C
GpOq,w is an
equivalence for C “ QCohpGpOqq, where it is clear.
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In particular, ideas I learned from Akhil Mathew’s senior thesis [Mat2] regarding the Barr-Beck
formalism were key in proving Theorem 5.5.1; these ideas are summarized in §6.
1.32. Some conventions. We use higher categorical language throughout, letting category mean
p8, 1q-category, (co)limit means homotopy (co)limit, etc.
Most of our conventions about DG categories were recalled in §1.21. One warning: following
the above conventions, we use the notation CokerpF Ñ Gq where others would use Cone, and we
use KerpF Ñ Gq where others would use Coner´1s. If we mean to take a co/kernel in an abelian
category, not in the corresponding derived category, we will be cautious to indicate this desire to
the reader.
For C a DG category with t-structure, we let Cď0,Cě0 Ď C denote the corresponding subcate-
gories, where we use cohomological grading throughout. We let C♥ :“ Cď0 X Cě0 denote the heart
of the t-structure.
Finally, we assume that the reader is quite comfortable with the linear algebra of DG categories.
We refer to [Gai1], [Gai5], [Gai3], [GR2] (esp. §7) and other foundational papers on Gaitsgory’s
website for an introduction to the subject.
1.33. Acknowledgements. I’m grateful to Dima Arinkin, Vladimir Drinfeld, Akhil Mathew, and
Ivan Mirkovic´ for their influence on this work.
Thanks to Dennis Gaitsgory for highlighting this question in the first place, and for his careful
reading of a draft of this paper and his many suggestions for its improvement.
Thanks also to Dario Beraldo, whose ready conversation in the early stages of this project diverted
many wrong turns and were key to its development.
Finally, thanks to Sasha Beilinson, to whom this paper is dedicated, for so much; not least of
all, thanks are due for guiding me to local class field theory and differential equations in the same
breath.
This material is based upon work supported by the National Science Foundation under Award
No. 1402003.
2. Semi-infinite geometry of de Rham local systems
2.1. The motto of this section: in spite of all the evil in the world (e.g., LocSysp
˝
Dq is far from
an Artin stack; not all ∇ are Fredholm), there is some current of good (c.f. Theorems 2.12.1 and
2.19.1).
Remark 2.1.1. We remind the reader to visit §1.9-1.18 for a proper introduction to this material.
In particular, §1.16 is essential for understanding why we need to work with geometric fibers over
the leading terms space.
Remark 2.1.2. To the reader overly steeped in derived algebraic geometry, we emphasize that the
manipulations in this section are really about classical algebraic geometry, and we allow ourselves
the full toolkit of classical commutative algebra throughout.
2.2. Tate’s linear algebra. We give a quick introduction to the language of Tate objects in the
derived setting. This language plays a fairly supporting role in what follows, and we include it only
for convenience.
The definitions and basic properties given here were independently found by Hennion, see [Hen].
Remark 2.2.1. We remark that this setup works just as well for stable 8-categories as for DG
categories: it is only a question of language.
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2.3. Let C P DGCat be a fixed compactly generated DG category and let C0 Ď C be the full
subcategory of compact objects.
Definition 2.3.1. The Tate category TatepCq is the full subcategory of PropCq Karoubi-generated
(i.e., generated under finite colimits and retracts) by C Ď PropCq and PropC0q.
Objects of PropC0q Ď TatepCq are sometimes called lattices, and objects of C Ď TatepCq are
sometimes called colattices.
2.4. The following gives a more symmetrical perspective on the Tate construction.
Proposition 2.4.1. The pushout of the diagram:
C0 //

IndpC0q “ C
PropC0q
exists in the (very large) category DGCatKar, the category of Karoubian (alias: idempotent complete)
DG categories. Moreover, the obvious functor from this pushout to TatepCq is an equivalence.
Corollary 2.4.2. The Tate construction commutes with duality: TatepCqop “ TatepC_q.
Proposition 2.4.1 plays only a supporting role in what follows, and is proved in [Hen] (c.f. loc.
cit. Theorem 2), so we do not give the proof here.
2.5. Fredholm operators. Following [BBE] §2, we make the following definition.
Definition 2.5.1. A morphism T : F Ñ G P TatepCq is Fredholm if CokerpT q P C0 Ď TatepCq.
2.6. Example: Laurent series. Suppose A is a (classical) commutative ring and V is a rank n
free Apptqq-module. Then V inherits an obvious structure of object of TatepA–modq.
Remark 2.6.1. One advantage of using the Tate formalism (or at least pro-objects) is that we can
use formulae like Apptqq bA B “ Bpptqq, as long as we are understanding (as we always will) Apptqq
as an object of PropA–modq and Bpptqq as an object of PropB–modq.
In this setting, we will use the following terminology.
Definition 2.6.2. A lattice in V is an object15 Λ P PropA–modq♥ that can be written as a limit in16
PropA–modq of finite rank projective A-modules,and which has been equipped with an admissible
monomorphism Λ ãÑ V with CokerpΛÑ V q lying in17 A–mod Ď PropA–modq and flat.
Lemma 2.6.3. For any Λ1 ãÑ Λ2 ãÑ V a pair of lattices, Λ2{Λ1 is a finite rank projective A-module.
We will deduce this using the following general result.
Lemma 2.6.4. For C a compactly generated DG category, the intersection PropC0q X C in TatepCq
equals C0.
15We are using the standard t-structure on PropA–modq♥, characterized by the fact that it is compatible with
filtered limits and restricts to the usual t-structure on A–mod.
16I.e., we are asking Ri lim to vanish for i ą 0.
17Of course, it lies in A–mod♥ then.
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Proof. Tautologically, this intersection is formed in PropCq. If F P PropC0q X C, write F “ limi Fi
with Fi P C
0. Since F P C, the identity map for F must factor through some Fi, meaning that F is
a retract of Fi. But C
0 is closed under retracts, so we obtain the claim.

Proof of Lemma 2.6.3. First, observe that Λ2{Λ1 P PropPerfpA–modqqXA–mod. Indeed, it obviously
lies in PropPerfpA–modqq, and it lies in A–mod since it sits in an exact triangle with V {Λ1 and V {Λ2.
Therefore, Lemma 2.6.4 implies that it lies in PerfpA–modq.
Since this quotient lies in cohomological degree 0, we see that it is finitely presented. Therefore,
it suffices to show that this quotient is flat. This follows again from the resolution:
Λ2{Λ1 “ KerpV {Λ1 Ñ V {Λ2q.

Definition 2.6.5. An Arrtss-lattice in V is a lattice Λ Ď V which is an Arrtss-submodule, (equiva-
lently: for which tΛ Ď Λ).
We have the following structural result.
Lemma 2.6.6. Any Arrtss-lattice Λ Ď V is a projective Arrtss-module with Λ bArrtss Apptqq
»
ÝÑ V .
(In particular, Λ has rank n over Arrtss.)
Proof. Note that no Tors are formed when we form Λ{trΛ “ ΛbArrtssArrtss{tr, and by Lemma 2.6.3,
Λ{tΛ is a finite rank projective A-module. It follows that each Λ{trΛ is projective Arts{tr-module
with rank independent of r. By a well-known argument, this implies that Λ is projective over Arrtss.
For a choice of isomorphism V
»
ÝÑ Apptqq‘n, Λ is wedged between two Arrtss-lattices of the form
tsArrtss‘n for some choices of s P Z. It then immediately follows that ΛbArrtss Apptqq
»
ÝÑ V .

2.7. Example: local de Rham cohomology. Let S :“ SpecpAq, and suppose that we are given
a differential module χ “ pV,∇q over
˝
DS , i.e., V is an Apptqq-module free of some rank n and
∇ : V Ñ V dt is A-linear and satisfies the Leibniz rule.
Below, we will construct the local de Rham cohomology18 H˚dRp
˝
DS , χq as a Tate A-module, i.e.,
as an object of TatepA–modq.
Note that V » Apptqq‘n obviously defines an object of TatepA–modq.
Let Λ Ď V be an Arrtss-lattice, i.e., a finite rank free Arrtss-submodule spanning under the action
of Apptqq. By definition of differential module, there exists an integer r such that ∇pΛq Ď t´rΛdt
for every choice of Arrtss-lattice Λ.19
We see that for each integer s, the map:
ΛÑ t´rΛdtÑ t´rΛdt{tsΛdt
factors through Λ{tr`sΛ.
18The notation is misleading: the reader should think de Rham cochains, not merely de Rham cohomology. We
will be careful to use an i instead of ˚ when we mean to refer to a specific de Rham cohomology group, and promise
the reader never to refer to the graded vector space usually denoted in this way.
19To see this: choose a basis, so V
»
ÝÑ Apptqq‘n and ∇ “ d` Γdt for some matrix Γ. Then combine the fact that
Γ has a pole of bounded order with the fact that every lattice is wedged between two lattices of the form tsArrtss,
s P Z.
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Therefore, we obtain a morphism Λ Ñ t´rΛdt in PropPerfpA–modqq, where we consider Λ and
t´rΛdt as objects of this category in the obvious way. Taking the kernel of this morphism, we
obtain an object of PropPerfpA–modqq encoding the complex Λ Ñ t´rΛ (considered as a complex
in degrees 0 and 1).
Passing to the colimit in PropA–modq under all such choices of Arrtss-lattice, we obviously obtain
an object of TatepA–modq Ď PropA–modq, since V {Λ and V dt{t´rΛdt are both objects of A–mod Ď
PropA–modq.
Note that H˚dRp
˝
DS , χq is the kernel of the morphism:
∇ : V Ñ V dt P TatepA–modq.
Example 2.7.1. In this formalism, formation of the de Rham complex commutes with base-change
in the A-variable as is.
2.8. The following notion will play a key role in what follows.
Definition 2.8.1. A differential module χ “ pV,∇q on
˝
DS is Fredholm
20 ifH˚dRp
˝
DS , χq P PerfpA–modq Ď
TatepA–modq, i.e., if ∇ : V Ñ V dt is Fredholm.
Example 2.8.2. If A “ F is a field, then it is well-known that every differential module pV,∇q is
Fredholm: indeed, this follows at once from the finite-dimensionality of the de Rham cohomology
in this setting (see [BBE] §5.9 for related discussion).
Example 2.8.3. Suppose that we are given a connection on Apptqq‘n written as:
d` Γ´rt´rdt` lower order terms
where Γ´r is an n ˆ n-matrix with entries in A. Suppose that r ą 1 and Γ´r is invertible. Then
the corresponding differential module is Fredholm.
Indeed, for Λ “ Arrtss‘n and any integer s ą 0, the map:
t´sΛ ∇ÝÑ t´r´sΛdt
is a quasi-isomorphism, as is readily seen using the t-adic filtrations on both sides. Passing to the
limit, we see that H˚dRp
˝
DS , χq vanishes in this case.
In particular, in the rank 1 case, if the pole order is at least 2 and does not jump (i.e., if the
leading term is invertible), then the corresponding connection is Fredholm.
Example 2.8.4. Suppose that we are given a regular singular connection on Apptqq‘n, so:
∇ “ d` Γ´1t´1dt` lower order terms
where Γ´1 is an n ˆ n-matrix with entries in A. Suppose that N Id`Γ´1 is invertible for almost
every integer N .
Then using t-adic filtrations as above, we find that χ is Fredholm. Indeed, let Λ “ Arrtss‘n (for A
our ring of coefficients, as usual), and note that ∇ maps tNΛ to tN´1Λdt by assumption. Moreover,
at the associated graded level, ∇ induces the map:
tNΛ{tN`1Λ “ A‘n
Γ´1`N ¨id
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ A‘n “ tN´1Λdt{tNΛdt.
20A closely related notion was introduced in [BBE], where it was called ε-nice due to the nice behavior of ε-factors
under this hypothesis.
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Therefore, for s " 0, the map:
tsArrtss‘n ∇ÝÑ ts´1Arrtss‘ndt
is an isomorphism, while for r " 0 the map:
Apptqq‘n{t´rArrtss‘n ∇ÝÑ Apptqq‘ndt{t´r´1Arrtss‘ndt
is an isomorphism.
Counterexample 2.8.5. For A “ krλs with λ an indeterminate, the connection:
V “ Apptqq,∇ “ d` λ
dt
t
is not Fredholm. Indeed, for this connection, H1dR is the sum of skyscraper sheaves supported on
Z Ď A1 “ Specpkrλsq.
2.9. The following basic results will be of use to us.
Lemma 2.9.1. Let χ “ pV,∇q be a Fredholm differential module over S “ SpecpAq, and let Λ Ď V
and Λ1 Ď V 1 be Arrtss-lattices with the property that ∇pΛq Ď Λ1. Then:
(1) The map:
∇ : ΛÑ Λ1 P PropPerfpA–modqq Ď TatepA–modq
is Fredholm.
(2) For N " 0, the complex:
CokerptNΛÑ Λ1q P PerfpA–modq
is of the form (i.e., quasi-isomorphic to a complex) P r´1s for P a finite rank projective
A-module.
Proof. For (1):
The 2-step complex Λ
∇
ÝÑ Λ1 lies in PropA–modq (by construction). Moreover, it sits in an exact
triangle with H˚dRp
˝
DS , χq, which by assumption lies in PerfpA–modq, and the complex:
CokerpV {Λ
∇
ÝÑ V dt{Λ1q
which obviously lies in A–mod Ď TatepA–modq. Therefore, we obtain the claim from Lemma 2.6.4.
We now deduce (2).
First, note that ∇ maps tNΛ to tN´1Λ1 for every N ě 0. Indeed, for s P Λ, ∇ptsq “ sdt` t∇psq,
so we see that sdt P Λ1 (since ∇ptsq and t∇psq are). Therefore, ∇ptNsq “ NtN´1sdt` tN∇psq lies
in tN´1Λ1 as desired.
We now claim that for N " 0, the map of 2-step complexes:
tNΛ
∇ //

tN´1Λ1

V
∇ // V dt
is (isomorphic to) the zero map in TatepCq.
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Indeed, since Λ Ñ Λ1 “ limN Λ{tNΛ Ñ Λ1{tN´1Λ1 as a pro-object, and since H˚dRp
˝
DS, χq lies
in PerfpA–modq, the map pΛ Ñ Λ1q Ñ H˚dRp
˝
DS , χq must factor through pΛ{t
NΛ Ñ Λ1{tN´1Λ1q for
some N , giving the claim.
We now claim that taking N with this property suffices for the conclusion. Indeed, we have
seen in (1) that Cokerp∇ : tNΛ Ñ Λ1q is perfect as an A-module, so it suffices to see that it
has Tor-amplitude 0. It obviously suffices to show this for Cokerp∇ : tNΛ Ñ tN´1Λ1q instead.
By construction, this object has Tor-amplitude in r´1, 0s, so it suffices to show that it has Tor-
amplitude ě 0.
To this end, note that since the above map is zero, we obtain an isomorphism:
KerpV {tNΛ
∇
ÝÑ V dt{tN´1Λ1q » H˚dRp
˝
DS , χq ‘ Cokerpt
NΛ
∇
ÝÑ tN´1Λ1q
upon taking its cone. Therefore, our cokernel is a direct summand of a complex visibly of Tor-
amplitude r0, 1s, and therefore itself has Tor-amplitude r0, 1s as desired.

2.10. With a bit more work, we have the following more precise version of Lemma 2.9.1 (2).
Lemma 2.10.1. In the notation of Lemma 2.9.1:
Suppose that A has finitely many minimal prime ideals and its nilradical is nilpotent.21
Then there exist integers ℓ and r0 such that for all r ě r0, t
r`ℓΛ1 Ď ∇ptrΛq with finite rank
projective quotient.
Proof. We proceed by steps.
Step 1. First, observe that projectivity of the quotient follows at once if we know the inclusion:
tr`ℓΛ1 Ď ∇ptrΛq. (2.10.1)
Indeed, first note that we may safely assume r0 is large enough such that the conclusion of
Lemma 2.9.1 holds (i.e., so that ∇ptrΛq is a lattice). Then we are taking the quotient of one lattice
by another, so the claim follows from Lemma 2.6.3.
Step 2. Next, we reduce to the case where A is reduced. More precisely, suppose I Ď A is a nilpotent
ideal. We claim that if the lemma holds for our lattices modulo I, then it holds for our lattices. We
obviously can reduce to the case where I2 “ 0 (just to make the numerics simpler).
Suppose pr0, ℓq satisfy the conclusion of the lemma for our lattices modulo I. We will show that
pr0, 2ℓ` r0q satisfies the conclusion of the lemma for A.
Using Lemma 2.9.1, we can make sure to choose r0 so that t
r0´1Λdt Ď Λ1 and ∇ptr0Λq Ď Λ1, in
which case:
∇ptrΛq Ď tr´r0Λ1 (2.10.2)
for all r ě r0. Indeed, for s P Λ, we then have:
∇ptrsq “ ∇ptr´r0 ¨ ptr0sqq “ pr ´ r0qtr´1sdt` tr´r0∇ptr0sq
We now claim that:
tr`ℓΛ1 Ď ∇ptrΛq ` Itr´r0Λ1. (2.10.3)
21E.g., A is Noetherian, or an integral domain, or a (possibly infinite) polynomial algebra over a Noetherian ring.
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Indeed, for ω P tr`ℓΛ1, note that ω “ ∇psq ` ε where s P trΛ and ε P I ¨ V , since we are assuming
pr0, ℓq satisfies our hypotheses modulo I. Moreover, by (2.10.2), ε P IV X t
r´r0Λ1, so, it suffices
to note that IV X tr´r0Λ1 “ I ¨ tr´r0Λ1. In turn, this equality holds because IV “ I bA V and
IΛ1 “ I bA Λ1 by pro-projectivity, and then we see that (with e.g. Ker denoting homotopy kernels
everywhere): `
IV X tr´r0Λ1
˘
{I ¨ tr´r0Λ1 “ H0
`
Kerptr´r0Λ1{Itr´r0Λ1 Ñ V {IV q
˘
“
H0
`
A{I b
A
Kerptr´r0Λ1 Ñ V q
˘
“ H0pA{I b
A
V {tr´r0Λ1r´1sq “ 0 P TatepA–modq
as desired.
Finally, we show that pr0, 2ℓ` r0q satisfies for the lemma. Indeed, iterating (2.10.3), we have:
tr`r0`2ℓΛ1 Ď ∇ptr`r0`ℓΛq ` Itr`ℓΛ1 Ď ∇ptr`r0`ℓΛq ` Ip∇ptrΛq ` Itr´r0Λ1q “
∇ptr`r0`ℓΛq ` I∇ptrΛq Ď ∇ptrΛq
giving the claim.
Step 3. We now reduce to the case where A “ F is an algebraically closed field.
First, suppose A ãÑ B is any embedding of commutative rings. We claim that if pr0, ℓq suffice for
our lattices tensored with B, then they suffice before tensoring with B as well.
By Step 1, it suffices to show that the inclusion (2.10.1) holds if and only if it holds after tensoring
with B. Indeed, such an inclusion is equivalent to the fact that the map tr`ℓΛ1 Ñ Λ1{∇ptrΛq is
zero, and since the quotient on the right is projective, it embeds into its tensor product with B.
Now the fact that A is reduced with finitely many minimal primes means22 that we have:
A ãÑ
ź
pĎA minimal
A{p ãÑ
ź
pĎA minimal
Fp
where Fp is a choice of algebraic closure of the fraction field of A{p. Since this product is finite, we
can reduce to the case where A coincides with one of the factors, as desired.
Step 4. In the next step, we will show that for A “ F algebraically closed, there is an F rrtss-lattice
Λ0 Ď V with the property that:
tr´1Λ0dt Ď ∇ptrΛ0q
for all r ě 0. Assume this for now, and we will deduce the lemma.
We may then find r0 ě 0 such that t
r0`1Λ1 Ď Λ0dt and ℓ ě 0 such that tℓΛ0 Ď tr0Λ. We claim
that this choice of integers suffices.
Indeed, for any r ě r0, we have t
ℓ`r´r0Λ0 Ď trΛ, and applying our hypothesis on Λ0, we obtain:
tℓ`r´r0´1Λ0dt Ď ∇ptℓ`r´r0Λ0q Ď ∇ptℓ`rΛq.
We then have:
tℓ`rΛ1 Ď tℓ`r´r0´1tr0`1Λ1 Ď tℓ`r´r0´1Λ0dt
as desired.
22Recall that the intersection of minimal prime ideals in any commutative ring is the nilradical.
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Step 5. We now construct Λ0 as above using the Levelt-Turrittin decomposition
23 c.f. [Lev].
First, suppose that for some e P Zą0 we have constructed:
Λ1 Ď V b
F pptqq
F ppt
1
e qq
satisfying the corresponding property, i.e., such that:
pt
1
e qr´1Λ1dpt
1
e q “ t
r
e
´1Λ1dt Ď ∇pt
r
eΛ1q
for every r ě 0. Define Λ0 as Λ1 X V Ď V bF pptqq F ppt
1
e qq. Clearly Λ0 is an Arrtss-lattice, and we
claim it satisfies the desired property:
Indeed, if r P Zě0 and s P tr´1Λ0dt, then we can find σ P trΛ1 with ∇pσq “ s. Note that
V bF pptqqF ppt
1
e qq decomposes as an F pptqq-module as ‘e´1i“0V t
i
e , and similarly for V bF pptqqF ppt
1
e qqdt,
and these decompositions are compatible with ∇. Since ∇pσq “ s P V dt, the component σ0 P V Ď
‘e´1i“0V t
i
e of σ also maps to s under ∇. Since σ0 P t
rΛ0, this gives the desired claim.
Therefore, we may replace F pptqq by F ppt
1
e qq for any e ą 0. Then, because F is algebraically
closed, the Levelt-Turrittin theorem says24 that (after such an extension) V is a direct sum of
differential modules each of which is either regular or else (up to gauge transformation) has an
invertible leading term, reducing us to treating each of these cases.
But these cases were treated already in Examples 2.8.3 and 2.8.4, completing the proof of the
existence of the lattice claimed in Step 4.

2.11. We also record the following simple result for later use.
Lemma 2.11.1. Let pV,∇q be a differential module over S “ SpecpAq. Suppose d P Zą0 is given.
Then if V rt
1
d s :“ V bApptqq Appt
1
d qq equipped with its natural connection is Fredholm, then pV,∇q
is Fredholm.
Proof. As a differential module over Apptqq, V rt
1
d s is isomorphic to:
‘d´1i“0 V b χ i
d
where χ i
d
is the rank 1 connection:
d`
i
d
dt
t
.
This obviously gives the claim, since V is a direct summand of this differential module.

2.12. Application to algebraicity of some stacks. Our principal use of the above notions is
the following technical theorem, which should be understood as dreaming that every connection is
Fredholm, and deducing that t´rgrrtssdt{GpOq is an algebraic stack of finite type.
The reader who is interested to first see the construction of a large supply of Fredholm local
systems may safely skip ahead to §2.19.
23It would be great to have a more direct argument here.
24More specially, it says that after such an extension a differential module decomposes as a direct sum of a regular
module and modules that are tensor products of a rank 1 irregular connection with a regular connection. The latter
kind of connection obviously has an invertible (diagonal) leading term.
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Theorem 2.12.1. Let G be an affine algebraic group with g :“ LiepGq, and integers r ą 0 and
s ě 0.
Let T be a Noetherian affine scheme with a morphism T Ñ t´rgrrtssdt{tsgrrtssdt, and let S
denote the fiber product:
S :“ T ˆ
t´rgrrtssdt{tsgrrtssdt
t´rgrrtssdt.
Note that S is equipped with an action of the congruence subgroup Kr`s :“ KerpGpOq Ñ
GpO{tr`sOq: indeed, the gauge action of this group on forms with poles of order ď r leaves the
first r ` s coefficients fixed.25
Note that the structure morphism S Ñ t´rgrrtss defines a G-local system on
˝
DS. Suppose that
the local system associated to this G-local system by the adjoint representation is Fredholm.
Then the prestack quotient S{Kr`s is an Artin stack, and the morphism S{Kr`s Ñ T is smooth
(in particular, finitely presented).
Example 2.12.2. SupposeG is commutative. Then the adjoint representation is trivial, and therefore
the above connection on S is trivial, and in particular Fredholm. It follows that:
t´rgrrtssdt{GpOq
is an Artin stack in this case. More generally, if LiepGq is a successive extension of trivial represen-
tations (e.g., if G is unipotent), then the above connection is a successive extension of trivial local
systems and therefore Fredholm, so the same conclusion holds.
We will prove Theorem 2.12.1 in §2.15-2.18 below, after some preliminary remarks in §2.13-2.14.
2.13. The most serious difficulty in proving Theorem 2.12.1 is that we need to “integrate” from
infinitesimal information about the gauge action (through the Fredholm condition on the adjoint
representation) to global information. We will use two results, Lemmas 2.13.2 and 2.14.1, to do
this. Together, they give a way to check that a morphism of affine spaces is finitely presented: the
former gives a reasonably soft26 criterion for such a map to be a closed embedding, while the latter
gives an infinitesimal criterion for a closed embedding to be finitely presented.
Let S be a base scheme, say affine with S “ SpecpAq for expositional ease only.
We define an (ℵ0-)affine space V over S to be an S-scheme arising by the following construction:
Suppose P “ PV P A–mod
♥ is a colimit P “ colimiě0 Pi with Pi a finite rank projective A-
module and each structure map Pi Ñ Pj being injective with projective quotient. Then we set
V :“ SpecpSymApP qq. Note that V pSq “ lim P
_
i , so informally we should think of V as the pro-
projective A-module limi P
_
i P PropA–mod
♥q.
Construction 2.13.1. Let f : V Ñ W be a morphism of affine spaces preserving zero sections (i.e.,
commuting with the canonical sections from S). We define the linearization Lpfq : V Ñ W as the
induced morphism by considering V and W as the tangent spaces of V and W at 0.
More precisely, if P (resp. Q) is the ind-projective module defining V (resp. W ) and IV Ď
SymApP q is the augmentation ideal, then IV {I
2
V “ P (resp. IW {I
2
W “ Q). Moreover, the map
f˚ : SymApQq Ñ SymApP q preserves augmentation ideal by assumption, so we obtain a morphism:
25The numerics here is the reason we assume r ą 0; for r “ 0, we would need to take Kr`s`1 instead of Kr`s
everywhere.
26Note that there is no hope of obtaining a purely infinitesimal criterion, because the Jacobian conjecture is
unknown. The criterion below is instead modeled on the simplest construction of non-linear automorphisms of affine
space, c.f. Example 2.13.3.
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Q “ IW {I
2
W Ñ IV {I
2
V “ P
and by covariant functoriality of the assignment P ÞÑ V , we obtain the desired map Lpfq : V ÑW .
Suppose P and Q are as above, and suppose P “ colimiě0 Pi and Q “ colimiě0Qi as in the
definition of affine space. Let Vi (resp. Wi) denote SpecpSymApPiqq (resp. SpecpSymApQiqq), so
that e.g. V “ limVi with each morphism V Ñ Vi being dominant (and a fibration with affine space
fibers).
Lemma 2.13.2. Suppose f : V ÑW is a morphism of S-schemes preserving 0. Suppose that:
‚ For every i, we have a (necessarily unique, by dominance) map:
V
f //

W

Vi
fi // Wi.
‚ For every i, there is a (necessarily unique) factorization:
Vi
fi´Lpfiq //

Wi
Vi´1.
αi
77
where for i “ 0 we use the normalization Vi´1 “ SpecpAq.
‚ Each morphism Lpfiq : Vi ÑWi is a closed embedding.
Then f is a closed embedding.
Example 2.13.3. In the above, the lemma remains true if “closed embedding” is replaced by “iso-
morphism” everywhere. Then a toy model for the above lemma is the fact that any morphism of
the form:
A2
px,yqÞÑpx,y`ppxqq
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ A2
(with p any polynomial) is an isomorphism.
Proof of Lemma 2.13.2. Passing to the limit, it suffices to show that each fi is a closed embedding.
We will prove this by induction on i.
Note that α0 : SpecpAq Ñ Wi must be the zero section, since f0 ´ Lpf0q preserves zero sections.
Therefore, f0 “ Lpf0q, i.e., f0 is linear. Since Lpf0q is assumed to be a closed embedding, this of
course implies that f0 is as well.
We now show fi is a closed embedding, assuming that fi´1 is. Since Vi and Wi are affine, it
suffices to show that pullback of functions along fi is surjective.
Suppose ϕ is a function on Vi. Since Lpfiq is an isomorphism, there is a function ψ on Wi with
Lpfiq
˚pψq “ ϕ. We obtain:
ϕ “ f˚i pψq ´ pfi ´ Lpfiqq
˚pψq.
Using αi, we see that pfi ´ Lpfiqq
˚pψq descends to a function on Vi´1, and therefore is obtained
by restriction (along fi´1) from a function on Wi´1 by induction. In particular, pfi ´ Lpfiqq˚pψq is
obtained by restriction (along fi) from a function on Wi, as desired.

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2.14. Above, we gave a way to check that a morphism of affine spaces is a closed embedding. We
also have the following criterion for checking when a closed embedding as above is actually finitely
presented.
Lemma 2.14.1. Suppose I1 and I2 are sets and we are given a closed embedding:
i : AI1T ãÑ A
I2
T
of affine spaces over a Noetherian base T , and suppose that i is compatible with zero sections, i.e.,
the diagram:
AI1T
i // AI2T
T
0
``❅❅❅❅❅❅❅❅
0
>>⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦
commutes.
Then i is finitely presented if and only if its conormal sheaf N˚
AI1{AI2 P QCohpA
I1q♥ is coherent.
Proof. We can assume T affine, so T “ SpecpBq. Moreover, straightforward reductions allow us to
assume T is integral (and in all our applications, B will actually be a field).
The key fact we will need from commutative algebra is that a prime ideal in any (possibly
infinitely generated) polynomial algebra over a Noetherian ring (e.g., k) is finitely generated if
and only if it has finite height (in the usual sense of commutative algebra). Indeed, this result is
essentially given by [GH] Theorem 4 (see also [Ras1] Proposition 4.3, which completes the argument
in some simple respects).27
Let J Ď BrtxiuiPI2s be the ideal of the closed embedding. Note that A
I1
T is integral (since T is),
and therefore J is a prime ideal.
By assumption, J{J2 is finitely generated. Choose f1, . . . , fn P J generating modulo J
2.
Suppose that f1, . . . , fn lie in BrtxiuiPI 12s for I
1
2 Ď I2 a finite subset (as we may safely do).
We claim that J is contained in the ideal generated by txiuiPI 12 . Note that this implies the claim
by commutative algebra, since J` is a finitely generated prime ideal, and as noted above, prime
subideals of finitely generated prime ideals are finitely generated themselves.
Let J denote the reduction of J modulo ptxiuiPI 12q (the ideal generated by our finite subset of
xi’s). It suffices to see that J “ 0.
First, note that J “ J
2
by construction of our generators. Moreover:
27For the reader’s convenience, we quickly sketch the proof down here in the footnotes.
The main point is the following simple observation: if Zn`1 Ď An`1 is a closed and integral subscheme, then
the scheme-theoretic image Zn :“ ppZn`1q Ď An of Zn`1 along the projection p : An`1 Ñ An either has smaller
codimension, or else Zn`1 “ p´1pZnq. Indeed, Zn`1 Ď p´1pZnq, and either the latter has codimension one less than
Zn`1, or else they have equal codimension, and so are equal by irreducibility.
Now for Z Ď A8 :“ Specpkrx1, x2, . . .sq (note that k can be any Noetherian ring, and we could be less lazy and
allow uncountable indexing sets for our indeterminates) a closed and integral subscheme corresponding to a finite
height prime ideal, the scheme-theoretic image Zn Ď A
n of Z along the projection pn : A
8 Ñ An corresponds to a
prime ideal of the same height for n large enough, and then the above analysis shows that Z “ p´1n pZnq. In particular,
Z is defined by a finitely presented ideal.
Similarly, if Z is defined by a finitely presented ideal, then Z “ p´1n pZnq for n large enough, and our earlier analysis
shows that the height does not increase as we pullback to finite affine spaces; since finite height prime ideals in
krx1, x2, . . .s are finitely presented, one readily deduces that the height of a prime ideal in this ring is bounded by the
number of generators (since this holds in each of the Noetherian rings krx1, . . . , xms by Krull’s theorem).
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J Ď BrtxiuiPI2s{ptxiuiPI 12q “ BrtxiuiPI2zI 12s
is contained in the ideal generated by all the xi: indeed, this is true for J in the original ring
BrtxiuiPI2s by the compatibility with zero sections, implying the corresponding statement for J .
But now we have:
J “
8č
r“1
J
r
Ď
8č
r“1
ptxiuiPI2zI 12q
r “ 0
giving the claim.

2.15. Proof of Theorem 2.12.1. We now prove Theorem 2.12.1. The proof will occupy §2.15-2.18.
2.16. Note that, since r ą 0, Kr`s is pro-unipotent. Because torsors for unipotent groups are
trivial on affine schemes, Kr`s-torsors on affine schemes are as well. Therefore, the prestack quotient
S{Kr`s is already a sheaf.
2.17. Formulation of the key lemma. The following result will be the key input to the proof
of Theorem 2.12.1.
Lemma 2.17.1. For all sufficiently large integers N ě r ` s, the map:
KN ˆ S Ñ t
´rgrrtssdt ˆ S
p7, sq ÞÑ pGauge
7
pΓpsqdtq, sq
(2.17.1)
is a finitely presented closed embedding, where here s ÞÑ Γpsqdt is the structure map S Ñ t´rgrrtssdt.
Proof. We proceed by steps. Let ∇ be the connection on the gArrtss defined by ∇ :“ d ´ rΓ,´sdt
throughout.
Step 1. First, we construct N :
Note that because T is Noetherian and S Ñ T is a fibration with affine space fibers, S satisfies
the hypotheses of Lemma 2.10.1. Applying the lemma (with Λ “ gArrtss and Λ
1 “ t´rgArrtssdt), we
find ℓ ě 0 and an integer N ě r ` s such that ∇|tNgArrtss is injective, and for all i ě 0 we have:
tN`i`ℓ´rgArrtssdt Ď ∇ptN`igArrtssq Ď tN`i´rgArrtssdt
with finite rank projective quotients. Note that ∇ptN`igArrtssq is a lattice in this case.
Finally, note that we can safely replace N by N`i for any i as above and the conclusion remains,
so we may assume N ě ℓ` 1.
Step 2. In Steps 2-6, we will apply Lemma 2.13.2 to see that (2.17.1) is a closed embedding. In the
present step, we just set up notation for this.
We abuse notation in letting e.g. gArrtss denote the affine space over S “ SpecpAq associated
with gArrtss.
To be in the setting of Lemma 2.13.2, we need to have a map between affine spaces over a
Noetherian base preserving zero. First, we use the exponential isomorphism tNgArrtssdt
»
ÝÑ KN ˆS
so that our map goes between affine spaces. Moreover, since S Ñ T is an affine space over T , our
map is between affine spaces over a Noetherian base (namely, T ). Our map does not quite preserve
zero: 0 ÞÑ Γdt P t´rgArrtssdt the given gauge form. But of course, we can just correct this by
subtracting off Γdt.
Define:
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Λi :“ ∇
´1ptN`i`ℓ´rgArrtssdtq X tN`igArrtss.
Note that Λi is a lattice, since it maps isomorphically onto the lattice t
N`i`ℓ´rgArrtssdt. In partic-
ular, it has an associated affine space over S, which we again denote by Λi.
Step 3. In the next step, we will show that the composite map:
tNgArrtss
ξ ÞÑGaugeexppξqpΓdtq´Γdt
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ t´rgArrtssdt
proj.
ÝÝÝÑ t´rgArrtssdt{tN`i`ℓ´rgArrtssdt (2.17.2)
factors through tNgArrtss{Λi (therefore satisfying the first condition from Lemma 2.13.2).
In other words, for28 ξ P tNgArrtss and η P Λi, we need to see that:
GaugeexppξqpΓdtq ´ Γdtq and
Gaugeexppξ`ηqpΓdtq ´ Γdtq
differ by an element of tN`i`ℓ´rgArrtssdt. We will do this by explicitly computing Gaugeexppξ`ηqpΓdtq´
Γdtq.
In a first motion towards this, we analyze the relationship between the “matrix” exponential
appearing above and the term “dg ¨ g´1” appearing in the definition of the gauge action. More
precisely, this step will show the following identity of points of gArrtssdt:`
d exppξ ` ηq
˘
¨ expp´ξ ´ ηq P
`
d exppξq
˘
¨ expp´ξq ` dη ` t2N`i´1gArrtssdt. (2.17.3)
Note that e.g. exppξq´1 “ expp´ξq, hence the appearance of these terms.
By the Tannakian formalism, it suffices to prove (2.17.3) for the general linear group. Then note
that:
exppξ ` ηq P exppξq exppηq ` t2N`igArrtss.
Indeed, the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula says:
exppξq exppηq “ exppξ ` η `
1
2
rξ, ηs ` etc.loooooomoooooon
P t2N`igArrtss
q.
(Here we recall that ξ P tNgArrtss and η P t
N`igArrtssdt.) Then for a :“ ξ`η and b :“ 12 rξ, ηs`etc. P
t2N`igArrtss, we have:
exppa` bq “ id`pa` bq `
1
2
pa` bq2 ` . . . “
id`a`
1
2
a2 ` . . .` b`
1
2
pab` ba` b2q ` . . . P exppaq ` t2N`igArrtss
as desired.
We now show (2.17.3). Let g “ exppξq and h “ exppηq. By the above, we have:
28Here ξ and η are points of these schemes with values in some test affine scheme. We suppress the affine scheme
from the notation to keep the notation simple, and we maintain such abuses throughout.
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`
d exppξ ` ηq
˘
¨ expp´ξ ´ ηq P
pdpghq ` t2N`i´1gArrtssdtq ¨ ph´1g´1 ` t2N`igArrtssq “
dpghqh´1g´1 ` dpghq ¨ t2N`igArrtssdt ` t2N`i´1gArrtssdt ¨ h´1g´1 ` t4N`2i´1gArrtssdt Ď
dpghqh´1g´1 ` t2N`i´1gArrtssdt
where the last line follows from the observations that dpghq P gArrtssdt and h
´1g´1 P GpOq.
Note that dpghqh´1g´1 “ dg ¨ g´1 ` gpdh ¨ h´1qg´1. We compute:
dh ¨h´1 “ pd exppηqq ¨expp´ηq “ pdη`
1
2
dpη2q` . . .qpid´η` . . .q P dη` t2pN`iq´1gArrtssdt. (2.17.4)
Since g P KN and since dη P t
N`i´1gArrtssdt, we have gpdηqg´1 P dη ` t2N`i´1gArrtssdt. Since Adg
clearly preserves t2pN`iq´1gArrtss, this combines with the above to give:
dg ¨ g´1 ` gpdh ¨ h´1qg´1 P dg ¨ g´1 ` dη ` t2N`i´1gArrtss
as was claimed in (2.17.3).
Step 4. We now complete the factorization claim from the beginning of Step 3.
Note that the map (2.17.2) sends ξ ` η to:29
Gaugeexppξ`ηqpΓdtq ´ Γdt “ Adexppξ`ηqpΓdtq ´ d
`
exppξ ` ηq
˘
¨ expp´ξ ´ ηq ´ Γdt “
rξ ` η,Γdts `
8ÿ
n“2
1
n!
Adnξ`ηpΓdtq ´ d
`
exppξ ` ηq
˘
¨ expp´ξ ´ ηq P
rξ ` η,Γdts `
8ÿ
n“2
1
n!
Adnξ`ηpΓdtq ´ pd exppξqq ¨ expp´ξq ´ dη ` t
2N`i´1gArrtssdt “
´∇pηq ` rξ,Γdts `
8ÿ
n“2
1
n!
Adnξ`ηpΓdtq ´ pd exppξqq ¨ expp´ξq ` t
2N`i´1gArrtssdt.
(2.17.5)
Here we have applied the calculation (2.17.3). Note that, since N ě ℓ ` 1, we have 2N ` i ´ 1 ě
N ` i ` ℓ ě N ` i ` ℓ ´ r, and therefore in the last equation we can replace t2N`i´1gArrtssdt by
the larger lattice tN`i`ℓ´rgArrtssdt.
We will show the following points all lie in tN`i`ℓ´rgArrtssdt:
Next, observe that ∇pηq P tN`i`ℓ´rgArrtssdt by definition of Λi. Moreover, below we will show
that that for any n ě 2:
Adnξ`ηpΓdtq P Ad
n
ξ pΓdtq ` t
N`i`1`ℓ´rgArrtssdt. (2.17.6)
Assume this for the moment, and we will conclude the argument. We then see that the last term
in (2.17.5) lies in:
29For clarity, the notation Adnξ`ηpΓdtq means rξ ` η, rξ ` η, r. . . , rξ ` η,Γdts . . .sss.
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rξ,Γdts `
8ÿ
n“2
1
n!
Adnξ pΓdtq ´ pd exppξqq ¨ expp´ξq ` t
N`ℓ`i´rgArrtssdt “
AdexppξqpΓdtq ´ pd exppξqq ¨ expp´ξq ` tN`ℓ`i´rgArrtssdt “
GaugeexppξqpΓdtq ` t
N`ℓ`i´rgArrtssdt
as desired.
It remains to show (2.17.6). More precisely, we claim that for any n ě 0, we have:
Adnξ`ηpΓdtq P Ad
n
ξ pΓdtq ` t
Nn`i´rgArrtssdt (2.17.7)
which would imply the claim of (2.17.6), since if n ě 2, we have Nn ` i ´ r ě 2N ` i ´ r ě
N ` i` 1` ℓ´ r (since N ě ℓ` 1 by definition).
We show (2.17.7) by induction, the base case n “ 0 being obvious. Assume (2.17.7) holds for n,
and we will show it holds for n ` 1. We apply Adξ`η “ Adξ `Adη to both sides. Obviously the
left hand side of (2.17.7) transforms as desired. For the right hand side, note that Adξ`η maps
tNn`i´rgArrtssdt into tNpn`1q`i´rgArrtsdt, since ξ ` η P tNgArrtssdt; moreover, since Adnξ pΓdtq P
tNn´rgArrtssdt, Adη maps it into tNn´r`N`igArrtssdt “ tNpn`1q`i´rgArrtssdt.
Step 5. We now verify the remaining conditions of Lemma 2.13.2.
The linearization of (2.17.2) is:
´∇ : tNgArrtss{Λi Ñ t
´rgArrtssdt{tN`i`ℓ´rgArrtssdt
which is an embedding: indeed, if ξ P tNgArrtss with ∇pξq P t
N`i`ℓ´rgArrtssdt, then we have
ξ P tN`igArrtss by construction, and Λi is exactly ∇´1ptN`i`ℓ´rgArrtssdtq X tN`igArrtss.
Step 6. Finally, we show that the maps αi from Lemma 2.13.2 exist. I.e., we should show that if
η P Λi´1, then:
Gaugeexppξ`ηqpΓdtq ´ Γdt`∇pηq mod t
N`i`ℓ´rgArrtssdt
is independent of η.
This follows readily from our earlier work. We compute the left hand side using (2.17.5), and we
find that it equals:
rξ,Γdts `
8ÿ
n“2
1
n!
Adnξ`ηpΓdtq ´ pd exppξqq ¨ expp´ξq ` t
2N`i´2gArrtssdt.
Now the only terms involving η occur inside that infinite sum, and by (2.17.6) (substituting i ´ 1
for i in loc. cit.), we have (for n ě 2):
Adnξ`ηpΓdtq P Ad
n
ξ pΓdtq ` t
N`i`ℓ´rgArrtssdt
It remains to observe that 2N ` i´ 2 ě N ` i` ℓ´ r, since 2N ` i´ 2 ě N ` ℓ` i´ 1 and since
we have r ě 1 by a running assumption.
Step 7. Finally, it remains to see that our closed embedding is finitely presented. Of course, we
do so via Lemma 2.14.1; loc. cit. means that we should show that the conormal sheaf is finitely
generated.
This is quite easy, in fact. Our map:
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KN ˆ S Ñ t
´rgArrtssdt
is given by acting on an S-point of the right hand side, so is obviously KN -equivariant. Therefore, its
cornormal sheaf is also KN -equivariant, so is determined by its restriction to S. Now the cotangent
complex of the above map restricted to S is dual (is the sense of pro-vector bundles) to the complex:
´∇ : tNgArrtss Ñ t
´rgArrtssdt.
Therefore, the restriction of the conormal bundle is dual to the cokernel of this map and therefore
a finite rank vector bundle.

2.18. We now deduce the theorem.
Proof of Theorem 2.12.1. Let N be as in Lemma 2.17.1. It obviously suffices to show that S{KN is
an algebraic space smooth over T , as we will show below.
Step 1. For each integer m ě s, let Sm denote the fiber product:
T ˆ
t´rgrrtssdt{tsgrrtssdt
t´rgrrtssdt{tmgrrtssdt.
Note that as we vary m, the structure maps are smooth, and limm Sm “ S P AffSch.
We claim that the structure map:
S Ñ S{KN
factors through Sm for m " 0 (depending on N).
We will show this in Steps 2-4.
Step 2. In this step, we say in explicit terms what it takes to give a factorization S Ñ Sm Ñ S{KN ,
and in the next step we provide such a construction.
We claim that the data of a section σm : Sm Ñ S to the structure map πm : S Ñ Sm plus a map
7 : S Ñ KN such that the composite:
S
πmˆ7ÝÝÝÝÑ Sm ˆKN
σmˆidÝÝÝÝÑ S ˆKm
act
ÝÝÑ S
is the identity gives rise to a section as above.30,31
Indeed, the map Sm ˆ KN Ñ S is equivariant for the is KN -equivariant for the usual action of
KN on S and for the action of KN on Sm ˆ KN defined by the trivial action on Sm and the left
action on KN . Passing to the quotient, we obtain a map Sm Ñ S{KN .
The composite map S Ñ Sm Ñ S{KN is the composite of σmπm with the tautological projection
of S to S{KN . But the map 7 provides an obvious way to identify these two maps.
Now observe that any choice of uniformizer t gives an obvious section σm. Below, we will construct
7 with the desired properties (for m sufficiently large).
30Since every KN -torsor on Sm is trivial, it is easy to see that such a datum is essentially equivalent to giving such
a factorization.
31In words: we want to conjugate s P S to σmpimpsq to s by means of 7psq. Our Fredholm assumption and the
construction of KN gives an infinitesimal version of this, and our problem is to integrate to get a global version.
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Step 3. Next, we claim that the morphism:
KN ˆ S
actˆp2ÝÝÝÝÑ S ˆ
T
S
is a finitely presented closed embedding.
Observe that:
S ˆ
T
S “ t´rgrrtssdt ˆ
t´rgrrtssdt{tsgrrtssdt
S
and that when we compose the above map with the structure map to t´rgrrtssdt ˆ S, it sends
p7, sq P KN ˆ S to pGauge7pωsq, sq, where s ÞÑ ωs is the structure map S Ñ t
´rgrrtssdt. It suffices
to show that this composite map is a finitely presented closed embedding, but this is the content
of Lemma 2.17.1.
Step 4. We now complete the proof of the claim of Step 1 by constructing a map 7 : S Ñ KN with
the desired properties.
Observe that S “ limm S ˆSm S as an S ˆT S-scheme, where everything in sight is affine. Since
we have a morphism:
lim
m
S ˆ
Sm
S “ S Ñ S ˆKN Ñ S ˆ
T
S
of SˆT S-schemes (sending s P S to ps, 1q P SˆKN ) and since the latter map is finitely presented,
there must exist an integer m and a map:
S ˆ
Sm
S Ñ S ˆKN Ñ S ˆ
T
S (2.18.1)
of S ˆT S-schemes, and which induces the diagonal map on the diagonally embedded copy of
S Ď S ˆSm S.
Composing the first map of (2.18.1) with the map S
idˆσmπmÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ SˆSmS (for any choice of splitting
σm, say the one defined by a coordinate t), we obtain a map S Ñ SˆKN of S-schemes, i.e., a map
7 : S Ñ KN .
It is tautological from the construction that 7 has the desired property.
Step 5. It follows immediately from the claim in Step 1 that S{KN is a stack locally of finite
presentation over T . Therefore, it suffices to show that Sm Ñ S{KN is a smooth covering and
provides an atlas.
Indeed, S{KN obviously has an affine diagonal, and therefore Sm Ñ S{KN is affine. Moreover,
since Sm and S{KN are locally finitely presented over T , this implies that the morphism is finitely
presented (since it is affine and therefore quasi-compact). We therefore deduce smoothness by
looking at cotangent complexes. Finally, we easily see that this map is a covering by base-change
along S Ñ S{KN .

2.19. Turning points. We have seen in Counterexample 2.8.5 that the a connection can fail to
be Fredholm quite severely: for the A1-family of connections there, there is no stratification of A1
such that the restrictions of the connection to strata are Fredholm.
However, our next result says that this behavior cannot occur locally.
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Theorem 2.19.1. For every pair of positive integers n, r ą 0, there exists a constant32 Nn,r P Z
ě0
with the following property:
Let T be the spectrum of a field and be equipped with a map:
T Ñ t´rglnrrtssdt{tsglnrrtssdt
with s ě Nn,r. Define:
S :“ T ˆ
t´rglnrrtssdt{tsglnrrtssdt
t´rglnrrtssdt
and note that there is a canonical rank n family of local systems on
˝
D parametrized by S.
Then the corresponding family of connections on S is Fredholm.
Remark 2.19.2. This result says that any family of connections with all leading terms the same (to
some large enough order) is Fredholm.
Combining Theorem 2.12.1 with Theorem 2.19.1, we obtain:
Corollary 2.19.3. For G an affine algebraic group, s " r and η any (possibly non-closed) point
in t´rgrrtssdt{tsgrrtssdt, the quotient of the fiber of t´rgrrtssdt at η by Kr`s is a Noetherian and
regular Artin stack that is smooth over η.
Remark 2.19.4. The proof is essentially an application of the Babbitt-Varadarajan algorithm [BV],
which they introduced for finding canonical forms for linear systems of Laurent series differential
equations (which is a somewhat different concern from ours here). We make no claims to originality
in our methods here, and indeed, the reader who is familiar with [BV] will find the argument
redundant; we rather include the argument for the reader who is not so familiar with their reduction
theory for linear differential equations.
The proof of the theorem will be given in §2.21-2.35 below.
2.20. Some counterexamples. We begin by clarifying why Theorem 2.19.1 is formulated in quite
the way it is. This material may safely be skipped by the reader, though we do not particularly
advise this.
First, why can we not always take Nn,r “ 0?
Counterexample 2.20.1. Suppose that we could always take N2,2 “ 0. It would follow that any
connection of the form:
d`
ˆ
0 1
0 0
˙
dt
t2
` 0 ¨
dt
t
` lower order terms
is Fredholm (this follows from the case T “ Specpkq in the theorem). However, we claim that this
is not the case.
Indeed, let S “ Specpkrλsq, and consider the connection:
d`
ˆ
0 1
0 0
˙
dt
t2
`
ˆ
0 0
λpλ` 1q 0
˙
dt.
We claim that this connection is not Fredholm, in contradiction with the above.
When we specialize to λ “ ℓ P Z Ď k, we find that the de Rham complex for this connection has
a 0-cocycle
ˆ
tℓ
´ℓ ¨ tℓ`1
˙
P kpptqq‘2.
32The proof of Theorem 2.19.1 below gives a very explicit recursive procedure for computing Nn,r.
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Now observe that over the generic point of S, the de Rham complex is acyclic. Indeed, by (the
proof of) Lemma 2.11.1, it suffices to see this after adjoining a square root t
1
2 of t. Then we can
apply a gauge transformation by: ˜
t
1
2 0
0 t´
1
2
¸
P GL2pKq
so that our connection becomes:
d`
ˆ
´12 1
λpλ` 1q 12
˙
dt
t
.
The leading term of this regular singular connection has determinant ´14 ´λpλ`1q and trace zero,
and therefore is diagonalizable with eigenvalues ˘
b
1
4 ` λpλ` 1q “ ˘pλ `
1
2q. But the connection
d` η
t
dt is acyclic for η R Z, giving the acyclicity here.33
As in Counterexample 2.8.5, this implies that the connection is not Fredholm: indeed, the de
Rham cohomology vanishes at the generic point, but is not supported on any Zariski closed subva-
riety of Specpkrλsq, and therefore cannot be coherent.
Why do we need perfect complexes? Can we not arrange that our de Rham cohomology be the
sum of two (cohomologically shifted) vector bundles?
Counterexample 2.20.2. For rank 2 connections, the example of §1.16 readily shows that the answer
to the latter question is “no.”
We include the next counterexample just to indicate how jumps can occur as we vary our point
in t´rgrrtssdt{tsgrrtssdt.
Counterexample 2.20.3. Let T “ SpecpF q be the spectrum of the localization of krλs at 0. Then
we claim that the rank one connection:
d`
λ
t2
dt
is not Fredholm.
Indeed, if it were, then Lemma 2.9.1 would imply that the complex:
Brrtss
∇
ÝÑ t´2Brrtssdt
is perfect. However, after extending scalars to the fields Brλ´1s and B{λ “ k, we obtain different
Euler characteristics, a contradiction. Indeed, for λ invertible, we have seen in Example 2.8.3 that
the complex is acyclic, while for λ “ 0, the complex is obviously quasi-isomorphic34 to k‘ kr´1s ‘
kr´1s.
2.21. Proof of Theorem 2.19.1. We now give the proof of Theorem 2.19.1.
2.22. We let T “ SpecpF q and let S “ SpecpAq in what follows.
33Note that dt
t
“ 2 d
?
t?
t
, so one should “really” view the eigenvalues as being 2λ ` 1, which explains why the
complex is not acyclic for λ an integer.
34The kernel is generated by 1 P krrtss, while the cokernel is generated by the classes of t´1dt and t´2dt
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2.23. Regular singular case. Suppose r “ 1. Then we claim that Nn,1 “ 0 suffices for any rank
n for the local system.
Indeed, suppose that the map T “ SpecpF q Ñ t´1glnrrtssdt{glnrrtssdt “ gln is defined by the
matrix Γ´1 P glnpF q.
Since the characteristic polynomial of Γ´1 has finitely many roots in F , there are only finitely
many integers ℓ P Z such that Γ´1 ` ℓ ¨ idn is not invertible. Therefore, by Example 2.8.3, the
corresponding connection is Fredholm.
2.24. The rank 1 case. At this point, we proceed by induction on n, the rank of the local system.
We begin with the case n “ 1. We claim that we can take N1,r “ 0 for all r.
Indeed, suppose our map:
T “ SpecpF q Ñ t´rkrrtssdt{krrtssdt
is defined by f´rt´rdt` . . .` f´1t´1dt` krrtssdt with fi P F .
If fi “ 0 for i ă ´1, then we are in the paradigm of §2.23. Otherwise, fi ‰ 0 for some i ă ´1,
and by Example 2.8.3, the corresponding connection is Fredholm.
Therefore, we can assume the result true for all n1 ă n in what follows.
2.25. We will use the following notation in what follows. Given a map:
T Ñ t´rglnrrtssdt{tsglnrrtssdt
we let Γi P glnpF q,´r ď i ă s denote the coefficient of t
i above.
For all ´r ď i, we let Γi P glnpAq denote the coefficient of t
i in the tautological connection on
S. Note that the abuse of notation is justified by the fact that for ´r ď i ă s, the two matrices we
have called Γi are the same under the embedding glnpF q ãÑ glnpAq.
Finally, we let Γ P t´rpgln bAqrrtss denote the connection matrix
ř
Γit
i.
(Note that Γ´r is independent of choice of coordinate up to scaling, justifying the prominent role
that it plays below.)
2.26. Reduction to the case of nilpotent leading term. Suppose Nn,r ě Nn1,r1 for all n
1 ă n
and r1 ď r (where we can suppose the latter numbers are all known by induction). We then claim
that the conclusion of the theorem is true for a given map T Ñ t´rglnrrtssdt{tsglnrrtssdt as long as
Γ´r is not nilpotent.35
Note that we can safely assume r ą 1 below.
Step 1. Let Γ´r “ f ` s with f nilpotent and s semisimple commuting elements of glnpF q be the
Jordan decomposition of Γ´r.
Note that F‘n » Kerpsq ‘ Imagepsq. Similarly, glnpF q “ KerpAdsq ‘ ImagepAdsq, and every
matrix in KerpAdsq preserves this decomposition of F
‘ as a direct sum.
Next, note that ImagepAdsq Ď ImagepAdΓ´rq. Indeed, since Ads : ImagepAdsq
»
ÝÑ ImagepAdsq
and since Adf is a nilpotent endomorphism of ImagepAdsq commuting with Ads, AdΓ´r “ Ads`Adf :
ImagepAdsq Ñ ImagepAdsq is an isomorphism.
Note that we obtain a similar decomposition:
A‘n “ KerpAdsq ‘ ImagepAdsq
where we consider s acting on A‘n by extension of scalars.
35Since A is an integral domain, there is no ambiguity in the meaning of nilpotent here: it just means that Γ´r is
nilpotent as a matrix.
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Step 2. Next, we claim that we can apply a gauge transformation by an element of K1pSq so that
each matrix Γj P glnpAq (j ě ´r) preserves each the A-submodules Kerpsq and Imagepsq of A
‘n.
(This method is very standard, and goes back at least to [Sib].)
More precisely, we will construct by induction gi P KipSq with the property that the first i ` 1
matrices in Gaugegigi´1...g1pΓdtq have the property above; note that the infinite product of the gi
makes sense in K1, and therefore gives a gauge transformation with the desired property.
These elements gi will have the property, which will be important later, that gi depends only on
Γ´r, . . . ,Γ´r`i. In particular, for 1 ď i ă r ` s, we will have gi P K1pT q Ď K1pSq.
To construct the gi: applying the gauge transformation by gi´1 . . . g1, we can assume that
Γ´r, . . . ,Γ´r`i´1 preserve our submodules.
Then, we can (uniquely) write Γ´r`i “ M1 `M2 with M1 P KerpAdsq and M2 P ImagepAdsq.
Note that M2 “ rΓ´r, Cs for some C P glnpAq (or C P glnpF q if i ă r ` s), since ImagepAdsq Ď
ImagepAdΓ´rq.
We then take gi “ expp´t
iCq P KipAq. Then:
GaugegipΓdtq “ Adexpp´tiCqpΓdtq ´ pd expp´t
iCqq ¨ expptiCq “´
Γdt´ rtiC,Γdts ` terms divisible by t2i´r
¯
`
´
tiC ` terms divisible by t2i´1
¯
.
Note that r ě 1 by running assumption, so divisibility by 2i´ 1 implies divisibility by 2i´ r, and
since i ě 1, this implies divisibility by i´ r` 1. Then reducing modulo ti´r`1glnrrtssdt, we obtain:
Γdt´ rtiC,Γ´rdts ` ti´r`1glnrrtssdt.
Then we have not changed any Γj for j ď i´ r except Γi´r, and we have changed it to M1 in the
above notation. SinceM1 commutes with the semisimple matrix Ads, it preserves the decomposition
of F‘n as ImagepAdsq ‘KerpAdsq.
Step 3. Finally, suppose that Γ´r is not a nilpotent matrix. Then s ‰ 0, i.e., KerpAdsq ‰ A‘n.
Therefore, we have shown above that we can gauge transform Γ to be a direct sum of connection
matrices Γ1 and Γ2 of smaller rank (so Γi P glnipptqq for n1 ` n2 “ n, ni ‰ 0).
Since the gi constructed above lie in K1, Γ
1 and Γ2 have order of pole at most r.
Moreover, since the construction of gi above depended only on the leading i` 1 terms of Γ, the
coefficients of tj for ´r ď j ă s depends only on the leading terms of Γ. That is, the connection
d` Γ1dt` Γ2dt on S has leading r ` s-terms defined by some map:
T Ñ t´rglnrrtssdt{tsglnrrtssdt.
Therefore, in this case we obtain the claim as long as Nn,r satisfies the inequalities we said.
2.27. Below, we will show how to handle the case the Γ´r is a nilpotent matrix. We use the key
idea of [BV] here: use the geometry of Slodowy slices to proceed by induction on dimpAdΓ´rq.
2.28. Slodowy review. We briefly review some facts about nilpotent elements in reductive Lie
algebra. Let G be a split reductive group (G “ GLn for us) with Lie algebra g over a ground field
of characteristic zero, which we suppress from the notation (it will be F for us later).
Let f be a nilpotent element in g, and extend f to an sl2-triple te, f, hu Ď rg, gs via Jacobson-
Morozov. Let H : Gm Ñ G be the cocharacter with derivative h.
Recall that the Slodowy slice Sf is the scheme f `KerpAdeq (considered as a scheme by thinking
of KerpAdeq as an affine space).
Equip g with the Gm-action:
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λ ‹ ξ :“ λ2AdHpλqpξq, λ P Gm, ξ P g.
Here the λ´2 in front is the normal action by homotheties of Gm on g.
Note that this ‹-action preserves Sf because AdHpλqpfq “ λ´2f . Moreover, this action contracts
Sf onto the point f , since Adh has non-negative eigenvalues on KerpAdeq (by the representation
theory of sl2).
Next, observe that the ‹-action preserves the G-orbit through f : indeed, for g P G, we have:
λ ‹ Adgpfq “ λ
2AdHpλq Adgpfq “ AdHpλq Adgpλ2fq “
AdHpλqAdg AdHpλq´1pfq “ AdHpλqgHpλq´1pfq.
More generally, the ‹-action preserves the G-orbit through any nilpotent element f 1. Indeed,
first notice that λf P G ¨ f for any λ, since AdHp?λqpfq “ λf . Here nothing about f is special, so
λf 1 P G ¨ f 1 for any λ. Then:
λ ‹ f 1 “ λ2AdHpλqpf 1q P G ¨ AdHpλqpf 1q “ G ¨ f 1.
With these preliminary geometric observations, we now deduce:
Lemma 2.28.1 (c.f. [BV] §2). For any field-valued point f 1 P Sf nilpotent, dimpG¨f 1qp“ dim ImagepAdf 1qq
is greater than or equal to dimpG ¨ fqp“ dim ImagepAdf qq, with equality if and only if f
1 “ f .
Proof. If f 1 is as above, we must have G ¨ f Ď G ¨ f 1 (the orbit closure), since the ‹-action preserves
G ¨ f 1 and contracts Sf onto f . This implies the claim on dimensions.
Since G ¨ f 1 is open in its closure, if dimpG ¨ fq “ dimpG ¨ f 1q then we must have G ¨ f “ G ¨ f 1.
Therefore, we should see that G ¨ f X Sf “ f .
Observe that the G-orbit G ¨ f through f and Sf meet transversally at f — this follows from
the identity:
g “ KerpAdeq ‘ ImagepAdf q
(which is again a consequence of the representation theory of sl2). Because the ‹-action on g
preserves G ¨ f and Sf and contracts onto f , it follows that G ¨ f and Sf meet only at the point f .

2.29. Nilpotent leading term. We now treat the case of nilpotent leading term. At this point,
the reader may wish to skip ahead to §2.36, where we indicate how the reduction theory works in
the simplest non-trivial case.
2.30. Let Γ´r “ f P glnpAq be nilpotent, and let δ :“ dimG ¨ f , where G ¨ f Ď gˆSpecpkq SpecpF q
as a scheme. We will proceed by descending induction on δ.
More precisely, below we will construct Nn,r,δ with the property that for s ě Nn,r,δ and Γ´r of
the above type, the conclusion of the theorem holds. By induction, we can assume that knowledge
of Nn1,r1 for all n
1 ă n, and can assume the knowledge of Nn,r1,δ1 for all δ1 ą δ.
Note that δ ą dimpGq, the hypotheses are vacuous, giving the base case in the induction.
Moreover, this makes clear that if we accomplish the above construction ofNn,r,δ, we have completed
the proof of the theorem: combining this with §2.26, we see that if we take:
Nn,r :“ max
 
tNn1,run1ăn, tNn,r,δuδďdimpGq
(
we have obtained a constant satisfying the conclusion of the theorem.
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2.31. We take an sl2-triple te, f “ Γ´r, hu P slnpF q as before. We obtain an identification:
glnpF q “ KerpAdeq ‘ ImagepAdf q
and similarly for glnpAq. Our sl2-triple integrates to a map at the level of group schemes over F ,
and in particular we let H : Gm,F Ñ SLm,F integrate h.
By the same method as in Step 2 of §2.26, we may perform a gauge transformation by an element
of K1pF q to obtain a new connection matrix Γ
1 “
ř
iě´r Γ
1
it
i P t´rglnrrtss with Γ1´ r “ Γ´r and
Γ1i P KerpAdeq for all i ą ´r. Moreover, by the construction of loc. cit., Γ
1
i P glnpF q Ď glnpAq (i.e.,
it “has constant coefficients”) for ´r ď i ă s.
Since the first r ` s terms of our matrix are constant, we might as well replace Γ by Γ1 and
thereby assume that the Γi P KerpAdeq for all i ą ´r (just to simplify the notation with Γ
1).
2.32. For j P Z, let Γ
pjq
i be the degree j component of Γi with respect to the grading defined by
H, so:
rh,Γ
pjq
i s “ jΓ
pjq
i , or equivalently, AdHpλqpΓ
pjq
i q “ λ
jΓ
pjq
i pλ P Gmq.
For example, Γ´r “ Γ
p´2q
´r . Note that for i ą ´r, since Γi P KerpAdeq, we have Γ
pjq
i ‰ 0 only for
j ě 0.
Let α P Qą0 be defined as:36
α :“ min
Γ
pjq
i ‰0,´răiăs
i` r
j ` 2
.
We treat the cases α ě r´12 and α ă
r´1
2 separately in §2.34 and §2.35 respectively.
2.33. At this point, we impose our conditions on Nn,r,δ. The reader may safely skip these formulae
right now: we are only including them now for the sake of concreteness.
Let jδ the maximal degree in the grading of gln defined by H for some nilpotent f with or-
bit having dimension δ.37 This constant is well-defined e.g. because there are only finitely many
nilpotent orbits.
Below, we will show that as long as:
Nn,r,δ ě ´1` jδ ¨
r ´ 1
2
,
Nn,r,δ ě pjδ ` 2q ¨ jδ ¨
r ´ 1
2
`Nn1,pjδ`2q¨pr´1q`1 for n
1 ă n, and
Nn,r,δ ě pjδ ` 2q ¨ jδ ¨
r ´ 1
2
`Nn,pjδ`2q¨pr´1q`1,δ1 for δ ă δ
1 ď dimGLn.
(2.33.1)
the connection is Fredholm. Note that there are only finitely many conditions listed here, and they
are of the desired inductive nature, and so if we can show this, then we have completed the proof
of the theorem.
36We use the standard convention that α “ 8 if the set indexing this minimum is empty.
37Of course, jδ is bounded by the maximal degree in the principal grading of gln. We could replace jδ everywhere
by this constant, but we are just trying to be somewhat more economical by retaining the dependence on δ.
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2.34. First, suppose that α ě r´12 .
By Lemma 2.11.1, it suffices to show our connection is Fredholm after adjoining t
1
2 .
We then claim that after performing a gauge transformation by Hpt
1´r
2 q, we obtain a connection
with regular singularities.
Indeed, first note that d logpHpt
1´r
2 qq has a regular singularity, so it suffices to show that
Ad
Hpt 1´r2 qpΓq has a pole of order ď 1.
We clearly have:
Ad
Hpt 1´r2 qpΓ´rt
´rq “ tr´1 ¨ Γ´rt´r “ Γ´rt´1.
Then for ´r ă i ă s, we have:
Ad
Hpt 1´r2 qpΓit
iq “
ÿ
j
Γ
pjq
i t
i` jp1´rq
2 .
We then claim that Γ
pjq
i ‰ 0 and the definition of α implies that:
i`
jp1´ rq
2
ě ´1
as desired. Indeed, for any such pair pi, jq, we have:
i` r
j ` 2
ě α ě
r ´ 1
2
and rearranging terms we get:
i` r ě j
r ´ 1
2
` pr ´ 1q
which is obviously equivalent to the desired inequality.
Finally, for s ď i, recall from (2.33.1) that s ą ´1 ` j r´12 for any degree j appearing in the
grading of gln defined by H. Therefore, for i in this range, we have:
i`
jp1´ rq
2
ě s`
jp1 ´ rq
2
ě ´1
as desired.
Therefore, we see that the resulting connection is regular singular. Moreover, the above shows
that the leading term of this regular singular connection is determined entirely by Γi for i ă s and
therefore has coefficients in F Ď A (noting that d logpHpt
r´1
2 qq also has coefficients in F Ď A). This
completes the argument by §2.23.
2.35. Finally, we treat the case where α ă r´12 .
Applying Lemma 2.11.1 again, it suffices to see that our connection is Fredholm after adjoining
tα.
Performing a gauge transformation by Hpt´αq, we claim that we obtain a connection with a pole
of order ď ´r ` 2α. Indeed, this follows exactly as in §2.34:
‚ The d log term only affects the coefficient of t´1.
‚ AdHpt´αq Γ´rt´r “ Γ´rt´r`2α.
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‚ For ´r ă i ă s, we have
AdHpt´αqpΓitiq “
ř
j Γ
pjq
i t
i´jα, and for Γpjqi ‰ 0, we have:
i` r
j ` 2
ě αñ i` r ě jα ` 2αñ i´ jα ě ´r ` 2α.
‚ For s ď i, the same argument as in §2.34 shows that the corresponding terms can only
change the coefficients of tj for j ě ´1.
Note that by assumption, we presently have ´r ` 2α ă ´1.
For any pair pi, jq with ´r ă i ă s, Γ
pjq
i ‰ 0, and:
i` r
j ` 2
“ α
we have:
i´ jα “ i´ pj ` 2qα ` 2α “ ´r ` 2α.
Therefore, the leading term (i.e., t´r`2α-coefficient) of our resulting connection is:
Γ´r `
ÿ
i`r
j`2“α,´răiăs
Γ
pjq
i . (2.35.1)
Note that this sum cannot be Γ´r: indeed, there is at least one summand on the right (since
α ă r´12 ă 8); moreover, a summand Γ
pjq
i contributes purely in degree j (with respect to the
grading defined by H), and since for given j there is at most one pair pi, jq with i`r
j`2 “ α, there
can be no cancellations within the given degree j.
Therefore, this sum lies in the Slodowy slice for Γ´r. By Lemma 2.28.1, it is either nilpotent
with a larger dimensional orbit that Γ´r, or it is not nilpotent, in which case we should bring §2.26
to bear.
Remark 2.35.1. The reader should be better off arguing for themselves that we are done at this
point, since this is essentially clear. But we include the final bit of the argument (difficult though
it may be to read) for completeness.
Let α “ a
b
with a and b coprime. Note that b is bounded in terms of δ alone: b divides j ` 2 for
some 0 ď j ď jδ , and therefore b ď jδ ` 2.
Therefore, the order of pole in the extension Appt
1
b qq of Apptqq of our resulting connection is
bounded in terms of δ. More precisely, we have:
t´r`2αdt “ bt´r`2α`1´
1
b dt
1
b
so that our pole has order (in the t
1
b -valuation) at most:
br ´ 2a´ b` 1 ď bpr ´ 1q ` 1 ď pjδ ` 2q ¨ pr ´ 1q ` 1.
Moreover, the coefficients before (i.e., with lower order of zero/higher order of pole):
ts´jδαdt “ pt
1
b qbs´bjδα`b´1dt
1
b
lie in glnpF q Ď glnpAq, as is clear from using our same Adh-eigenspace decomposition of gln. Note
that we can bound the order of zero here from below independently of α:
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bs´ bjδα` b´ 1 ą bs´ bjδ ¨
r ´ 1
2
` b´ 1 “ bps ` 1q ´ 1´ bjδ ¨
r ´ 1
2
ě
s` 1´ 1´ bjδ ¨
r ´ 1
2
ě s´ pjδ ` 2q ¨ jδ ¨
r ´ 1
2
.
Therefore, if:
Nn,r,δ ě pjδ ` 2q ¨ jδ ¨
r ´ 1
2
`Nn1,pjδ`2q¨pr´1q`1 for n
1 ă n, and
Nn,r,δ ě pjδ ` 2q ¨ jδ ¨
r ´ 1
2
`Nn,pjδ`2q¨pr´1q`1,δ1 for δ ă δ
1 ď dimGLn.
then we obtain the claim. Indeed, the former condition takes care of the case where the leading
term of GaugeHptαqpΓdtq has a non-nilpotent leading term by §2.26; and the latter condition takes
care of the case where it has nilpotent leading term, by the above analysis.
2.36. Example: n = 2, r = 2. It is instructive to see what is going on above in a simpler setup.
Suppose that we have a rank 2 connection with a pole of order 2 and with nilpotent leading term.
We claim that N2,2 “ 1 suffices.
38
Up to (constant) change of basis, we can write:
Γdt “
ˆ
0 0
1 0
˙
dt
t2
` Γ´1
dt
t
` Γ0dt` lower order terms.
Suppose that Γ´1 “
ˆ
a b
c d
˙
and Γ0 “
ˆ
 e
 
˙
where  is indicates that the term is irrelevant
for our needs below.
There are two cases: when b “ 0 and when b ‰ 0. Note that these correspond to §2.34 and 2.35
respectively.
In the former case, we apply a gauge transformation by:˜
t´
1
2 0
0 t
1
2
¸
to obtain: ˆ
a` 12 e
1 d´ 12
˙
dt
t
` lower order terms.
So we see that we get a regular singular connection whose leading terms depends only on the
fixed matrices Γ´2, Γ´1, and Γ0, and therefore it is Fredholm. (Note that if b were ‰ 0, it would
contribute to a non-zero coefficient of dt
t2
here.)
If b ‰ 0, then we instead apply a gauge transformation by the matrix:˜
t´
1
4 0
0 t
1
4
¸
to obtain a connection of the form:ˆ
0 b
1 0
˙
dt
t
3
2
`
ˆ
a` 14 0
0 d´ 14
˙
dt
t
` lower order terms.
38This is a more precise estimate than we obtained from the crude estimates of §2.35.
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Since b ‰ 0, the leading term of this connection is semisimple. Therefore, our connection can be
written as a sum of two rank 1 connections whose polar parts are constant. Therefore, the connection
is Fredholm by reduction to the rank 1 case.
2.37. Coda. We need some refinements to the above results, making them more effective. These
refinements will be used later in the paper, and may be safely skipped for the time being.
2.38. Let G be an affine algebraic group. For r ą 0 and s ě 0, Theorems 2.12.1 and 2.19.1 imply
that the geometric fibers of the map:
t´rgrrtssdt{Kr`s Ñ t´rgrrtssdt{tsgrrtssdt
are Artin stacks for s " 0.
Proposition 2.38.1. The dimensions of these fibers are bounded uniformly in terms of G and r.
Note that these Artin stacks are smooth with tangent complex:
tr`sgrrtss ´∇ÝÝÑ tsgrrtssdt
for Γdt P t´rgrrtssdt a point and ∇ :“ d´Γdt. The dimension of the Artin stacks above is the Euler
characteristic of this complex (for Γdt any connection in the relevant fiber). Therefore, Proposition
2.38.1 follows from the next result:
Lemma 2.38.2. There is a constant Cn,r with the following property:
Let pV,∇q be any rank n differential module over39 kpptqq, and let L Ď V be a krrtss-lattice such
that ∇ maps into t´rLdt.
Then the absolute value of the Euler characteristic of the complex:
∇ : ΛÑ t´rΛdt
is at most Cn,r.
Proof. First, note that dimpKerp∇qq is at most n, and therefore we need to bound dimpt´rΛdt{∇pΛqq
in terms n and r alone.
By [FZ] Lemma 8, we have:
codimp∇´1pΛdtq X Λ Ď ∇´1pΛdtqq ď codimp∇´1pΛdtq X Λ Ď Λq.
Moreover, the right hand side is bounded in terms of r and n: it is less than or equal to rn. Indeed,
this follows from the embedding:
Λ{p∇´1pΛdtq X Λq ∇ãÑ t´rΛdt{Λdt
so it is bounded by rn.
Now recall (see e.g. [BBE] §5.9) thatH1dRpV,∇q is at most n-dimensional. Therefore,∇p∇
´1pΛdtqq Ď
Λdt as codimension at most n. Combining this with the above, we see that:
∇p∇´1pΛdtq X Λq Ď Λdt
has codimension ď pr ` 1qn, and therefore has codimension ď p2r ` 1qn in t´rΛdt.

39Of course, k can be any field of characteristic zero, not just our ground field. The result also immediately extends
to any Fredholm connection over any commutative ring.
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2.39. Finally, we record the following consequence of the Babbitt-Varadarajan method. Note that
this result will not be needed until §7.
Proposition 2.39.1. In the setting of Theorem 2.19.1, the universal connection ∇ on S “ SpecpAq
(where S is a fiber at a field-valued point of the map t´rglnrrtssdtÑ pt´rglnrrtssdt{tsglnrrtssdtq) has
H1dR which can be generated by at most n elements (as an A-module).
Proof. We will show this result explicitly in our favorite special cases, and then use the Babbitt-
Varadarajan method to show that it follows in general.
Step 1. First, if the connection has a pole of order ą ´1 and the leading term is invertible, then
the complex of de Rham cohomology vanishes, and the claim is stupid.
Step 2. Next, we treat the case where r “ ´1. We will show that for any connection of the form:
d` Γ´1
dt
t
` lower order terms
where Γ´1 P glnpkq, H1dR can be generated by at most dimpGq elements (we are using the ground
field k just for simplicity: this holds for any field). Note that applying this to the universal such
connection gives the claim of the proposition in this case.
Indeed, as in Example 2.8.4, let Λ “ Arrtss‘n, and recall that for the associated t-adic filtrations,
∇ shifts degrees by one and on the induces the map:
tNΛ{tN`1Λ “ A‘n
Γ´1`N ¨id
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ A‘n “ tN´1Λdt{tNΛdt
on passing to the associated graded. Note that the cokernel of this map is a free A-module of rank
equal to the dimension of the (´N)-eigenspace of Γ´1 P gln (which is a matrix with field-valued
coefficients).
Splitting the surjection:
ptN´1Λdt{tNΛdtq։ CokerpΓ´1 `N ¨ idq P A–mod♥
we see that we can find an A-free module F of rank j ď n that is a direct summand of Apptqq‘n,
equipped with a basis v1, . . . , vj whose symbols provide a basis for ‘N CokerpΓ´1 ` N ¨ idq (e.g.,
we can choose the vj to lie in t
NjA‘n Ď tNjArrtss‘n for some Nj).
We claim that F Ď Apptqq‘ndt maps surjectively onto H1dR.
Indeed, suppose that ω P Apptqq‘ndt. We can suppose that ω P tN´1Λdt for some fixed N . Then
we can find ϕ0 P F so that the images of ω and ϕ0 in CokerpΓ´1 `N ¨ idq coincide. By our earlier
symbol computation, this means that:
ω ´ ϕ0 P t
NΛdt`∇ptNΛq.
Therefore, the de Rham cohomology class represented by ω ´ ϕ0 can be represented by a class in
tNΛdt.
By induction, we see that we can find a vector ϕℓ P F so that the de Rham cohomology class of
ω´ϕℓ can be represented by an element of t
N`ℓΛdt for any ℓ. But for ℓ large enough, tN`ℓΛdt maps
onto zero in de Rham cohomology, so ω and ϕℓ represent the same class in de Rham cohomology,
as desired.
Step 3. The general case is a consequence of the proof of Theorem 2.19.1:
Babbitt-Varadarajan reduction theory, as applied above, shows that after possibly adjoining
t
1
e , any connection with sufficiently fixed leading terms can be written as a sum of connections
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gauge equivalent to rank 1 connections with fixed polar parts and regular singular connections with
constant polar part.
Since de Rham cohomology is a summand of the de Rham cohomology obtained after adjoining
t
1
e , we obtain the result (since if a module is generated by n elements, any direct summand of it
certainly is also).

3. Tameness
3.1. In this section, we study the action of GpOq on gauge forms, and show that through the lens
of homological algebra, this action has many favorable properties.
In §3.2-3.8, we study some general aspects of (weak) actions of infinite type algebraic groups on
categories. In general, this subject exhibits pathological behavior that is not present in the finite
type situation.
However, we will introduce the notion of a tame40 action of such a group, where such behavior is
not present. The basic dichotomy the reader should keep in mind is that the regular representation
is tame, while the trivial representation is not.
Then the main result of this section, Theorem 3.9.1, is that the action of GpOq on gauge forms
is tame.
3.2. Let G be an affine group scheme (possibly of infinite type) over k.
Then QCohpGq inherits a usual convolution monoidal structure by F b G :“ m˚pF b Gq for
m : G ˆ G Ñ G the multiplication. This convolution structure commutes with colimits in each
variable separately, and therefore defines a structure of algebra on QCohpGq P DGCatcont.
For C P QCohpGq–mod :“ QCohpGq–modpDGCatcontq, we define the (weak) invariant and (weak)
coinvariant categories as:
CG,w :“ lim
∆
`
C Ñ QCohpGq b C . . .
˘
“ HomQCohpGq–modpVect,Cq
CG,w :“ colim
∆op
`
. . .QCohpGq b C Ñ C “ C b
QCohpGq
Vect
˘
.
Here Vect is induced with the trivial QCohpGq-action, i.e., it is induced by the monoidal functor
Γ : QCohpGq Ñ Vect.
Example 3.2.1. If Y is a prestack with an action of G, then QCohpGq acts on QCohpYq. Moreover,
QCohpYqG,w identifies with QCohpY{Gq.41
Example 3.2.2. We have canonical identifications:
QCohpGqG,w » Vect
QCohpGqG,w » Vect.
Indeed, the former is a special case of Example 3.2.1, and the latter equivalence is tautological: we
are computing QCohpGq bQCohpGq Vect.
40Given the interests of this paper, we explicitly state that this word has nothing to do with the notion of tame
ramification in Galois/D-module theory.
41The main point here is that QCohpY ˆ Gq “ QCohpYq b QCohpGq, which is a general consequence of the fact
that QCohpGq is dualizable (being compactly generated).
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3.3. The non-renormalized category of representations. We use the notation QCohpBGq for
VectG,w. Of course, this DG category is (tautologically) QCoh of the prestack BG.
Note that QCohpBGq “ HomQCohpGqpVect,Vectq as monoidal categories (where the former has the
usual tensor product of quasi-coherent sheaves as its monoidal structure). Therefore, CG,w and CG,w
have canonical QCohpBGq-module structures for any C P QCohpGq–mod.
Remark 3.3.1. For any affine scheme Y with an action of G, QCohpY{Gq inherits a canonical
t-structure characterized by the fact that QCohpY{Gq Ñ QCohpYq is t-exact; moreover, this t-
structure is left (and right) complete. Indeed, these facts follow by the usual argument for Artin
stacks (c.f. [Gai2]). In particular, QCohpBGq has a canonical left complete t-structure.
Remark 3.3.2. For G of infinite type, we emphatically do not use the notation ReppGq for QCohpBGq
out of deference to Gaitsgory, who suggests (c.f. [FG2]) to use this notation instead for a “renor-
malized” form of this category in which bounded complexes of finite-dimensional representations
are declared to be compact. However, this renormalized form will not play any role in this paper.
3.4. Averaging. By the Beck-Chevalley theory, the functor Oblv : CG,w Ñ C admits a continuous
right adjoint AvG,w˚ “ Avw˚ , and is comonadic. Moreover, the comonad OblvAv
w
˚ on C is given by
convolution with OG P QCohpGq.
3.5. We have the following basic result.
Proposition 3.5.1. (1) For every C P QCohpGq–mod, the natural functor:
CG,w b
QCohpBGq
VectÑ C
is an equivalence.
(2) The invariants functor:
QCohpGq–modÑ QCohpBGq–mod
is fully-faithful.
Proof. For the first part:
We claim that the averaging functor CÑ CG,w is monadic. Indeed, its composite with the forgetful
functor is tensoring with OG , and therefore it is obviously conservative. Moreover, it commutes with
all colimits, so this gives the claim.
Now let π denote the map Specpkq Ñ BG and consider π˚pkq as an algebra object in QCohpBGq.
Note that this algebra object induces the monad above. Therefore, we have:
CG,w b
QCohpBGq
Vect “ CG,w b
QCohpBGq
π˚pkq–modpQCohpBGqq “ π˚pkq–modpCG,wq “ C
as desired.42
Now the second part follows easily from the first. Indeed, this functor admits the left adjoint
´bQCohpBGq Vect, and we have just checked that the counit for the adjunction is an equivalence.

Remark 3.5.2. This is a different argument from the one given in [Gai5], which relied on rigidity.
42The penultimate equality follows from [Gai1] Proposition 4.8.1.
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3.6. Tameness. The functor Avw˚ : CÑ CG,w induces a norm functor:
Nm : CG,w Ñ C
G,w.
Definition 3.6.1. C is tame (with respect to the G action) if the above morphism Nm is an equiva-
lence.
Example 3.6.2. QCohpGq P QCohpGq–mod is tame: indeed, both invariants and coinvariants are
Vect, the norm functor is obviously compatible with respect to this.
Example 3.6.3. In [Gai5] §7.3, it is shown that for G “
ś8
i“1Ga, Vect is not tame.
Example 3.6.4. If G is finite type, then every C is tame. Indeed, this follows from [Gai5] Theorem
2.2.2 and Proposition 6.2.7.
Generalizing Example 3.6.4, we obtain the following result:
Lemma 3.6.5. For G acting on C and ε : G Ñ G1 a flat morphism with G1 finite type and K :“ Kerpεq,
C is tame with respect to G if and only if C is tame with respect to K (with respect to the induced
action).
3.7. We have the following result, which relates the failure of tameness to the failure of the
invariants functor to be a Morita equivalence.
Proposition 3.7.1. For every C P QCohpGq–mod, the norm functor induces an equivalence:
CG,w b
QCohpBGq
Vect
»
ÝÑ CG,w b
QCohpBGq
Vect.
Proof. By Proposition 3.5.1, the right hand side identifies with C. In particular, both sides commutes
with colimits in C (since this is obvious for the left hand side), and therefore we reduce to the case
QCohpGq, where the result is clear.

3.8. Tameness and 1-affineness. Suppose Y is a prestack with an action of G.
Definition 3.8.1. Y is tame (with respect to the action of G) if QCohpYq P QCohpGq–mod is tame.
Proposition 3.8.2. In the above notation, suppose that Y is 1-affine and tame. Then Y{G is 1-affine.
Proof. Because π : Y Ñ Y{G is a 1-affine morphism, we obtain:
ShvCat{pY{Gq » G ˙ QCohpYq–mod
where G ˙ QCohpYq is the semidirect (or crossed) product of QCohpGq with QCohpYq (as a mere
object of DGCatcont, this category is QCohpGqbQCohpYq). That is, for C P ShvCat{Y{G, ΓpY, π˚pCqq
is acted on by QCohpYq and QCohpGq satisfying the compatibility that the semi-direct product
of these two algebras acts; moreover, this gives an equivalence with categories acted on by the
semi-direct product.
We should show that the functor:
G ˙ QCohpYq–modÑ QCohpY{Gq–mod “ QCohpYqG,w–mod
C ÞÑ CG,w “ HomG˙QCohpYqpQCohpYq,Cq
(3.8.1)
is an equivalence. This functor admits the left adjoint:
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`
D P QCohpY{Gq–mod
˘
ÞÑ D b
QCohpY{Gq
QCohpYq.
First, we claim (as in Proposition 3.5.1) that (3.8.1) is fully-faithful. Indeed, first note that for
D P QCohpY{Gq–mod, we have:
D b
QCohpBGq
Vect
»
ÝÑ D b
QCohpY{Gq
QCohpYq
since it suffices to check that this map is an isomorphism for QCohpY{Gq (since both sides commute
with colimits), and there it follows from Proposition 3.5.1. Then the claim of fully-faithfulness
follows directly from Proposition 3.5.1.
It therefore suffices now to show that our left adjoint is conservative. This follows from the
calculation: `
D b
QCohpY{Gq
QCohpYq
˘
b
QCohpGq
Vect “ D b
QCohpY{Gq
QCohpYqG,w “
D b
QCohpY{Gq
QCohpYqG,w “ D b
QCohpY{Gq
QCohpY{Gq “ D
for any D P QCohpY{Gq–mod.

3.9. Let G be an affine algebraic group for the remainder of this section. We now formulate the
main result of this section.
Theorem 3.9.1. For any r ě 0, t´rgrrtssdt is tame with respect to the GpOq-action on it.
Remark 3.9.2. Since QCohpgpptqqdtq is a colimit/limit of the categories QCohpt´rgrrtssdtq, we im-
mediately obtain that gpptqqdt is tame with respect to the action of GpOq as well.
From Proposition 3.8.2, we obtain:
Corollary 3.9.3. The quotient t´rgrrtssdt{GpOq is 1-affine.
The proof of Theorem 3.9.1 will occupy the remainder of this section.
3.10. The main point in proving Theorem 3.9.1 is the following.
Proposition 3.10.1. The global sections functor Γ : QCohpt´rgrrtssdt{GpOqq Ñ Vect has finite coho-
mological amplitude.
The proof of Proposition 3.10.1 will be given in §3.11-3.15.
3.11. First, we observe that Γ commutes with colimits bounded uniformly from below.43
Indeed, this follows from t-exactness and comonadicity of the functor QCohpt´rgrrtssdt{GpOqq Ñ
QCohpt´rgrrtssdtq by a well-known argument. We include this argument below for completeness.
Let π denote the structure map t´rgrrtssdtÑ t´rgrrtssdt{GpOq. SupposeF P QCohpt´rgrrtssdt{GpOqqě0.
By comonadicity, we have:
F “ lim
rmsP∆
pπ˚π˚qm`1pFq.
43A slightly different version of this argument follows by noting that the same fact occurs on BGpOq, and reducing
to that case using affineness of the morphism t´rgrrtssdt{GpOq Ñ BGpOq; however the corresponding fact for BGpOq
is proved by exactly the same argument as that presented here.
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Since Γ commutes with limits (being a right adjoint), we have:
ΓpFq “ lim
rmsP∆
Γpt´rgrrtssdt{GpOq, pπ˚π˚qm`1pFqq “ limrmsP∆
Γpt´rgrrtssdt, π˚pπ˚π˚qmpFqq.
Therefore, we have:
τďnΓpFq “ τďn lim
rmsP∆
Γpt´rgrrtssdt, π˚pπ˚π˚qmpFqq “ τďn limrmsP∆ďn`1
Γpt´rgrrtssdt, π˚pπ˚π˚qmpFqq.
where ∆ďn`1 Ď∆ is the subcategory consisting of totally ordered finite sets of size at most n` 1.
Here the crucial second equality follows from the fact that τďn lim∆ computes the limit in the
pn` 1q-category Vectr0,ns.
But now this expression visibly commutes with filtered colimits, since:
‚ The t-structure on Vect is compatible with filtered colimits.
‚ Γ on t´rgrrtssdt commutes with all colimits (by affineness).
‚ π˚ commutes with colimits, since π is affine.
‚ Our limit is now finite.
Finally, we obtain the claim from right completeness of the t-structure on Vect.
3.12. Next, we reduce to showing that Γ has finite cohomological amplitude44 when restricted to
QCohpt´rgrrtssdt{GpOqq`, i.e., when restricted to objects bounded from below.
This follows from the following general lemma (which Gaitsgory informs us appeared already in
a simpler form as [DG] Lemma 2.1.4).
Lemma 3.12.1. Suppose C and D are DG categories equipped with left complete t-structures.
Suppose F : C Ñ D is a (possibly non-continuous) DG functor. Suppose that F |C` has finite
cohomological amplitude.
(1) The following conditions are equivalent:
(a) F has finite cohomological amplitude.
(b) F commutes with left Postnikov towers, i.e.: for any F P C, the morphism:
F pFq “ F plim
n
τě´nFq Ñ lim
n
F pτě´nFq
is an isomorphism.
(2) Suppose moreover that C and D are cocomplete, the t-structures on them are compatible
with filtered colimits, and that F |C` commutes with colimits bounded uniformly from below.
Then the equivalent conditions above imply that F is continuous.
Proof. To see that (1a) implies (1b):
We compute:
lim
n
F pτě´nFq “ lim
n
lim
m
τě´mF pτě´nFq “ lim
m
lim
n
τě´mF pτě´nFq. (3.12.1)
For fixed m, we have:
lim
n
τě´mF pτě´nFq “ τě´mF pFq
44To be totally clear: a DG functor C Ñ D between DG categories with t-structures has finite cohomological
amplitude if there is an integer δ for which F pCď0q Ď Dďδ and F pCě0q Ď Dě´δ.
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since the limit stabilizes to F pFq for m large enough by the boundedness of the cohomological
amplitude of F .
Therefore, we compute the right hand side of (3.12.1) as:
lim
m
τě´mF pFq “ F pFq
by left completeness of the t-structure on D.
Now suppose that (1b) holds.
We begin by reversing the above logic to show that the hypothesis (1b) implies that for every
F P C and every m, we have:
τě´mF pFq »ÝÑ lim
n
τě´mF pτě´nFq. (3.12.2)
Because F |C` assumed to be cohomologically bounded, the limit on the right stabilizes. Let
Gm P D denote this limit. Note that Gm P D
ě´m since this subcategory is closed under limits.
Moreover, τě´mpGm`1q “ Gm since each equals τě´mF pτě´nFq for n large enough (i.e., because
the limits defining Gm and Gm`1 stabilize).
Since m ÞÑ Gm is compatible under truncations, this system is equivalent to the datum of the
object G “ limm Gm P D, by left completeness of the t-structure of D. Therefore, it suffices to show
that:
F pFq Ñ lim
m
Gm
»
ÝÑ lim
m
lim
n
τě´mF pτě´nFq
is an isomorphism. But this is clear, since the right hand side equals:
lim
n
lim
m
τě´mF pτě´nFq “ lim
n
F pτě´nFq
(1b)
“ F pFq.
Now, since we noted that the limit in the right hand side of (3.12.2) stabilizes, this makes it
clear that F is cohomologically bounded, so we see that (1b) implies (1a).
Finally, suppose that F |C` commutes with colimits uniformly bounded from below and that
the t-structures are compatible with filtered colimits. We will show that (1b) implies that F is
continuous.
We need to show that for i ÞÑ Fi a filtered diagram, we have:
colim
i
F pFiq
»
ÝÑ F pcolim
i
Fiq.
It suffices to show this after applying τě´m for any integer m. Since the t-structures are compatible
with filtered colimits, the left hand side of the above becomes colimi τ
ě´mF pFiq upon truncation.
We now compute the right hand side as:
τě´mF pcolim
i
Fiq
(3.12.2)
“ lim
n
τě´mF pτě´ncolim
i
Fiq.
Using the compatibility between filtered colimits and t-structures, and the commutation of F with
uniformly bounded colimits, this term now becomes:
lim
n
colim
i
τě´mF pτě´nFiq.
Observe that this limit is eventually constant, since F |C` has bounded amplitude. This justifies
interchanging the limit and the colimit, so that we can now compute further:
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colim
i
lim
n
τě´mF pτě´nFiq
(3.12.2)
“ colim
i
τě´mF pFiq
as desired.

As an auxiliary remark, Lemma 3.12.1 allows us to deduce the following result from Proposition
3.10.1:
Corollary 3.12.2. Γ on t´rgrrtssdt{GpOq commutes with colimits, i.e., the structure sheaf of t´rgrrtssdt{GpOq
is compact.
We emphasize that Corollary 3.12.2 is a consequence of the (yet unproved) Proposition 3.10.1,
so of course we will not appeal to it in the course of the argument below.
We will return to Corollary 3.12.2 in §4.
Remark 3.12.3. If Corollary 3.12.2 appears innocuous given §3.11, do note that it fails (as does
Proposition 3.10.1) for BGpOq in place of t´rgrrtssdt{GpOq, unlike §3.11. The reader might also
glance at [FG2] to see these homological subtleties play out in the context of Kac-Moody represen-
tations.
3.13. By Theorems 2.12.1 and 2.19.1, we can therefore can choose s so that the geometric fibers
of the map:45
t´rgrrtssdt{Kr`s Ñ t´rgrrtssdt{tsgrrtssdt
are smooth Artin stacks.
Now observe that it suffices to prove Proposition 3.10.1 after replacing GpOq by any congruence
subgroup; we will prove the homological boundedness for global sections on t´rgrrtssdt{Kr`s instead.
3.14. Next, we reduce to showing that there is a uniform bound (see below) on the possible
cohomological amplitude of Γpt´rgrrtssdt{Kr`s,Fq whenever F is set-theoretically supported46 on
the fiber of a schematic47 point.
Remark 3.14.1. Here by uniform bound, we mean that the bound should be independent of which
fiber we choose. It is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.12.1 that there is a bound fiber-
by-fiber, but what will remain to show after this subsection is that we can bound the relevant
cohomological dimensions uniformly.
For notational simplicity, let P denote the affine space t´rgrrtssdt{tsgrrtssdt. The Cousin complex
then provides a bounded resolution of OP by direct sums of sheaves of the form C ηr´ htpηqs for
η P P a schematic point and C η P QCohpPq
♥ set-theoretically supported on η.
Tensoring with the Cousin resolution then implies that any F bounded from below admits a
finite filtration where the associated graded terms are direct sums of sheaves of the form Fη where
Fη is supported on a point η P P, and where the Fη are bounded uniformly (in η) from below.
45Implicitly, we are assuming r ą 0 here that the polar part map makes sense; of course this is fine for our purposes.
46For a (possibly non-closed) point η P S for S a smooth (finite type) scheme, we will say that F is supported on
this point if it can be written as a filtered colimit of sheaves iη,˚pGq for G P QCohpηq (i.e., the DG category of vector
spaces with coefficients in the residue field of η) for iη : η ãÑ S.
We warn that this is a bad definition for general S and is being introduced in an ad hoc way to make the language
easier in our current setting.
47We use the term schematic point to mean the generic point of an integral subscheme, i.e., a point in the topological
space underlying a scheme in the locally ringed spaces perspective on the subject.
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Because the filtration is finite, and because Γpt´rgrrtssdt{Kr`s,´q commutes with direct sums
bounded uniformly, we obtain the desired reduction.
3.15. Completion of the proof of Proposition 3.10.1. Again using the fact that Γ commutes
with colimits bounded uniformly from below, we see that it suffices to treat those sheaves F that are
pushed forward from the fiber of t´rgrrtssdt{Kr`s at some schematic point in t´rgrrtssdt{tsgrrtssdt.
Therefore, it suffices to show that the cohomological dimension of the global sections functor is
bounded uniformly on the fibers the map t´rgrrtssdt{Kr`s Ñ tsgrrtssdt.
Recall that the dimensions of these fibers are bounded uniformly : this is Proposition 2.38.1.
Moreover, the dimensions of the automorphism group at a point is uniformly bounded by dimpgq,
since the Lie algebra of the stabilizer subgroup at a point embeds into H0dR of the corresponding
connection.
Therefore, the claim follows from the next result.48
Proposition 3.15.1. Suppose that X is an affine scheme of finite type and K is a unipotent group
acting on X.49
Define the stack X :“ X{K. Then the cohomological dimension of the global sections functor
ΓpX,´q is bounded by:
dimpXq ` max
xPX a geometric point
2 dimpAutXpxqq.
Proof. First, note that by replacing X by Xred, we can assume that X is reduced. The action of
K also preserves irreducible components, so we can assume X is integral.
In the case that K acts transitively on X, the result is clear, since (perhaps after innocuously
extending our base-field k) X “ BpStabKpxqq for a k-point x P X, and then the cohomological
dimension is bounded by the dimension of this stabilizer.
Let U Ď X be a non-zero K-stable open subscheme. We claim that U contains a non-zero
K-stable affine open subscheme.
Indeed, let Z Ď X be the reduced complement to U . By unipotence of K, we can find a non-zero
K-invariant function f vanishing on Z, since the ideal of functions vanishing on Z is a non-zero
K-representation.
Therefore, we can find an affine K-stable open H ‰ V Ď X such that the group scheme of
stabilizers is smooth over V (since we can find some K-stable open for which this is true, namely,
the open of regular points, for which stabilizer has the minimal dimension).
We can then compute ΓpV {K,´q by pulling a quasi-coherent sheaf back to V and then taking
Lie algebra cohomology with respect to the Lie algebra of the stabilizer group scheme. Since V
is affine, this means that the cohomological dimension of V {K is at most the dimension of this
stabilizer, which we bound as:
max
xPV {K
dimpAutXpxqq ď max
xPX
dimpAutXpxqq ď dimpXq `max
xPX
2 dimpAutXpxqq.
48There is a slight finiteness issue to clarify here, since our stacks occur a priori as quotients of infinite type affine
schemes by prounipotent groups. However, since the quotient is an Artin stack, when we quotient by a small enough
congruence subgroup, we obtain a scheme, and then by Noetherian descent [TT] Proposition C.6, we obtain that the
quotient by a small enough congruence subgroup KN is finite type affine. Then our stack of interest is the quotient
of this finite type affine by the residual Kr`s{KN -action, as desired.
49We really need to extend scalars here and work over base-fields other than the arbitrary (characteristic zero)
ground field k. Of course, this is irrelevant, so for simplicity we just let k denote our ground field in this proposition.
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(Here we begin a convention throughout this argument that e.g. maxxPX assumes x a geometric
point.)
Now let Y Ď X be the reduced complement to V , and note that dimpY q ă dimpXq. By Noether-
ian descent, we can assume the result holds for Y :“ Y {K. Then by an easy argument (c.f. [DG]
Lemma 2.3.2), the cohomological dimension of X{K is then bounded by:50
max
 
dimpXq `max
xPX
2 dimpAutXpxqq, 1` dimpYq `max
yPY
2 dimpAutYpxqq
(
ď
dimpXq `max
xPX
dimp2AutXpxqq
as desired.

3.16. Digression: t-structures and monadicity. We digress for a moment to discuss the re-
lationship between t-structures and monadicity. This is well-known, and appears in some form in
both [Lur] and [Gai5], but we include it here because Corollary 3.16.2 is not quite stated in a
conveniently referenced way in either source.
We will use the following general (and well-known) results to check monadicity.
Lemma 3.16.1. Suppose that C and D are (possibly non-cocomplete) DG categories equipped with
left complete t-structures. Suppose that G : CÑ D is right t-exact up to cohomological shift.
Then C admits geometric realizations of simplicial diagrams bounded uniformly from above, and
G preserves these geometric realizations. I.e., the functor Cď0 Ñ D commutes with geometric
realizations.
Proof. We can assume G is right t-exact, and then this result is [Lur] Lemma 1.3.3.11 (2).

Corollary 3.16.2. Suppose that G : CÑ D is a conservative DG functor between DG categories with
left and right complete t-structures. Suppose moreover that G admits a left adjoint F such that:
‚ The functors F and G are of bounded cohomological amplitude.
‚ The upper amplitude of the functors pFGqn is bounded independently of n, i.e., there is an
integer N such that each functor pFGqn pn ě 0q maps Cď0 into CďN .
Then G is monadic.
Remark 3.16.3. For example, the last two hypotheses hold if F and G are both t-exact. However, we
will see below that one can sometimes arrange this situation without t-exactness of both functors.
Proof of Corollary 3.16.2. By the Barr-Beck theorem, it suffices to show that for every F P C, the
map (coming from the bar resolution):
colim
rnsP∆op
pFGqn`1pFq Ñ F
is an isomorphism.
We have that G|Cď0 commutes with geometric realizations by Lemma 3.16.1.
For F P C as above and for any m ě 0, we claim that the map:
colim
rnsP∆op
pFGqn`1τďmF Ñ τďmF
50For the comparison with [DG], note that V {K ãÑ X{K is affine, so the pushforward is t-exact.
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is an isomorphism. Indeed, by conservativeness, it suffices to see this after applying G. This geo-
metric realization is of terms bounded uniformly from above by hypothesis on the endofunctors
pFGqn`1, so the colimit commutes with G; then since this simplicial diagram is G-split, we obtain
the claim.
Because pFGqn`1 is cohomologically bounded for each n (since F and G are), for every F P C
we have:
pFGqn`1pFq “ colim
m
pFGqn`1τďmF
by (the dual to) Lemma 3.12.1. Combining this with the above, we compute:
colim
rnsP∆op
pFGqn`1pFq “ colim
rnsP∆op
colim
m
pFGqn`1τďmF “ colim
m
colim
rnsP∆op
pFGqn`1τďmF “
colim
m
τďmF “ F
as desired.

3.17. We now prove Theorem 3.9.1.
Proof of Theorem 3.9.1. Let π denote the morphism t´rgrrtssdtÑ t´rgrrtssdt{GpOq.
Step 1. By the Beck-Chevalley method (c.f. [Gai5] Appendix C), the non-continuous right adjoint
to the canonical functor QCohpt´rgrrtssdtq Ñ QCohpt´rgrrtssdtqGpOq,w is monadic.
Let π? denote the (non-continuous) right adjoint π? to π˚. One easily checks (c.f. [Gai5] §6.3,
especially Proposition 6.3.7) that the monads on QCohpt´rgrrtssdtq corresponding to π?π˚ and
to the monad coming from coinvariants coincide, compatibly with the norm functor comparing
invariants and coinvariants.
Therefore, it suffices to show that π? is monadic.
Step 2. We claim that π? is conservative. It is equivalent to say that π˚ generates the target under
colimits, which is the form in which we will check this result.
First, note that we can replace GpOq by any congruence subgroup. Indeed, by [Gai5] Proposition
6.2.7 and 1-affineness of the classifying stack of a finite type algebraic group Γ , AvΓ,w˚ : C Ñ CΓ,w
generates the target under colimits for any QCohpΓ q-module category C.
Therefore, by Theorems 2.12.1 and 2.19.1 it suffices to show this result for t´rgrrtssdt{Kr`s where
we have a polar part map to t´rgrrtssdt{tsgrrtssdt with geometric fibers smooth Artin stacks.
Note that π˚ is a morphism of QCohpt´rgrrtssdt{tsgrrtssdtq-module categories. Moreover, as for
any smooth scheme, QCohpt´rgrrtssdt{tsgrrtssdtq is generated under colimits by skyscraper sheaves
at geometric points. Therefore, it suffices to show that the morphism π˚ generates under colimits
when restricted to any geometric fiber.
But on these geometric fibers, the map π base-changes to rπ : S Ñ S{K where S is an affine
scheme (the geometric fiber of t´rgrrtssdt), K is a prounipotent group scheme and S{K is a smooth
(finite-dimensional) Artin stack.
By Noetherian descent ([TT] Proposition C.6), there is a normal compact open subgroupK0 Ď K
such that S{K0 is an affine scheme of finite type. Then S Ñ S{K0 is a K0-torsor. Moreover,
this torsor is necessarily trivial because K0 is prounipotent and S{K0 is affine. Therefore, the
pushforward obviously generates under colimits in this case.
Then S{K0 Ñ S{K generates under colimits using the fact that K{K0 is finite type, and using
[Gai5] Proposition 6.2.7 once again.
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Step 3. Next, we claim that π? has bounded cohomological amplitude.
Note that:
HomQCohpt´rgrrtssdtqpOt´rgrrtsdt, π
?pFqq “ HomQCohpt´rgrrtssdt{GpOqpπ˚pOt´rgrrtsdtq,Fq P Vect
so it suffices to show that the latter complex is bounded.
But observe that π˚pOt´rgrrtsdtq is an ind-finite dimensional vector bundle under a countable
direct limit: indeed, it is obtained by pullback from the regular representation in QCohpBGpOqq
(i.e., the pushforward of k P Vect under Specpkq Ñ BGpOq).
By Proposition 3.10.1 (and a dualizability argument), HomQCohpt´rgrrtssdt{GpOq out of any finite
rank vector bundle has cohomological amplitude bounded independently of the vector bundle.
Note HomQCohpt´rgrrtssdt{GpOqpπ˚pOt´rgrrtsdtq,´q is a countable limit of such functors. Since the
limit is countable, the “R lim” aspect can increase the cohomological amplitude by at most 1, so
this functor also has bounded cohomological amplitude.
Step 4. Finally, we claim that pπ˚π?qn has cohomological amplitude bounded independently of n.
Note that this suffices by Corollary 3.16.2.
By the previous step, and since π˚ is t-exact (by affineness), it suffices to show that π?π˚ is
t-exact. Observe that:
π?π˚ “ act˚ p?2 (3.17.1)
where the maps here are GpOq ˆ t´rgrrtssdt
p2
Ñ
act
t´rgrrtssdt. Indeed, the identity (3.17.1) follows
immediately from the base-change between upper-* and lower-* functors.
Since act˚ is t-exact (by affineness of GpOq), we need to see that p?2 is t-exact. This follows by
explicit calculation: it is equivalent to see that:
HomQCohpt´rgrrtssdtqpp2,˚pOGpOqˆt´rgrrtssdtq,´q “ HomQCohpt´rgrrtssdtqpΓpGpOq,OGpOqqbOt´rgrrtssdt ,´q
is t-exact. Clearly ΓpGpOq,OGpOqq b Ot´rgrrtssdt is a free quasi-coherent sheaf on an affine scheme,
giving the claim.

4. Compact generation
4.1. In this section, we discuss applications of the results of §3 to questions of compact generation.
This material logically digresses from the overall goal of proving our main theorem (c.f. §1.27).
However, it is a simple application of the results of the previous section, so we include it here.
4.2. First, we give the following result, valid for any affine algebraic group G.
Proposition 4.2.1. For every r ě 0, QCohpt´rgrrtssdt{GpOqq is compactly generated. Moreover, an
object in this category is compact if and only if it is perfect.
In particular, QCohpt´rgrrtssdt{GpOqq is rigid symmetric monoidal.
Proof. By dualizability, perfect objects are compact if and only if the structure sheaf is compact,
and this holds in our case by Corollary 3.12.2.
Now let ρ denote the structure map t´rgrrtssdt{GpOq Ñ BGpOq Ñ BG. We claim that the
objects ρ˚pV q for V P ReppGq a bounded complex of finite-dimensional representations form a
set of compact generators. Obviously this would imply that QCohpt´rgrrtssdt{GpOqq is compactly
generated by perfect objects, and therefore the two notions would coincide as desired.
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We now claim that these objects generate under colimits. Indeed, as in the proof of Theorem 3.9.1,
QCohpt´rgrrtssdt{GpOqq is generated under colimits and shifts by π˚pOt´rgrrtssdt{GpOqq “ ρ˚pOGpOqq.
Remarks on the notation: as in §3, π is the projection map t´rgrrtssdtÑ t´rgrrtssdt{GpOq, and we
are letting OGpOq denote the regular representation of GpOq.
Then observe that OGpOq is the colimit of OGpOq{K forK a congruence subgroup. Since KerpGpOq{K Ñ
Gq is unipotent, we then see that OGpOq{K lies in the category generated under colimits by repre-
sentations of G.

4.3. We readily deduce the following.
Corollary 4.3.1. QCohpgpptqqdt{GpOqq is compactly generated.
Proof. The structure maps t´rgrrtssdt{GpOq Ñ t´r´1grrtssdt{GpOq are regular embeddings, and
therefore the restriction for quasi-coherent sheaves admits a left adjoint. Therefore, we have:
QCohpgpptqqdt{GpOqq “ lim
r
QCohpt´rgrrtssdt{GpOqq “ colim
r
QCohpt´rgrrtssdt{GpOqq
where the colimit is under the left adjoints. Since each of the structure functors in this colimit
obviously preserves compacts (being left adjoints to continuous functors), this implies that the
colimit is compactly generated as well (since Ind : DGCatÑ DGCatcont is a left adjoint, so commutes
with colimits).

4.4. Finally, we deduce the following.
Theorem 4.4.1. For G reductive, QCohpLocSysGp
˝
Dqq is compactly generated.
Proof. The map p : gpptqqdt{GpOq Ñ LocSysGp
˝
Dq “ gpptqqdt{GpKq is a GpKq{GpOq-fibration, i.e.,
a GrG-fibration up to sheafification. Therefore, this map is ind-proper (up to sheafification).
Identifying QCoh and IndCoh for GrG and in [GR2], we see that the pullback p
˚ admits a left
adjoint. Clearly p˚ is continuous and conservative, so this gives the result from Corollary 4.3.1.

5. Infinitesimal analysis: reductions
5.1. Motivation. Recall from [Gai5] that none of A8 :“ colimnAn, pA8q^0 , and BpA
8q^0 is 1-affine.
In particular, the first of these results means that while we have shown t´rgrrtssdt{GpOq is 1-
affine for each r, there is no hope for gpptqqdt{GpOq to be 1-affine (e.g., consider G “ Gm or Ga to
explicitly see A8).
However, A8dR is 1-affine by [Gai5]. Therefore, considering Gm and Ga, this indicates that we
should expect that for {GpOq the formal completion of GpOq in GpKq, gpptqqdt{GpOq is 1-affine.
This section and the next are devoted to showing the following:
Theorem 5.1.1. gpptqqdt{GpOq is 1-affine.
Since, as we recalled above, BpA8q^0 is also not 1-affine, this result is a global way of encoding
the finite-dimensionality of de Rham cohomology at each point.
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5.2. Notation. This material would be unbearable without some notational shorthands. Therefore,
throughout through §7, we let Yr “ t
´rgrrtssdt for r ą 0, and we let Zr denote the formal completion
of t´rgrrtssdt in gpptqqdt.
Note that {GpOq acts on Zr via gauge transformations.
We let π denote the morphism Yr{GpOq Ñ Zr{GpOq.
5.3. Structural remarks. In this section, we will give some reductions toward proving Theorem
5.1.1. We remark from the beginning that the hard work in proving Theorem 5.1.1 will be given in
the subsequent sections: in particular, the reduction steps in the present section will not51 rely on
the results of §2. The role of the present section is therefore mostly organizational: it is intended
to motivate the objectives and methods of §6.
In §5.5, we will reduce Theorem 5.1.1 to Theorem 5.5.1, which says that Zr{GpOq is 1-affine.
This reduction step exactly imitates the deduction from [Gai5] that A8dR is 1-affine from the fact
that AndR is.
We then obviously should try to push Theorem 3.9.1 (that Yr{GpOq is 1-affine) as far as we can.
The good news is that π is a nilisomorphism, so this feels possible. The bad news is that that is
not nearly enough, since 0 ãÑ pA8q^0 and pA
8q^0 Ñ 0 are also (while this formal completion is not
1-affine), and π is a composition of morphisms that look similar to these maps.
To this end, we will formulate Proposition 5.6.1 in §5.6. This result is about calculating some
tensor products of DG categories (and the map π), and is the main result of §6. In §5.7-5.11, we
will show how this tensor product calculation implies Theorem 5.5.1.
5.4. DAG. Throughout our discussion of Zr, we will assume we are properly in the setting of
derived algebraic geometry. E.g., the reader should understand all fiber products as derived fiber
products (but most of them will be classical anyway).
5.5. First reduction. The following result readily implies Theorem 5.1.1
Theorem 5.5.1. Zr{GpOq is 1-affine.
Proof that Theorem 5.5.1 implies Theorem 5.1.1. The argument closely follows the proof of 1-affineness
of colimnpA
nqdR from [Gai5] §12:
First, note that Γ : ShvCat{gpptqqdt{GpOq Ñ DGCatcont commutes with colimits and is a morphism
of categories tensored over DGCatcont. Indeed, for a sheaf of categories C on gpptqqdt{GpOq, we have:
Γpgpptqqdt{GpOq,Cq “ lim
r
ΓpZr{GpOq,Cq (5.5.1)
and each of the structure maps in this limit admits a left adjoint (since that is true for the restriction
QCohpZr`1{GpOqq Ñ QCohpZr{GpOqq). Therefore, this limit can also be written as a colimit,
implying the desired results.
The commutation with colimits and compatibility tensoring by (cocomplete) DG categories for-
mally implies that
Loc : QCohpZr{GpOqq–modÑ ShvCat{Zr{GpOq
is fully-faithful, since we readily see that Γ ˝ Loc is the identity.
51Except in as much as we refer to Theorem 3.9.1. But note that Theorem 5.1.1 is simply a formal consequence of
Theorem 3.9.1, i.e., we really do need to turn back to the geometry.
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Before52 showing that Γ is conservative, we claim that for r1 ě r, we have:
QCohpZr{GpOqq b
QCohpgpptqqdt{GpOqq
QCohpZr1{GpOqq
»
ÝÑ QCoh
`
pZr ˆ
gpptqqdt
Zr1q{GpOq
˘
“ QCohpZr{GpOqq
an isomorphism (where we remind that the fiber product appearing there is the derived one). Indeed,
this follows readily from the fact that that the restriction QCohpgpptqqdt{GpOqq Ñ QCohpZr1{GpOqq
admits a fully-faithful left adjoint, and since the kernel of this restriction functor acts trivially on
QCohpZr{GpOqq.
We now show that Γ is conservative. For C P ShvCat{gpptqqdt{GpOq, it suffices to check that:
Γpgpptqqdt{GpOq,Cq b
QCohpgpptqqdt{GpOqq
QCohpZr{GpOqq Ñ ΓpZr{GpOq,Cq
is an isomorphism. Indeed, since the functor of restriction to every Zr{GpOq is tautologically con-
servative (i.e., the restriction functor to
ś
r ShvCat{Zr{GpOq), this would show that Γ is conservative.
We will do this using the expression (5.5.1) for the left hand side. We compute (using filteredness
of the colimit):
Γpgpptqqdt{GpOq,Cq b
QCohpgpptqqdt{GpOqq
QCohpZr{GpOqq “
colim
r1ěr
ΓpZr1{GpOq,Cq b
QCohpgpptqqdt{GpOqq
QCohpZr{GpOqq “
colim
r1ěr
ΓpZr1{GpOq,Cq b
QCohpZr1{GpOqq
QCohpZr1{GpOqq b
QCohpgpptqqdt{GpOqq
QCohpZr{GpOqq “
colim
r1ěr
ΓpZr1{GpOq,Cq b
QCohpZr1{GpOqq
QCohpZr{GpOqq.
But for each r1 ě r, we have:
ΓpZr1{GpOq,Cq b
QCohpZr1{GpOqq
QCohpZr{GpOqq “ ΓpZr{GpOq,Cq
by (the assumed) 1-affineness of Zr{GpOq and Zr1{GpOq. By filteredness of the colimit, we obtain
the claim.

5.6. Formulation of the main technical result. The following result will be proved in §6.
Proposition 5.6.1. For every sheaf of categories C on Zr{GpOq, the functor:
ΓpZr{GpOq,Cq b
QCohpZr{GpOqq
QCohpYr{GpOqq Ñ ΓpYr{GpOq, π
˚,ShvCatpCqq
is an equivalence.
Remark 5.6.2. Note that Proposition 5.6.1 is a formal consequence of Theorem 5.5.1 (and Theorem
3.9.1).
52This is the only part where we seriously distinguish between gpptqqdt{GpOq and gpptqqdt{GpOq. I.e., the analysis
to this point could have been given for gpptqqdt{GpOq, using Yr{GpOq in place of Zr{GpOq throughout.
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5.7. Some generalities on sheaves of categories. Next, we will show that Proposition 5.6.1
implies Theorem 5.5.1 (recall that the Proposition 5.6.1 is the main object of Section 6).
Note that π is an ind-proper covering morphism. We will address the general question: in this
setting, what does the 1-affineness of Yr{GpOq tell us about the 1-affineness of Zr{GpOq? What
does it take for Zr{GpOq to be 1-affine?
We will obtain some partial results in this direction in §5.7-5.11. Note that the deduction of
Theorem 5.5.1 from the proposition will be given in §5.10.
5.8. Some DAG, and ?-pushforwards. Suppose f : S Ñ T is an eventually coconnective53
proper morphism of DG schemes. Recall that f˚ : QCohpT q Ñ QCohpSq admits a left adjoint,
which we will denote f?.
More generally, it is formal to deduce that this left adjoint f? exists if f is merely assumed to
be ind-(proper and eventually coconnective). Formation of this left adjoint commutes with base-
change, so this holds for any such morphism of prestacks.
Finally, it is easy to see that π is a morphism of this kind. Indeed, Yr{GpOq ãÑ Zr{GpOq is an
ind-regular embedding, and Zr{GpOq Ñ Zr{GpOq is a {GpOq{GpOq-fibration.
5.9. Descent and some applications. We will be giving some consequences of the following
well-known result.
Lemma 5.9.1. QCoh satisfies descent for proper, eventually coconnective morphisms between eventu-
ally coconnective (e.g., classical) DG schemes. I.e., if f : S Ñ T is a proper, eventually coconnective
covering with S and T themselves eventually coconnective, then the canonical map:
QCohpT q Ñ lim
∆
QCohpS ˆ
T
. . .ˆ
T
Sq
is an equivalence.
Counterexample 5.9.2. Let us see that all these hypotheses are actually necessary. We will show
that even if we assume f is eventually coconnective, descent can fail if T is not itself eventually
coconnective.
Let A “ Sympkr2sq and denote the generator of H2pAq by β. Consider f : S “ Specpkq ãÑ T “
SpecpAq. This morphism is a closed embedding and obviously a covering. Moreover, this morphism
is eventually coconnective: it suffices to see that k is perfect as an A-module, which is clear since
k “ CokerpAr2s
β
ÝÑ Aq. But f˚ is not conservative, since f˚pkrβ, β´1sq “ 0.
Proof of Lemma 5.9.1. First, we show that f˚ is conservative. Because T is eventually coconnective,
it is easy to see that ˚-restriction to all geometric points of T is conservative. Then since every
geometric point of T lifts to S, we obtain the claim.
From here, the proof of descent given for finite flat maps in [Gai5] Appendix A holds verbatim:
by Beck-Chevalley, one sees that the totalization maps monadically to QCohpSq, but then f˚ is
obviously monadic (since it commutes with colimits and has the left adjoint f?), and it is easy to
see that the two monads coincide.

Corollary 5.9.3. For f as above, f˚,ShvCat : ShvCat{T Ñ ShvCat{S is conservative.
53Synonymously: Tor-finite.
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Proof. One can either show by the same argument as above that descent holds for general sheaves
of categories on T , or we can use 1-affineness and the fact that the descent limit above commutes
with tensor products over QCohpT q (since every morphism admits a QCohpT q-linear left adjoint).

Corollary 5.9.4. Suppose that f : S Ñ T is an ind-(eventually coconnective and proper covering)
morphism, with T an eventually coconnective prestack.
Then:
(1) f˚,ShvCat is conservative.
(2) For every C P ShvCat{T , the canonical morphism:
CÑ lim
∆
pfShvCat˚ f
˚,ShvCatq‚`1pCq
is an equivalence. Each morphism in the corresponding semisimplicial diagram admits a left
adjoint in the 2-category ShvCat{T .
Proof. We tautologically can reduce to the case where T is an affine DG scheme. Suppose S “
colimSi as above. Then the pullback for sheaves of categories from T to each Si is conservative,
and therefore the pullback to S is as well.
Then observe that f˚,ShvCat is comonadic: indeed, it commutes with arbitrary limits since pullback
for sheaves of categories always does, and it is conservative by the above. The expression for C as
a limit then is a formal consequence the (co)monadic formalism.
Finally, the fact that each morphism in the semisimplicial diagram admits a left adjoint is a
formal consequence of f be ind-(eventually coconnective and proper).

5.10. We now deduce the following result, which immediately shows that Proposition 5.6.1 implies
Theorem 5.5.1.
Proposition 5.10.1. Let f : S Ñ T be an ind-(proper and eventually coconnective covering) mor-
phism, with T an eventually coconnective prestack. Suppose that S is 1-affine.
Then T is 1-affine if and only if for every C P ShvCat{T , the morphism:
ΓpT,Cq b
QCohpT q
QCohpSq Ñ ΓpS, f˚,ShvCatpCqq (5.10.1)
is an equivalence.
Proof.
Step 1. We now claim that fShvCat˚ : ShvCat{S Ñ ShvCat{T commutes with colimits and is a
morphism of DGCatcont-module categories. Indeed, since f
˚,ShvCat is conservative and is obviously
DGCatcont-linear, it suffices to show that f
˚,ShvCatfShvCat˚ has the desired properties. Similarly, by
1-affineness of S, it suffices to show that ΓpS, f˚,ShvCatfShvCat˚ p´qq has the desired properties. But
by assumption, we can compute the latter as:
ΓpT, fShvCat˚ p´qq b
QCohpT q
QCohpSq “ ΓpS,´q b
QCohpT q
QCohpSq
which obviously has the desired properties (by 1-affineness of S).
Step 2. Next, we claim that ΓpT,´q : ShvCat{T Ñ DGCatcont commutes with colimits and is
DGCatcont-linear.
Note that Corollary 5.9.4 (2) gives an expression:
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C “ lim
∆
pfShvCat˚ f
˚,ShvCatq‚`1pCq “ colim
∆op
pfShvCat˚ f
˚,ShvCatq‚`1pCq (5.10.2)
for C P ShvCat{T , where in the last expression we are using the left adjoints to the canonical maps
(this follows from the usual “limit under right adjoints = colimit under left adjoints” format, c.f.
[Gai1]).
Then for C P ShvCat{T , we can then compute:
ΓpT,Cq “ lim
∆
Γ
`
T, pfShvCat˚ f
˚,ShvCatq‚`1pCq
˘
by commuting Γ with limits. But since Γ is a morphism of 2-categories, each of the structure
functors admits a left adjoint, so we can compute this as:
ΓpT,Cq “ colim
∆op
Γ
`
T, pfShvCat˚ f
˚,ShvCatq‚`1pCq
˘
“ Γ
`
S, pf˚,ShvCatfShvCat˚ q
‚f˚,ShvCatpCq
˘
which commutes with colimits and is a morphism of DGCatcont-module categories because S is
1-affine and because fShvCat˚ has the desired properties.
Step 3. It now follows formally that ΓpT,´q : QCohpT q Ñ DGCatcont is a morphism of QCohpT q–mod-
module categories. Then the tautological identity ΓpT,LocpQCohpT qqq “ QCohpT q means that if
Γ ˝ Loc “ id, so Loc is fully-faithful. Therefore, it suffices to show that Γ is conservative.
But this is clear from the identity (5.10.1) and the fact that f˚,ShvCat is conservative (i.e., Corol-
lary 5.9.4).

5.11. Conclusion. We finish this section with the following result, which addresses what more can
be said in Proposition 5.10.1 if we also assume that the morphism f is 1-affine.
Note that this assumption is not at all obvious for the morphism π, and therefore the next result
will necessarily play an auxiliary role in the course of proving Proposition 5.6.1 (and also will be
key in the deduction of the 1-affineness of LocSys from Theorem 5.1.1). Therefore, the reader may
safely skip this result for the time being, and refer back to it as necessary. (That said, it is obviously
logically related to the above, and the proof is close to that of Proposition 5.10.1.)
Proposition 5.11.1. Let f : S Ñ T be an ind-(proper and eventually coconnective covering) mor-
phism, with T an eventually coconnective prestack. Suppose that f is 1-affine and that S is 1-affine.
Then:
(1) Loc : QCohpT q–modÑ ShvCat{T is fully-faithful.
(2) Γ : ShvCat{T Ñ DGCatcont commutes with colimits and is a morphism of DGCatcont-module
categories.
(3) The category ShvCat{T is generated under colimits by objects of the form fShvCat˚ pQCoh{SqbD
for D P DGCatcont.
(4) T is 1-affine if and only if the morphism:
QCohpSq b
QCohpT q
QCohpSq Ñ QCohpS ˆ
T
Sq (5.11.1)
is an equivalence.
Proof. From (5.10.2), we see that fShvCat˚ generates ShvCat{T under colimits. Since ShvCat{S is
generated under colimits by objects QCoh{S bD by 1-affineness of S, we obtain (3).
For (2), we claim that for C P ShvCat{T , (5.10.2) induces an isomorphism:
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colim
∆op
ΓpT, pfShvCat˚ f
˚,ShvCatq‚`1pCqq »ÝÑ ΓpT, colim
∆op
pfShvCat˚ f
˚,ShvCatq‚`1pCqq “ ΓpT,Cq.
Indeed, this is as in the proof of Proposition 5.10.1: we can express all the colimits in sight as limits
under the corresponding right adjoints, and Γ commutes with all limits.
To deduce that ΓpT,´q commutes with colimits, we need to see that for each rns P ∆, the
corresponding term:
ΓpT, pfShvCat˚ f
˚,ShvCatqn`1pCqq “ ΓpS, f˚,ShvCatpfShvCat˚ f
˚,ShvCatqnpCqq
commutes with colimits. But since fShvCat˚ commutes with colimits (since f is 1-affine), and since
ΓpS,´q commutes with colimits (since S is 1-affine), we obtain the claim.
For (1), observe that the same argument shows that ΓpT,´q : ShvCat{T Ñ DGCatcont is a
morphism of DGCatcont-module categories. As in the proof of Proposition 5.10.1, this formally
implies that Loc is fully-faithful.
Finally, for (4), first note that the one implication is clear: if T is 1-affine, then the compatibility
with tensor products is standard.
Conversely, we claim that if that identity holds, then for every C P ShvCat{T , the map:
ΓpT,Cq b
QCohpT q
QCohpSq Ñ ΓpS, f˚,ShvCatpCqq (5.11.2)
is an isomorphism. Note that this would imply the claim by Proposition 5.10.1.
To see (5.11.2), note that by our earlier results, it suffices to check this identity for C “
fShvCat˚ pQCoh{S bDq for D P DGCatcont: indeed, everything in sight commutes with colimits, and
ShvCat{T is generated by objects of this form.
Moreover, since each functor is a morphism of DGCatcont-module categories, we reduce to D “
Vect. Then the desired identity is exactly (5.11.1) by base-change for sheaves of categories.

6. Infinitesimal analysis: tensor product calculations via nilpotence
6.1. In this section, we continue the project begun in §5, retaining the notation of loc. cit.
So we have reduced Theorems 5.1.1 and 5.5.1 to the calculation of some tensor products of DG
categories, namely, to Proposition 5.6.1. Our goal in this section is to prove this proposition.
6.2. Outline of the method. Recall the statement of Proposition 5.6.1: for C P ShvCat{Zr{GpOq,
we want to show that the horizontal arrow:
ΓpZr{GpOq,Cq b
QCohpZr{GpOqq
QCohpYr{GpOqq //
πC,? **❱❱❱
❱❱❱
❱❱❱
❱❱❱
❱❱❱
ΓpYr{GpOq, π
˚,ShvCatpCqq
πC,?
uu❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
ΓpZr{GpOq,Cq
π˚
C
jj❱❱❱❱❱❱❱❱❱❱❱❱❱❱❱ π˚C
55❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧
is an equivalence.
Some remarks on the arrows in this diagram are in order. The functor on the left labeled π˚C
is induced by usual pullback of quasi-coherent sheaves, while the functor on the right labeled in
the same way is pullback of sections for sheaves of categories. The functors labeled πC,? are left
adjoints, and exist for the same reason as in §5.8 (namely, that π is ind-(proper and eventually
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coconnective)). Finally, it is straightforward to see that the horizontal arrow is compatible with
either pair of functors, and the induced morphism of comonads, each abusively notated as πC,?π
˚
C,
is an equivalence (justifying, somewhat, the abuse).
So our objective will be to show that each functor labeled πC,? is comonadic, which would then
give the claim of Proposition 5.6.1.
Remark 6.2.1. The reader should keep in mind that this result cannot be something that e.g.
could be deduced by formal means from Theorem 3.9.1. E.g., we have to distinguish somehow
between Zr{GpOq (for which the corresponding statement is false) and Zr{GpOq; and any meaningful
geometric distinction between the two inevitably relies on the full force of the results from §2.
6.3. What is the method and what are the difficulties? We should try to imitate the tech-
nique of §3. So we shrink our congruence subgroup to Kr`s, work fiberwise over54 the appropriate
leading terms space, and then use Cousin filtrations to pass from the fibers to the total space of
the fibration.
The first two steps work fine. Shrinking the congruence subgroup is no problem (see the proof
of Proposition 5.6.1 below). We will analyze the fiberwise geometry in §7, but the moral is that
fiberwise everything is as nice as the geometry in the case of Gm (so everything is finite type, etc.)
and therefore can be treated by standard methods. In particular, we can see that there is a fiberwise
version of the comonadicity statements.
The trouble occurs in the last step. We want to deduce comonadicity from fiberwise comonadic-
ity using the Cousin resolution. By Barr-Beck, comonadicity is about commutation with certain
totalizations, while Cousin resolutions involve infinite direct sums over the fibers. The problem is
that it is not a priori clear how to commute the relevant limits and colimits here.
6.4. Structure of this section. Our principal goal in this section is therefore to justify commuting
the relevant totalizations and direct sums. This problem is completely impossible without new ideas
beyond the bare Barr-Beck formalism; fortunately, such ideas are given in [Mat2].
Namely, in §6.5-6.11, we will develop a formalism of effective monads following loc. cit., which
gives a strong version of the (comonadic) Barr-Beck conditions, and which is of quantitative nature.
In the remainder of the section, we will show how these ideas can be applied to Proposition 5.6.1.
We have structured this section so that all the geometric fiberwise analysis is postponed to §7,
in order to highlight the role of effectiveness. Therefore, we formulate two results, whose proofs are
postponed, and deduce Proposition 5.6.1 from these.
The first, and more interesting, of these two statements is Proposition 6.13.1, which says that
some monads are effective. At the end of this section, in §6.16, we will show how to reduce this
proposition to Lemma 6.16.1, which says that these monads are cohomologically bounded. This
latter result bears a strong similarity to Proposition 3.10.1; and indeed, in §7 we will see that it is
amenable to a similar fiberwise analysis.
The second of these statements, Proposition 6.14.1, is more mild: it states that the geometric
fibers of Zr{pKr`s over the leading terms space are 1-affine.
In §6.15, we will show that these two propositions imply Proposition 5.6.1.
6.5. Nilpotence and (co)monads. As was describe above, we will now give some conditions on an
adjunction that are stronger than the comonadic Barr-Beck conditions: the idea is to quantitatively
carefully analyze the decay of the totalization tower (as a pro-object).
54To be precise, we actually need to take fibers over pt´rgrrtssdt{tsgrrtssdtqdR: only the de Rham version of the
leading terms space receives a map from Zr{ pKr`s.
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This material was heavily influenced by Akhil Mathew’s senior thesis [Mat2] and by [MNN],
though the ideas date back at least to Bousfield [Bou].
Remark 6.5.1. We suggest that the reader approach the material that follows somewhat non-linearly.
It is essential for reading the remainder of this section to learn the basic definitions and conse-
quences from what follows: this is why we are opening this section with it.55 However, we suggest
to skip any arguments that seem technical or uninteresting and return back to them later (we have
tried to indicate where these points likely are).
Note that Lemma 6.17.1 plays a key role (it is the source of our examples), but is somewhat
abstract (and probably abstruse). A somewhat casual sense for the thing is appropriate at first
pass (c.f. Remark 6.17.2), e.g. to the point that the reader is not surprised that we are studying
t-structures in what follows.
The finer points can then be filled in as the reader likes while strolling through the remainder of
the section.
6.6. Fix a cocomplete56 DG category C for the foreseeable future (i.e., through §6.11).
Let . . .Ñ F2 Ñ F1 Ñ F0 be a Zě0-indexed inverse system in C.
Definition 6.6.1. The system pFiqiě0 is n-nilpotent for some n P Zě0 if for every i, the morphism
Fi`n Ñ Fi is nullhomotopic.57 It is nilpotent if it is n-nilpotent for some n.
Lemma 6.6.2. If pFiq is nilpotent, then the resulting object of PropCq is zero.
Proof. Say pFiq is n-nilpotent. An object of PropCq is zero if and only if every map to an object
G P C Ď PropCq is nullhomotopic. A map from the limit (in PropCq) of our diagram to G factors
through some Fi, but then the map from the limit is nullhomotopic, since it factors through Fi`n.

Corollary 6.6.3. For any DG functor F : CÑ D, we have limiě0 F pFiq “ 0.
6.7. We also record the following basic stability for nilpotency, c.f. [Mat1] Proposition 3.5.
Lemma 6.7.1. Nilpotent diagrams as above are closed under finite colimits. That is, if i ÞÑ Fi and
i ÞÑ Gi are Zě0-indexed and nilpotent diagrams equipped with compatible maps Fi Ñ Gi, then the
diagram i ÞÑ CokerpFi Ñ Giq is also nilpotent.
Note, however, that n-nilpotent objects (with n fixed) are not closed under cones.
6.8. The following lemma will play a key role in what follows, and it is our reason for keeping
track of the rate of nilpotence in the above. However, the reader may safely skip it for now and
refer back to it later.
Lemma 6.8.1. Suppose that we are given Zě0-inverse systems Fij indexed by some j in some set J ,
and suppose that each of these systems is n-nilpotent. Then p‘jF
i
jq is n-nilpotent as well.
Proof. Fix i. Choose nullhomotopies of each of the maps Fi`nj Ñ Fj. This induces a nullhomotopy
of the resulting map ‘jF
i`n
j Ñ ‘jF
i
j as well, giving the claim.

Remark 6.8.2. This lemma does not work for mere nilpotence (i.e., if we do not choose the degree
of nilpotence uniformly in j).
55Fortunately, the ideas from [Mat2] are quite natural, and hopefully this should not be too difficult.
56This is mostly irrelevant in what follows, but it is convenient to record it once so we do not need to keep track
of it.
57The nullhomotopy is not part of the data; i.e., n-nilpotence is a property, not a structure.
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6.9. Let T : C Ñ C be a monad. Recall that for each F P C, the bar construction gives an
augmented cosimplicial object:
F Ñ T pFq Ñ T 2pFq . . .
We denote this cosimplicial object by T ‚`1pFq where convenient. For each integer i ě 0, let
Toti T ‚`1pFq denote the limit of this diagram over ∆ďi Ď ∆ (the subcategory of simplices of size
ď i).
Definition 6.9.1. T is n-effective if for every F P C, the pro-system:
i ÞÑ CokerpF Ñ Toti T ‚`1pFqq
is n-nilpotent functorially in F.
More precisely, T is n-effective if the system:
i ÞÑ idC Ñ CokerpidC Ñ Tot
i T ‚`1p´qq P EndpCq
is n-nilpotent.
We say that T is effective if it is n-effective for some n.
Remark 6.9.2. If T is defined by an adjunction F : C Õ D : G (so T “ GF ) and is effective, then
the functor F is comonadic. Indeed, for any F P C, the map:
F Ñ TotpGF q‚`1pFq “ lim
i
TotipGF q‚`1pFq
is then an isomorphism, and formation of this limit is preserved by any DG functor (since each
Toti is a finite limit, and then the isomorphism in PropCq implies preservation of the limit in i), so
in particular by F .
Example 6.9.3. [Mat2] provides many examples of n-effective monads, to great effect. We will
provide some additional examples in what follows.
6.10. Effectivity of a monads has the following nice consequence for computing tensor products.
Let A P AlgpDGCatcontq act on C. Let M P DGCatcont be a right module category for A. Suppose
that we are given A-linear continuous functors F : C Õ D : G.
Proposition 6.10.1. If T :“ GF is effective, then CbA MÑ DbA M is comonadic. More precisely,
if T is n-effective, then the induced monad on the tensor product is also n-effective.
Proof. Let T 1 be the induced monad on CbAM, corresponding to the adjunction pF bA idM, GbA
idMq.
We have a factorization:
CˆM
TˆidMÝÝÝÝÑ CˆMÑ CbA M
with an obvious A-bilinear structure on the composition, inducing the functor T 1 : C bA M Ñ
C bA M. Moreover, the same holds for CokerpidC Ñ T
iq ˆ idM versus CokerpidCbAM Ñ pT
1qiq.
Passing to partial totalizations and using the n-effective structure on T (i.e., choosing the relevant
nullhomotopies) then induces the desired n-effective structure on T 1.

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6.11. A pointwise criterion for comonadicity. Let S be a given finite type k-scheme, and
recall that DpSq :“ QCohpSdRq P DGCatcont denotes its category of D-modules.
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We record the following consequence of Lemma 6.8.1, which the reader may safely skip for now
and refer back to when it is applied below.
Proposition 6.11.1. Suppose we are given a diagram:
C1
Ψ //
F1
  ❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
C2
F2
~~⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦
D
in DpSq–mod :“ DpSq–modpDGCatcontq such that:
‚ For every η P SdR a geometric point, the induced functor on fibers:
Ψη : C1,η Ñ C2,η
is an equivalence.
‚ F1 and F2 admit DpSq-linear (continuous) right adjoints G1 and G2.
‚ Ψ induces an equivalence of
F1G1 Ñ F2G2
of DpSq-linear comonads on D.
‚ The monad G1F1 is effective.
Then Ψ is an equivalence.
We will use the following lemma.
Lemma 6.11.2. Suppose T : CÑ C is a DpSq-linear monad.
Suppose that for every η P SdR a geometric point, the monad Tη : Cη Ñ Cη an n-effective monad,
where n can be chosen independent of η.
Then T is effective.
Note that the converse of Lemma 6.11.2 holds by Proposition 6.10.1.
Proof of Lemma 6.11.2. We will deduce this from Lemma 6.8.1 using the Cousin resolution.
Recall that for any F P C, the Cousin resolution gives a functorial finite filtration of F where the
subquotients are of the form:
‘
dimpηq“ℓ
iη,˚,dRi!ηpFq
where η P S is a schematic point, and with iη denoting the embedding of this point.
Since formation of this Cousin resolution commutes withDpSq-linear functors, it induces a similar
filtration on the Tot tower of F (associated with the monad T ): this time the subquotients are:
‘
dimpηq“ℓ
iη,˚,dR TotipTηq‚`1pi!ηFq
since these partial totalizations are finite limits, so commute with everything in sight.
Applying the fiberwise hypothesis on T and Lemma 6.8.1, we see that the tower:
58This next result also admits a quasi-coherent variant, but we will apply it in the present form.
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i ÞÑ Coker
´
‘
dimpηq“ℓ
iη,˚,dRi!ηpFq Ñ ‘
dimpηq“ℓ
iη,˚,dR Toti T ‚`1η pi
!
ηFq
¯
“
‘
dimpηq“ℓ
iη,˚,dR Coker
`
i!ηpFq Ñ Tot
i T ‚`1η pi
!
ηFq
˘
is n-nilpotent (functorially in F). But since the Cousin filtration is finite, Lemma 6.7.1 gives the
desired conclusion.

Proof of Proposition 6.11.1. We claim that the monad G2F2 is also effective.
Indeed, since G1F1 is effective, by Proposition 6.10.1, the resulting fiberwise functors are uni-
formly (in η) n-effective for some n. Since Ψ equates the two pointwise situations, we see that G2F2
is also uniformly pointwise n-effective. Then by Lemma 6.11.2, we deduce that G2F2 is effective.
Therefore, the functor F2 is comonadic. Since F1 is also comonadic (also by effectiveness), we
obtain the result, since the two comonads on D are identified.

6.12. Back to local systems. We now return to proving Proposition 5.6.1.
Before proceeding, we need to introduce some notation relevant to our need to shrink the con-
gruence subgroup GpOq.
Let rYr denote:
{GpOq GpOqˆ Yr
where this notation indicates that we take the quotient with respect to the diagonal action of GpOq
via its gauge action on Yr and its right action on {GpOq.
We have a canonical {GpOq-equivariant map rYr Ñ Zr with:
rYr{GpOq “ Yr{GpOq πÝÑ Zr{GpOq.
For N ě 0, let pKN denote the formal completion of the congruence subgroup KN inside of GpKq.
Finally, let πN (resp. rπN ) denote the induced maps:
πN : Yr{KN Ñ Zr{pKNrπN : rYr{pKN Ñ Zr{pKN
Note that this morphism is equivariant for the obvious action of pGpOq{KN qdR, and reducing
modulo this group prestack recovers the morphism π.
6.13. Effectiveness for Zr. We delay the proof of the following result. As was said earlier, we will
make some progress towards its proof at the end of this section, but a complete proof will require
results from §7.
Proposition 6.13.1. For every59 N ě r ` s, the monads π˚NπN,? on QCohpYr{KN q and rπ˚NrπN,? on
QCohprYr{pKN q are effective.
59Actually, the methods we use can readily be extended to show this result for all N ě 0. But imposing the
hypothesis makes the exposition a little less clunky.
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6.14. Observe that Zr has a canonical map:
Zr Ñ pt
´rgrrtssdt{tsgrrtssdtqdR
that is equivariant for the action of pKr`s (where the target is equipped with the trivial action).
For η P pt´rgrrtssdt{tsgrrtssdtqdR a field-valued point, we let Zr,η denote the fiber of Zr at η,
which is equipped with an induced action of pKr`s.
The next result will be proved in §7.
Proposition 6.14.1. Zr,η{pKr`s is 1-affine.
6.15. We now show that the above results imply Proposition 5.6.1.
Proof that Propositions 6.13.1 and 6.14.1 imply Proposition 5.6.1.
Step 1. First, a reduction: we claim that it is enough to show that for some N and for every sheaf
of categories rC on Zr{pKN , the functor:
ΓpZr{pKN , rCq b
QCohpZr{ pKN qQCohprYr{pKN q Ñ ΓprYr{pKN , rπ˚,ShvCatN prCqq (6.15.1)
is an equivalence.
Indeed, suppose we know this result for some N . Let C P ShvCat{Zr{GpOq be given, and letrC P ShvCat{Zr{ pKN be its pullback. Then both sides of (6.15.1) are acted on by DpGpOq{KN q “
QCohp{GpOq{pKN q, and passing to invariants = coinvariants (c.f. [Ber]), we obtain the result for
N “ 0.
Step 2. So we need to check (6.15.1) for N “ r ` s, for s as in Theorem 2.19.1. We consider the
geometry over the de Rham leading term space pt´rgrrtssdt{tsgrrtssdtqdR, and will apply Proposition
6.11.1.
Recall that we have a diagram:
ΓpZr{pKN , rCq b
QCohpZr{ pKN q QCohprYr{pKN q //
**❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯
ΓprYr{pKN , rπ˚,ShvCatN prCqq
vv♠♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
ΓpZr{pKN , rCq
jj❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯
66♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠
(6.15.2)
in which each triangle is commutative, and inducing the same comonads on the bottom term.
First, note that the monad on the top left corner of (6.15.2) is effective. Indeed, by Proposition
6.10.1, it suffices to verify this for the monad rπ˚NrπN,? on QCohprYr{pKN q, which is given by Proposition
6.13.1.
Next, note that over geometric points η of pt´rgrrtssdt{tsgrrtssdtqdR, the horizontal comparison
functor of (6.15.2) is an equivalence. Indeed, this follows Proposition 6.14.1, i.e., from 1-affineness
of Zr,η{pKN (and 1-affineness of rYr,η{pKN , though we even know that rYr{pKN is 1-affine by Theorem
3.9.1 plus 1-affineness of pGpOq{KN qdR).
Therefore, Proposition 6.11.1 applies, and we obtain the desired result.

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6.16. t-structures. Next, we will show how to reduce Proposition 6.13.1 to the following more
plausible lemma.
Let N ě 0 be an integer. Recall from §3 that QCohpYr{KN q has a canonical t-structure, which
is characterized by the fact that the pullback to QCohpYrq is t-exact.
Lemma 6.16.1. For all N ě r ` s, the monad π˚NπN,? : QCohpYr{KN q Ñ QCohpYr{KN q is left
t-exact, conservative, and of bounded cohomological amplitude.
We postpone the proof of this result to §7. In the remainder of this section, we will show how to
deduce Proposition 6.13.1 from it.
6.17. Nilpotence and t-structures. We begin with the following general result, which connects
t-structures with effectiveness.
Lemma 6.17.1. Suppose that pA,q is a monoidal DG category60 with a t-structure of finite homo-
logical dimension.
Let A P A be an associative algebra. Suppose that A lies in cohomological degrees ě 0, and
moreover is (right) flat, i.e., A´ : AÑ A is left t-exact.
Suppose moreover that61 Cokerp1A Ñ Aq P A
ě0 and is also (right) flat (in the above sense).
Finally, suppose that Cokerp1A Ñ Aq is bounded cohomologically from above.
62
Then the monad A defines on A is effective. More generally, for any C an A-module category,
the monad on C defined by A is effective.
Remark 6.17.2. Heuristically, the idea is that the discrepancy between 1A and Tot
iA‚`1 is going
cohomologically off to infinity (on the right), so “of course” the monad is effective.
Example 6.17.3. This lemma gives a t-structure based argument that ReppGq Ñ Vect is comonadic
and remains so after tensoring with objects of DGCatcont. Recall that the standard proof uses the
Beck-Chevalley method, and is of a substantially different nature.
E.g., here is one advantage of the t-structure method, which is relevant to our applications. The
easiest way to see that the ?-pushforward functor QCohppA1q0^ q Ñ Vect is comonadic is to use
Cartier duality to identify this functor with the forgetful functor ReppGaq Ñ Vect and then use the
Beck-Chevalley method. Translating the Beck-Chevalley method directly here is a bit unnatural: it
requires us to use the (formal) group structure on pA1q0^ , so cannot be adapted to treat problems
involving formal completions without a group structure. But of course, this t-structure argument
does readily adapt.63
Proof of Lemma 6.17.1. Suppose that A has cohomological dimension δ1 and that Cokerp1A Ñ Aq
lies in cohomological degrees ď δ2. We will show that the Z
ě0-indexed pro-system:
i ÞÑ Cokerp1A Ñ Tot
iA‚`1q
is pδ1 ` δ2 ` 1q-nilpotent (which obviously implies the conclusion of the lemma).
60The reader should think of the convolution category QCohpYˆ Yq for Y a smooth Artin stack.
61Let us spell out this condition more explicitly. Since A lies in degrees ě 0, the fact that the cone of the
unit map is in degrees ě 0 means that 1A lies in cohomological degrees ě 0 and H
0p1Aq Ñ H
0pAq P A♥ is a
monomorphism. Similarly, asking that this cone be flat (with A already flat) is equivalent to asking that for every
F P Aě0, H0pFq Ñ H0pA  Fq P A♥ is a monomorphism.
62In the application, 1A and A are each bounded from above.
63But we also see the disadvantage of the t-structure method: it is not rich enough to see that Oblv :
QCohpBGpOqq Ñ Vect is comonadic, which the Beck-Chevalley method is.
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Define J :“ Kerp1A Ñ Aq “ Cokerp1A Ñ Aqr´1s. Recall (see e.g. [MNN] Proposition 2.8) that
TotiA‚`1 is canonically isomorphic CokerpJi`1 Ñ 1Aq in a way compatible with varying i.
Therefore, Cokerp1A Ñ Tot
iA‚`1q » Ji`1r1s, so we need to show that for every i, the canon-
ical morphism:
Ji`δ1`δ2`2 Ñ Ji`1
is nullhomotopic.
We claim that Ji lies in cohomological degrees ě i for each i. Indeed, this is clear from the
identity J “ Cokerp1A Ñ Aqr´1s and the assumptions on the latter.
Now recall that J lies in cohomological degrees r1, δ2` 1s by assumption. Since J
δ1`δ2`2 lies in
degrees ě δ1 ` δ2 ` 2, and since J lies in degrees ď δ2 ` 1, the canonical morphism J
δ1`δ2`2 Ñ J
must be nullhomotopic, since A has cohomological dimension δ1. Tensoring with J
i, we obtain
the claim in the general case.

6.18. Proof that Lemma 6.16.1 implies Proposition 6.13.1. We will show this implication
in the remainder of this section.
Here is a sketch of the argument. For πN,?π
˚
N , we will see that the result is essentially formal
from Lemmas 6.16.1 and 6.17.1: the only missing ingredient is a translation between kernels and
functors. The proof will occupy §6.19-6.21
Then in §6.22, we will deduce the effectiveness of rπN,?rπ˚N from a simple formal argument.
6.19. Let:
A “ AN :“ QCohpYr{KN ˆ Yr{KN q “ HomDGCatcont
`
QCohpYr{KN q,QCohpYr{KN q
˘
(the latter identification being justified by Proposition 4.2.1).
Observe that A has a canonical t-structure, as in §3. Moreover, this t-structure has bounded
homological dimension: this is immediate from Proposition 3.10.1 (for the group G ˆ G) and the
explicit description of our compact generators as pullbacks from BKN of bounded complexes of
finite-dimensional representations (noting also that these compact objects are evidently closed
under truncations).
Note that the unit object (for the monoidal product) is contained in the heart of the t-structure:
it is ∆˚pOYr{KN q, so the claim follows from affineness of the diagonal of Yr{KN .
6.20. Let A “ AN P QCohpYr{KN ˆ Yr{KN q correspond to the monad π
˚
NπN,?. So we have an
identification:
π˚NπN,?pFq “ p2,˚pp
˚
1pFq b
OYr{KNˆYr{KN
Aq
where the pi are the projections. (We recall that p2,˚ is continuous by our analysis of QCoh of the
quotients Yr{KN .)
It remains to check that A lies in degrees ě 0, is bounded above,64 and then all the same for
Cokerp∆˚pOYr{KN q Ñ Aq.
64Since the unit of our monoidal category lies in the heart of the t-structure, this is equivalent to the condition
that Cokerp1A Ñ Aq be cohomologically bounded above from the statement of Lemma 6.17.1.
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6.21. We will use Lemma 6.16.1 to analyze A. The following result provides the necessary transition
between kernels and functors.
Proposition 6.21.1. (1) The pushforward p2,˚ : QCohpYr{KN ˆ Yr{KN q Ñ QCohpYr{KN q is left
t-exact, conservative, and cohomologically bounded.
(2) An object F P QCohpYr{KNˆYr{KN q lies in degrees ě 0 if and only if p2,˚pFq P QCohpYr{KN qě0.
Proof. The left t-exactness is immediate, and the fact that it is cohomologically bounded follows
from Proposition 3.10.1. Since N ě r ` s ą 0, KN is pro-unipotent, giving conservativeness.
For the second part, let F P QCohpYr{KN ˆ Yr{KN q with p2,˚pFq P QCohpY{KN qě0. Then ΓpFq
is in degrees ě 0, meaning that:
t0u “ HompOYr{KNˆYr{KN r1s,Fq “ Ω
8pΓpFqr´1sq P Gpd.
Since OYr{KNˆYr{KN r1s generates (under colimits) the subcategory of objects in degrees ă 0, this
gives the claim.

Now observe that we tautologically have p2,˚pAq “ π˚NπN,?pOYr{KN q P QCohpYr{KN q. By Lemma
6.16.1, this complex lies in degrees ě 0, so A does as well.
Moreover, we claim that A is (right) flat. Recall that this means that for everyK P QCohpYr{KNˆ
Yr{KN q
ě0, the convolution A K also lies in degrees ě 0. We use the same method as above:
p2,˚pA Kq “ π˚NπN,?p2,˚pKq
and p2,˚pKq lies in degrees ě 0 by assumption, so Lemma 6.16.1 gives the claim.
Next, we claim that A is bounded cohomologically from above. We should check that if we
pullback A to Yr ˆ Yr and take global sections, the resulting complex of vector spaces is bounded
above. By the usual functoriality for kernels, we see that this complex computes:
ΓpYr, α
˚πN,?π˚Nα˚pOYrqq
where α denotes the structure map Yr Ñ Yr{KN , and this complex is bounded above since α is flat
and affine and since πN,?π
˚
N has bounded amplitude by Lemma 6.16.1.
We now need to see that the above holds for
Cokerp∆˚pOYr{KN q Ñ Aq
as well. The cohomological boundedness from above is clear from the case of A, so it remains to
show that it is bounded below by 0 and (right) flat.
As in the case of A, it suffices to show that the endofunctor of QCohpYr{KN q defined by this
kernel is left t-exact. Note that this endofunctor is:
CokerpidÑ π˚NπN,?q.
Therefore, it suffices to see that for every F P QCohpYr{KN q
ě0:
CokerpF Ñ π˚NπN,?pFqq P QCohpYr{KN q
ě0.
This is standard from the fact that πN,? is t-exact and conservative. Indeed, it therefore suffices
to see that this cone is in degrees ě 0 after applying πN,?. The map:
πN,?pFq Ñ πN,?π
˚
NπN,?pFq
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admits an obvious splitting (from the counit of the adjunction), so its cone is a summand of
πN,?π
˚
NπN,?pFq, and this latter complex is in degrees ě 0 by Lemma 6.16.1.
This concludes the proof of Proposition 6.13.1 for the monad π˚NπN,?.
6.22. We now will formally deduce the effectiveness of rπ˚NrπN,? from the effectiveness of π˚NπN,?.
We will do so using Proposition 6.10.1.
Note that when we quotient Yr{KN by the formal group pGpOq{KN qe^ of GpOq{KN , we tauto-
logically obtain rYr{pKN . Moreover, the map πN is equivariant for the trivial action of:
pGpOq{KN q
^
e “ KerpGpOq{KN Ñ
{GpOq{pKN q
on Zr{pKN .
Therefore, if we start with the adjunction:
πN,? : QCohpYr{KN q Õ QCohpZr{pKN q : π˚N
and pass to invariants (= coinvariants) for this formal group, we obtain the effectiveness of the
monad coming from the adjunction:
QCohprYr{pKN q rπN,?bInd // QCohpZr{pKN q b Rep`LiepGpOq{KN q˘rπ˚NbOblvoo
(for Ind the functor of tensoring a vector space with the enveloping algebra of this Lie algebra).
But observe that our monad of interest, rπ˚NrπN,?, is a direct summand of the above monad. Indeed,
the augmentation of the enveloping algebra gives the desired construction.
This completes the proof that Lemma 6.16.1 implies Proposition 6.13.1.
7. Infinitesimal analysis: fiberwise geometry
7.1. The purpose of this section is to prove Lemma 6.16.1 and Proposition 6.14.1 from §6.
These results are proved by analyzing the geometry of the map π (and its relatives) over the
leading terms space, using the results of §2.
We maintain the notation of the previous sections throughout. We refer especially to §6.12 for
some notation that might otherwise be hard to find.
7.2. Fiberwise geometry. Fix s as in Theorem 2.19.1.
Throughout, for a field-valued point η P pt´rgrrtssdt{tsgrrtssdtqdR, we use the subscript η to
indicate that we are taking the fiber at η.
Warning 7.2.1. Note the difference between e.g. Yr,η and the fiber of t
´rgrrtssdt over η P t´rgrrtssdt{tsgrrtssdt:
the later is a scheme (which appeared in §3), and the former is a formal thickening of it (the em-
bedding of the latter in the former is obtained by base-change from the embedding of η into its
formal completion in t´rgrrtssdt{tsgrrtssdt.
7.3. Our fiberwise geometry is given by the following:65
Proposition 7.3.1. The morphism:
rYr,η Ñ Zr,η
factors as:
65A useful, general heuristic to keep in mind when looking at these results: the moral of §2 is that everything is
as nice as for G “ Gm if we restrict to a field-valued point of the leading terms space.
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rYr,η ãÑ rY1r,η Ñ Zr,η
where:
(1) Each of the above morphisms is a nilisomorphism (i.e., an isomorphism at the reduced
level).
(2) rY1r,η is an indscheme of ind-finite type relative to Zr,η.
(3) rY1r,η Ñ Zr,η is formally smooth.
(4) rYr,η ãÑ rY1r,η is a regular embedding.
Proof. Let ∇ denote the universal connection on the trivial bundle with fiber gpptqqdt on Yr,η.
Because ∇ is Fredholm, for r1 large enough, the map:
t´r
1
grrtssdtb OYr,η Ñ H
1
dRp∇q
gives an epimorphism when restricted to Yredr “ t
´rgrrtssdtˆt´rgrrtssdt{tsgrrtssdt η Ď Yr,η (c.f. Warning
7.2.1).
Let Yr
1
r denote the formal completion of Yr in Y
r1
r . Note that GpOq acts on Y
r1
r by gauge trans-
formations, and we can form:
rYr1r :“ Yr1r GpOqˆ {GpOq.
Note that rYr1r maps to Zr. We claim that the induced map rYr1r,η Ñ Zr,η is formally smooth.
Indeed, it suffices to see that the cotangent complex restricted to Yredr,η is a vector bundle in degree
0. It is easy to see that at a point Γdt P Yredr,η , the tangent complex the map is computed by the
two-step complex:
gpptqq{grrtss
´∇
ÝÝÑ gpptqqdt{t´r
1
grrtssdt, ∇ :“ d´ rΓ,´sdt.
and this is an epimorphism by choice of r1.
Clearly rYr,η ãÑ rYr1r,η is a regular embedding, so we obtain the claim.

7.4. Proof of Lemma 6.16.1. We now prove Lemma 6.16.1. The proof occupies §7.5-7.6.
Suppose that N ě r ` s throughout.
Remark 7.4.1. Proposition 7.3.1 plays only a minor role in this argument: we only use it for the
conservativeness, not for the cohomological boundedness.
7.5. First, we give a fiberwise version of the cohomological boundedness.
Recall that πN denotes the map Yr{KN Ñ Zr{pKN . By our lower bound on N , this is a morphism
of prestacks over pt´rgrrtssdt{tsgrrtssdtqdR, so we can take fibers at a field-valued point η.
Note that QCohpYredr,η {KN q has a canonical t-structure, and that Y
red
r,η {KN is even an Artin stack
smooth over η.66
Let πredN,η denote the restriction of πN,η : Yr,η{KN Ñ Zr,η{
pKN to Yredr,η {KN .
Lemma 7.5.1. The endofunctor πred,˚N,η π
red
N,η,? has cohomological amplitude r0,dimpGqs.
Proof. We proceed in steps.
66The reader wondering why we have “reduced” in the notation should refer to Warning 7.2.1.
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Step 1. First, we claim that the tangent complex of the map πredN,η is a perfect complex on the
algebraic Yredr,η {KN . More precisely, we will show that its pullback Y
red
r,η , and hence to any affine
scheme, can be represented by a two-step complex E0 Ñ E1 of vector bundles with E1 having rank
dimpGq.
Indeed, the tangent complex of this map at a point Γdt P Yredr,η is:
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Ker
´
Coker
`
tNgrrtss
´∇
ÝÝÑ tsgrrtssdt
˘
Ñ Coker
`
gpptqq
´∇
ÝÝÑ gpptqqdt
˘¯
“
Ker
`
gpptqq{tNgrrtss
´∇
ÝÝÑ gpptqqdt{tsgrrtssdt
˘
for ∇ :“ d` Γdt.
According to Proposition 2.39.1, the universal connection on Yredr,η has H
1
dR which is a quotient
of E1 :“ O
‘ dimpGq
Yredr,η
. By freeness, we can obviously lift the map:
E1

vv
gpptqqdt b OYr,η
// // H1dRp
˝
DYredr,η ,∇q
P PropQCohpYr,ηq
♥q
and therefore we obtain a map from E1r´1s to the complex (not the total cohomology!) of de Rham
cohomology H˚dRp
˝
DYredr,η ,∇q, and so that this map induces an epimorphism on applying H
1.
Define:
E0 :“ Coker
`
E1r´1s Ñ H˚dRp
˝
DYredr,η ,∇q
˘
P QCohpYredr,η q.
We claim that E0 is a finite vector bundle concentrated in cohomological degree zero, which
would clearly suffice since the (homotopy) kernel of the boundary map E0 Ñ E1 is obviously
(quasi)isomorphic to de Rham cohomology.
Indeed, E1 is concentrated in cohomological degree zero from the long exact sequence:
. . .Ñ 0Ñ H0dRp
˝
DYredr,η ,∇q Ñ H
0pE0q Ñ E1 ։ H1dRp
˝
DYredr,η ,∇q Ñ H
1pE0q Ñ 0Ñ . . . .
Clearly E1 is perfect when regarded as a complex (by Fredholmness of the de Rham differential
here). Finally, we see that it has Tor-amplitude 0, since for F P QCohpYredr,η q
ě0, we have:
E0 b F “ CokerpE1r´1s b F Ñ H˚dRp
˝
DYredr,η ,∇q b Fq
and this is the cone of a map from a complex in degrees ě 1 to a complex in degrees ě 0, so itself
lies in degrees ě 0 as desired.
Step 2. We will compute πred,˚N,η π
red
N,η,? using the theory of Lie algebroids from [GR1].
68
Note that Yredr,η {KN and Zr,η{pKN are of ind-finite type (by Theorems 2.12.1 and 2.19.1), so IndCoh
makes sense on them. Moreover, by formal smoothness, IndCoh “ QCoh on these prestacks (the
67Of course, the appropriate version of this formula holds with Γdt a test point with values in an affine scheme:
we are just simplifying the notation here.
68At the current moment, [GR1] is not available yet. However, the relevant notes on Lie algebroids are available
on Gaitsgory’s website.
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equivalence is given by tensoring with the dualizing sheaf). Under this equivalence, the above
functor corresponds to πred,!N,η π
red,IndCoh
N,η,˚ , in the usual IndCoh-notation.
Then the upshot of the [GR1] theory is that the endofunctor πred,˚N,η π
red
N,η,? admits a Z
ě-filtration
with nth associated graded term the endofunctor sending F P QCohpYredr,η {KN q to F tensored with
the nth symmetric power of the tangent complex of πredN,η.
By the above calculations, the nth symmetric power of this tangent complex is a perfect complex
of Tor-amplitude r0,dimpGqs for all n, giving the lemma.

7.6. We now prove the lemma.
Proof of Lemma 6.16.1. We proceed by steps.
Step 1. First, we show that π˚NπN,? is left t-exact. Note that argument is very coarse (and standard),
and does not really use the specifics of the geometry.
Let ι denote the embedding Yr ãÑ Zr. Define a t-structure on QCohpZrq, where we let QCohpZrq
ď0
be generated under colimits by ι?pQCohpYrq
ď0q.
It is well-known that ι? is t-exact in this case. Indeed, it is obviously right t-exact. Moreover,
the composite ι˚ι? is left t-exact.69 But we can tautologically test whether an object of QCohpZrq
is coconnective by checking after applying ι˚, so we obtain the claim.
Note that ι˚ is conservative. Since ι? is t-exact and the t-structure on QCohpYrq is compactly
generated (i.e., QCohpYrq is compactly generated with compacts closed under truncations), the
t-structure on QCohpZrq is compactly generated as well.
We have a similar t-structure on QCoh of:
rYr,KN :“ pKN KNˆ Yr
(i.e., the KN -counterpart of rYr) with all the same formal properties.
In particular, it follows that the ?-pushforward rYr,KN Ñ Zr is t-exact. Indeed, the ?-pushforward
is tautologically right t-exact. We need to see that this ?-pushforward maps QCohprYr,KN qě0 to
QCohpZrq
ě0. But the latter category is compactly generated by objects ?-pushed forward from
compact objects of QCohpYrq
ě0, for which the claim is clear.70
We can now deduce that π˚NπN,? is left t-exact. Indeed, we form the commutative diagram:
Yr
i // rYr,KN
α

ϕ // Zr
β

Yr{KN
πN // Zr{pKN
with the square being Cartesian. Recall that the pullback along Yr Ñ Yr{KN is t-exact. Then
base-change in the above diagram and our earlier observations immediately gives the result.
Indeed, we compute:
69Since ?-pushforward functors can be confusing, a toy model: suppose i : X ãÑ Y is a closed embedding of
smooth schemes. Then it is easy to see i?pFq “ i
IndCoh
˚ pF b ωXq b ω
´1
Y . So if F P QCohpXq
ě0, i?pFq lies in degrees
ě dimpY q ´ dimpXq. But then i˚i?pFq lies in degrees ě 0 as desired.
70Recall that compact generation works the same for non-DG categories as for DG categories. I.e., we first ob-
tain that QCohprYr,KN qě0 is freely generated under filtered colimits by its subcategory of compact objects, and this
subcategory in turn is generated under retracts by objects ?-pushed forward from compacts in QCohpYrq
ě0.
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i˚α˚π˚NπN,? “ i
˚ϕ˚β˚πN,? “ i˚ϕ˚ϕ?α˚. (7.6.1)
Then observe that α˚ is left t-exact: indeed, to see that an object of QCohprYr,KN q is coconnective it
suffices to apply i˚, so we need to see that i˚α˚ is left t-exact, but this functor is exact. Furthermore,
we have seen that ϕ? is t-exact. Finally, i
˚ϕ˚ “ ι˚ is left t-exact.
Step 2. We now show that π˚NπN,? is cohomologically bounded (for N ě r ` s).
Recall that we have the map recording the leading terms of a connection:
Yr{KN Ñ Zr{pKN Ñ pt´rgrrtssdt{tsgrrtssdtqdR.
By continuity of these functors and base-change, the Cousin resolution means that we need to
check that π˚NπN,? has uniformly (in η) bounded amplitude on objects supported at a point η P
pt´rgrrtssdt{tsgrrtssdtqdR. Since such objects are canonically filtered (by increasing infinitesimal
neighborhoods) by objects ?-pushed forward from QCohpYredr,η {KN q, we reduce to treating such
objects.
But this case follows from Lemma 7.5.1.
Step 3. Next, we show that π˚NπN,? is conservative.
Using the calculation (7.6.1) (and its notation), we need to see that i˚ϕ˚ϕ?α˚ is conservative.
We will show that each constituent functor is conservative. For the pullbacks this follows because
the maps are eventually coconnective nilisomorphisms between eventually coconnective spaces.
For ϕ?, note that the Cousin resolution allows us to test conservativity on geometric points of
pt´rgrrtssdt{tsgrrtssdtqdR again. Then the result again readily follows from Proposition 7.3.1 and
standard facts about formal completions, but we outline the argument for the sake of completeness:
In the notation of loc. cit, it obviously suffices to see that ?-pushforward along the formally
smooth map rY1r,KN ,η Ñ Zr,η is conservative.
We can check this after (conservatively) restricting to Yr,η Ď Zr,η, in which case, the notation of
loc. cit., the map becomes a formally smooth map over Yr,η with finite rank tangent complex. As
in the proof of Corollary 7.7.1 below, this fiber product is classical and is isomorphic to the formal
completion of a finite rank vector bundle on Yr,η.
So we have r : N Ñ Yr,η a finite rank vector bundle (the normal bundle appearing above),
and we are ?-pushing forward from the formal completion of its zero section. Up to a twist by
a (homologically graded) line bundle, this is the same as ?-pushing forward to N and then ˚-
pushing forward to Yr,η. The former operation is fully-faithful and the latter operation is obviously
conservative, so we obtain the claim.

7.7. Proof of Proposition 6.14.1. We have the following first application of Proposition 7.3.1
to 1-affineness.
Corollary 7.7.1. (1) The morphism rYr,η Ñ Zr,η is 1-affine.71
(2) For every prestack S with S Ñ Zr,η, the canonical morphism:
QCohpSq b
QCohpZr,ηq
QCohprYr,ηq Ñ QCohpS ˆ
Zr,η
rYr,ηq
is an equivalence.
Proof. We proceed in steps.
71Though the indschemes in question are not, since they are infinite-dimensional in the ind-directions.
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Step 1. First, we will show that for a formally smooth nilisomorphism p : Y Ñ Z of formal schemes72
(think: rY1r,η Ñ Z) is a disc bundle in an appropriate sense. The argument is well-known, but we
include it for completeness.
First, we show that there is a map i : Z Ñ Y of which p is a splitting. Indeed, formal smoothness
gives this map:
Yred “ Zred //

Y
p

Z
i
99
Z.
Now let N Ñ Z denote the total space of the normal bundle to i : Z Ñ Y. We claim that Y is
isomorphic over Z to the formal completion of the zero section of N.
Indeed, let Z ãÑ Z` ãÑ Y denote the first infinitesimal neighborhood of Z in Y (embedded via
i). There is a tautological map Z` Ñ N, identifying Z` with the first infinitesimal neighborhood
of the zero section. Then by formal smoothness, we obtain an extension of this map:
Z` //

N

Y
p //
>>
Z
Obviously this map factors through the formal completion of the zero section. Finally, filtering
functions on both sides by order of vanishing along Z, we see that the induced map Y Ñ N^Z is an
isomorphism.
Step 2. We now readily see the first claim: since Y1r,η is now the formal completion of a (finite rank)
vector bundle over Zr,η, the morphism Y
1
r,η Ñ Zr,η is 1-affine by [Gai5] §4. Obviously Yr,η ãÑ Y
1
r,η
is 1-affine, so we obtain the result, since 1-affine morphisms are closed under compositions.
Step 3. The second part follows similarly:
We factor rYr,η Ñ Zr,η as:
rYr,η ãÑ rY1r,η “ N^Zr,η ãÑ NZr,η Ñ Zr,η
where NZr,η Ñ Zr,η is a finite rank vector bundle (as above).
The desired compatibility between formation of tensor products and fiber products holds for any
affine morphism (see e.g. [Gai5] Appendix B). The only non-affine morphism above is N^
Zr,η
ãÑ NZr,η ,
so it suffices to treat this map. But this follows since the pullback admits a fully-faithful QCohpZr,ηq-
left adjoint as in [GR2] §7 (c.f. the argument of [Gai5] §4).

Variant 7.7.2. For N ě 0, let rYr,KN denote pKN KNˆ Yr, i.e., the analogue of rYr with the congruence
subgroup KN replacing GpOq. The above analysis works just as well for rYr,KN in place of rYr.
72I.e., indschemes whose reduced part is a scheme.
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7.8. We complete our obligations from §6 with the following.
Proof of Proposition 6.14.1. Note that Yr,η{Kr`s Ñ Zr,η{pKr`s is an ind-(eventually coconnective
and proper covering), and that Zr,η{pKr`s is a classical prestack. Moreover, we have seen that
Yr,η{Kr`s is 1-affine. Therefore, we are in the above setting.
We claim that the morphism Yr,η{Kr`s Ñ Zr,η{pKr`s is 1-affine. It suffices to see that the mor-
phism is 1-affine after we pullback to Zr,η. Then we obtain the morphism rYr,Kr`s,η Ñ Zr,η, which
we have seen in 1-affine.
Then the only thing remaining to check is the criterion (4) from Proposition 5.11.1, i.e., that the
canonical map:
QCohpYr,η{Kr`sq b
QCohpZr,η{ pKr`sq QCohpYr,η{Kr`sq Ñ QCohpYr,η{Kr`s ˆZr,η{ pKr`s Yr,η{Kr`sq
is an equivalence.
First, note that Corollary 7.7.1 (2) gives:
QCohprYr,Kr`s,ηq b
QCohpZr,ηq
QCohprYr,Kr`s,ηq »ÝÑ QCohprYr,Kr`s,η ˆ
Zr,η
rYr,Kr`s,ηq.
If we pass to pKr`s-invariants on the right hand side, we obtain QCohpYr,η{Kr`s ˆZr,η{ pKr`s Yr,η{Kr`sq.
Similarly for each of the individual terms of the tensor product. Therefore, we need to show that
formation of the tensor product commutes with taking pKr`s-invariants.
We will show this using ideas from §8.73 It suffices to show that pKr`s-invariants functorially
coincide with pKr`s-coinvariants for everything in sight, i.e., for the tensor product itself, and for each
term in the tensor product. This would imply the desired claim, since coinvariants are tautologically
compatible with tensor products.
Note that each of the four categories in question is acted on compatibly by QCohpZrq and
QCohppKr`sq. Therefore, the claim follows from74 Proposition 8.9.1, which exactly says that invari-
ants and coinvariants naturally coincide for any category acted on compatibly by QCohpZrq and
QCohppKr`sq (or any other congruence subgroup in place of Kr`s).

8. Conclusion of the proof of the main theorem
8.1. In this section, we prove that for G reductive, LocSysGp
˝
Dq is 1-affine.
The argument is fairly straightforward, given the work we have done already at this point.
8.2. 1-affineness and calculation of tensor products. Note that the morphism gpptqqdt{GpOq Ñ
LocSysGp
˝
Dq is a GrG,dR-fibration.
75 Therefore, the morphism is 1-affine by [Gai5] Theorem 2.6.3.
Moreover, the pullback for this morphism admits a left adjoint satisfying the projection formula,
and the same holds after any base-change (since GrG is ind-proper for G reductive).
73This argument is overkill: ultimately, it relies on the tameness of the action of GpOq on gauge forms. However,
we are currently analyzing a given fiber, for which such a claim is easier. The reader is invited to try to find a simpler
argument, but this is the most efficient one that I could find.
74The reader who glances at the proof of the cited proposition will see that it is a straightforward consequence of
Theorem 3.9.1, i.e., it is not using anything deep about the action of {GpOq on Zr, in spite of being cited out of order.
75Up to sheafification, anyway: it is rather a pGpKq{GpOqqdR-fibration, but we ignore this distinction since it is
irrelevant.
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Therefore, although the hypotheses of Proposition 5.11.1 do not quite hold (since that result
assumes the map to be ind-schematic), its logic holds as is and we can still apply the conclusion.
I.e., we obtain that Loc is fully-faithful for LocSysGp
˝
Dq, and 1-affineness for LocSysGp
˝
Dq reduces
to checking that the morphism:
QCohpgpptqqdt{GpOqq b
QCohpLocSysGp
˝
Dqq
QCohpgpptqqdt{GpOqq Ñ
QCoh
´
gpptqqdt{GpOq ˆ
LocSysGp
˝
Dq
gpptqqdt{GpOq
¯ (8.2.1)
is an isomorphism.
We will check this in what follows. First, we will give some generalities in §8.3-8.9 about tameness
for GpKq, which will justify commuting some invariants with some tensor products. After this, the
argument will be quick.
8.3. Tameness redux. In what follows, let G1 be an affine group scheme, and let G1 Ď G2 with
G2 a group indscheme with G2{G1 a formally smooth ind-proper ℵ0-indscheme.
Example 8.3.1. The basic examples are GpOq Ď {GpOq for any affine algebraic group, and for G
reductive, GpOq Ď GpKq.
8.4. First, we construct a self-duality for QCohpG2q. This construction will be of “semi-infinite”
nature, so e.g. depends on the choice of embedding G1 Ď G2.
Let q denote the quotient map G2 Ñ G2{G1. This map is affine, soQCohpG2q “ q˚pOG2q–modpQCohpG2{G1qq.
Note that QCohpG2{G1q
´bω
ÝÝÝÑ IndCohpG2{G1q is an isomorphism by [GR2], and note that IndCohpG2{G1q
is self-dual via Serre duality.
It is easy to see that the monad q˚q˚ is self-dual (under Serre duality). Indeed, the self-duality
pairing:
x´,´y : QCohpG2{G1q b QCohpG2{G1q Ñ Vect
is given by the formula:
xF,Gy “ ΓIndCohpG2{G1, pF b ωG2{G1q
!
b pGb ωG2{G1qq “ Γ
IndCohpG2{G1, pF b Gq b ωG2{G1q
and we have:
xq˚q˚pFq,Gy “ xF b q˚pOG2q,Gy “ xF,Gb q˚pOG2qy “ xF, q˚q
˚pGqy
where the second equality follows from the explicit form of the Serre duality pairing, and the others
are just the projection formula for the affine morphism q.
This self-duality of the monad readily gives the desired self-duality for QCohpG2q.
Example 8.4.1. The functor dual to the ˚-restriction QCohpG2q Ñ QCohpG1q is the left adjoint to
this restriction. The functor dual to the pullback Vect Ñ QCohpG2q is given by ˚-pushing forward
to G2{G1 and then taking IndCoh global sections (which is a left adjoint here, by assumption).
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8.5. Note that the group structure on G2 canonically makes QCohpG2q into a coalgebra object of
DGCatcont. If e.g. G2 acts a prestack Y, the QCohpYq is a comodule category for QCohpG2q.
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restriction functor QCohpG2q Ñ QCohpG1q is a morphism of coalgebras.
By self-duality, QCohpG2q inherits a monoidal structure as well, so that QCohpG2q-module cat-
egories (in DGCatcont) are the same as comodule categories for the above structure. Moreover,
QCohpG2q receives a monoidal functor from QCohpG1q.
Note that Vect has a tautological QCohpG2q-module structure corresponding to the trivial action
of G2 on a point. As usual, this allows us to speak about invariants and coinvariants for QCohpG2q-
module categories.
8.6. Semi-infinite norm functor. Suppose now that C is acted on by QCohpG2q. We will construct
a norm functor:
Nm
8
2 : CG2 Ñ C
G2
that is functorial in C and an equivalence for QCohpG2q.
Here is an abstract description, though we will give a more concrete (perhaps) description in
what follows.
Regard QCohpG2q as a bi-comodule category over itself. Then we have Vect
»
ÝÑ QCohpG2q
G2,w
as QCohpG2q-comodule categories, where we are using the residual action on the right hand side.
Indeed, since we have carefully used the comodule language everywhere, there is nothing non-
standard in this claim, i.e., we are not using the self-duality of QCohpG2q anywhere (which is
non-standard, since e.g. it has G1 built into it).
But by equating comodule structures and module structures by self-duality, the situation is more
interesting. In particular, for C P QCohpG2q, we can tensor the above map to obtain:
CG2,w :“ C b
QCohpG2q
Vect “ C b
QCohpG2q
QCohpG2q
G2,w Ñ
`
C b
QCohpG2q
QCohpG2q
˘G2,w
This is our norm map. It obviously satisfies the desired functoriality, and is obviously an equivalence
for C “ QCohpG2q.
8.7. We now give a slightly more concrete description of the norm functor above.
Suppose that C is a QCohpG2q-module category. The restriction functor Oblv : C
G2 Ñ CG1 is
conservative and admits a left adjoint Avw! by ind-properness of G2{G1. This functor is functorial
in C.
We claim that the composite functor:
CÑ CG2,w
Nm
8
2
ÝÝÝÑ CG2,w
is computed by:
C
Avw˚
ÝÝÝÑ CG1,w
Avw!ÝÝÝÑ CG2,w.
Indeed, this follows from the commutative diagram:
76We need the formula QCohpG2q bQCohpYq
»
ÝÑ QCohpG2 ˆYq for this, but this formula holds because QCohpG2q
is dualizable.
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C “ C b
QCohpG2q
QCohpG2q
idbAvw˚ // C b
QCohpG2q
QCohpG2q
G1,w //
Avw!

`
C b
QCohpG2q
QCohpG2q
˘G1,w “ CG1,w
Avw!

CG2,w “ C b
QCohpG2q
QCohpG2q
G2,w //
`
C b
QCohpG2q
QCohpG2q
˘G2,w “ CG2,w
and the calculation that QCohpG2q
Avw! Av
w˚
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ QCohpG2q
G2,w “ Vect is the functor dual to the pullback
(as follows from Example 8.4.1).
8.8. We can now proceed as before with tameness.
Definition 8.8.1. C is tame with respect to G2 if the above norm map is an equivalence.
In fact, tameness for G2 is the same as tameness for G1:
Proposition 8.8.2. C is tame with respect to G2 if it is tame as a QCohpG1q-module category.
Example 8.8.3. If G1 is normal in G2, this result is immediate: then it is well-known (c.f. [Gai5]
§11) that invariants and coinvariants coincide for G2{G1, so the problem reduces to a construction
chase (i.e., checking that the induced equivalence of invariants and coinvariants for G2 is given by
our construction above).
Proof of Proposition 8.8.2. Suppose C is a general QCohpG2q-module category, i.e., forget about
tameness for a moment.
We have a tautologically commutative diagram:
C // CG1,w
NmG1

// CG2,w
Nm
8
2
G2
CG1,w
Avw! // CG2,w.
Note that the top arrow in this square is given by:
CG1,w “ C b
QCohpG2q
QCohpG2qG1,w “ C b
QCohpG2q
QCohpG2{G1q Ñ C b
QCohpG2q
Vect “ CG2,w.
corresponding to the IndCoh-global sections functor on G2{G1. In particular, we see that the functor
CG1,w Ñ CG2,w admits a continuous right adjoint, since G2{G1 is ind-proper. Moreover, this right
adjoint is obviously monadic, since it is conservative and continuous.
This description of the right adjoint immediately gives the commutation of the diagram:
CG1,w
NmG1

CG2,w
Nm
8
2
G2
oo
CG1,w CG2,w
Oblvoo
Now suppose that C is tame with respect to the G1-action. The we have a morphism of monads
corresponding to the commutative diagram:
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CG2,w
Nm
8
2 //
&&▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
CG2,w
xxqqq
qq
qq
qq
qq
CG1,w “ C
G1,w
that is an isomorphism of monads (by the explicit descriptions of these functors). Moreover, each
of these diagonal functors is monadic (being continuous and conservative), so we obtain the claim.

8.9. We now have the following application to the actions on gauge forms.
Proposition 8.9.1. (1) For any affine algebraic group G:
(a) QCohpZrq is tame with respect to the {GpOq-action.
(b) More generally, any C P QCohpZrq–modpDGCatcontq equipped with a compatible action
of QCohp{GpOqq (i.e., with an action of the appropriate semidirect product, c.f. the proof
of Proposition 3.8.2) is tame with respect to {GpOq.
(2) For G reductive, the same conclusions hold with GpKq in place of {GpOq and gpptqqdt in
place of Zr.
Proof. We begin with the second result.
By Proposition 8.8.2, it suffices to prove these results with GpOq replacing {GpOq everywhere.
Then note that in forming the limit QCohpgpptqqdtq “ limQCohpt´rgrrtssdtq, each of the structural
functors admits a left adjoint. Therefore, this limit is also a colimit, and formation of this limit
commutes with all tensor products. Finally, note that each of the structural functors (whether left
or right adjoint) is a morphism of QCohpGpOqq-module categories.
Now for C P QCohpgpptqqdtq–mod, we obtain:
C “ lim
r
C b
QCohpgpptqqdtq
QCohpt´rgrrtssdtq “ colim
r
C b
QCohpgpptqqdtq
QCohpt´rgrrtssdtq P QCohpGpOqq–mod.
Note that formation of invariants commutes with formation of the limit, and formation of coinvari-
ants commutes with formation of the colimit. Therefore, by functoriality and by Theorem 3.9.1, we
obtain:
CGpOq,w “ colim
r
´
C b
QCohpZrq
QCohpt´rgrrtssdtq
¯
GpOq,w
»
ÝÑ colim
r
´
C b
QCohpZrq
QCohpt´rgrrtssdtq
¯GpOq,w
“
lim
r
´
C b
QCohpZrq
QCohpt´rgrrtssdtq
¯GpOq,w
“ CGpOq,w
as desired.
The corresponding result for Zr is proved in the same way, but with the appropriate formal
completions taken throughout: we leave the details to the reader.

8.10. Calculation of tensor products. First, we claim the following:
Lemma 8.10.1. The morphism:
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QCohpgpptqqdtq b
QCohpLocSysGp
˝
Dqq
QCohpgpptqqdtq Ñ QCoh
`
gpptqqdt ˆ
LocSysGp
˝
Dq
gpptqqdt
˘
(8.10.1)
is an equivalence.
Proof. Consider the projection p2 : GpKq ˆ gpptqqdt Ñ gpptqqdt as GpKq-equivariant for gauge
action on the target, and for the diagonal action on the source induced by the right action of GpKq
on itself and the gauge action on gpptqqdt. Note that when we quotient by GpKq, we obtain the
projection gpptqqdtÑ LocSysGp
˝
Dq.
Clearly the morphism:
QCohpGpKq ˆ gpptqqdtq b
QCohpgpptqqdtq
QCohpGpKq ˆ gpptqqdtq Ñ
QCoh
´
pGpKq ˆ gpptqqdtq ˆ
gpptqqdt
pGpKq ˆ gpptqqdtq
¯
is an isomorphism, since QCohpGpKqq b QCohpgpptqqdt “ QCohpGpKq ˆ gpptqqdtq. Moreover, this
isomorphism is equivariant for the diagonal GpKq-action (given as above). We claim that passing
to weak GpKq-invariants gives the desired statement of the lemma.
Indeed, we have:
QCohpgpptqqdtq b
QCohpLocSysGp
˝
Dqq
QCohpgpptqqdtq “
QCohpGpKq ˆ gpptqqdtqGpKq,w b
QCohpgpptqqdtqGpKq,w
QCohpGpKq ˆ gpptqqdtqGpKq,w Ñˆ
QCohpGpKq ˆ gpptqqdtq b
QCohpgpptqqdtq
QCohpGpKq ˆ gpptqqdtq
˙GpKq,w
“
QCoh
´
pGpKq ˆ gpptqqdtq ˆ
gpptqqdt
pGpKq ˆ gpptqqdtq
¯GpKq,w
“
QCohpgpptqqdt ˆ
LocSysGp
˝
Dq
gpptqqdtq
so it suffices to see that taking weak GpKq-invariants commutes with the tensor product here, i.e.,
that the displayed arrow is an isomorphism.
We will do this using tameness, i.e., we claim that all of the invariants above can also be computed
as coinvariants. Indeed, this is deduced as follows:
‚ For QCohpGpKq ˆ gpptqqdtq “ QCohpGpKqq bQCohpgpptqqdtq, this is tautological.
‚ For QCohpgpptqqdtq, this follows from Proposition 8.9.1.
‚ For QCoh of the fiber product pGpKq ˆ gpptqqdtq ˆ
gpptqqdt
pGpKq ˆ gpptqqdtq, note that we can
rewrite this fiber product as GpKq ˆ GpKq ˆ gpptqqdt so that the GpKq-action is free (in
the obvious sense), and then tameness is again tautological.

8.11. Now observe that both the left and right hand sides of (8.10.1) have GpKq ˆGpKq-actions
(i.e., QCohpGpKqˆGpKqq-actions) coming from the gauge action of GpKq on gpptqqdt. We claim that
passing to{GpOqˆ{GpOq-invariants on both sides, we obtain the morphism (8.2.1). This would obvi-
ously show that (8.2.1) is an isomorphism, completing the proof of the 1-affineness of LocSysGp
˝
Dq.
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Indeed, passing to these invariants on the right hand side, we tautologically obtain:
QCoh
´
gpptqqdt{GpOq ˆ
LocSysGp
˝
Dq
gpptqqdt{GpOq
¯
i.e., the right hand side of (8.2.1).
On the left hand side, the result follows from tameness. Indeed, we have:
QCohpgpptqqdt{GpOqq b
QCohpLocSysGp
˝
Dqq
QCohpgpptqqdt{GpOqq “
QCohpgpptqqdtq
{GpOq,w b
QCohpLocSysGp
˝
Dqq
QCohpgpptqqdtq
{GpOq,w Ñ
´
QCohpgpptqqdtq b
QCohpLocSysGp
˝
Dqq
QCohpgpptqqdtq
¯{GpOqˆ{GpOq,w
and we are trying to see that this arrow is an isomorphism. If we can show that invariants everywhere
(functorially, i.e., via the norm map) coincide with coinvariants, then the result is clear.
For QCohpgpptqqdtq, the result follows from Proposition 8.9.1.
By Proposition 8.8.2, it remains to check GpOqˆGpOq-tameness for the tensor product appearing
on the right there. Note that by Lemma 8.10.1, the tensor product coincides with:
QCohpgpptqqdt ˆ
LocSysGp
˝
Dq
gpptqqdtq “ QCohpGpKq ˆ gpptqqdtq.
Here one GpOq-action is on just acting on the left on the first factor, and the second GpOq-action
is diagonally induced by the right action on the first factor and the gauge action on the second
factor. Obviously this category is tame with respect to just the first GpOq-action, so it suffices to
pass to the invariants and check that it is tame with respect to the residual GpOq-action. I.e., we
want to see that QCohpGpOqzGpKq ˆ gpptqqdtq is tame for the diagonal GpOq-action.
It suffices to prove this tameness with t´rgrrtssdt replacing gpptqqdt, since passing to the limit
= colimit in r we obtain the desired result. Then observe that p2 : GpOqzGpKq ˆ t
´rgrrtssdt Ñ
t´rgrrtssdt isGpOq-equivariant for the diagonal GpOq-action, so that QCohpGpOqzGpKqˆt´rgrrtssdtq
is acted on compatibly by QCohpGpOqq and by QCohpt´rgrrtssdtq. Therefore, the result follows from
Theorem 3.9.1, i.e., tameness of t´rgrrtssdt.
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